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When Nintendo finally produced its 64bit games technology, 
a number of Japanese developers clambered aboard, including 
Seta, now completing its first titles, Rev Limit and Wild Choppers 

UIS lnlBrat:llUB 
It was inevitable that Shiny Entertainment's Earthworm Jim would 
make the leap to the next generation - what wasn't such a sure 
thing was an unknown developer being handed the duties .. 

liB computer Rrtworlls 
William Latham's innovative evolutionary graphics outfit has only 
found fame to date with a complex screensaver. This exclusive 
Edge report reveals the company's plans for its first game, Evalva 

li6 Brot1er11un11 
The softco which brought the gaming world classics like Prince of 
Persia is engineering a revival. Edge travelled to the States to 
speak to the men behind its new wave of 32bit videogames 

62 Pon lnleracliue 
Videogames, television and movie licences have long been the 
scourge of the discerning videogamer. Fox Interactive has plans 
to stamp out such preconceptions with a wealth of new titles 

68 Reclaim SIHIIIOS 
After delivering one of the best 64bit games to date in the form of 
Turok, where now for Acclaim? Edge visited the company's 
development facilities on both sides of the Atlantic to find out 



warp's 02 for the doomed M2 
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DB 
Shock revelations from Japan confirm that the much-vaunted 
64bit format, M2, has been cancelled; Sega and Bandai merger 
plans collapse; developers prepare for E3 ,n Atlanta 
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~~al Ti~ti~~g~~t~f~~ ~:~ibTti~nusic event 
showcasing the work of artists who employ interactive technology 

IB num,o,, 
The Oasis Sontook Interactive and Music Machine present 
music·loving P owners with tempting multimedia gacka~s, 
while the book, 'Possible Worlds', offers a lucid stu y of 

IB n11u11111 
Ed'!!; takes a look at how the Nintendo 64 is being catered for 
on e Internet by both official and fan-produced Homepages. 
Also, a new online football game looks set to kick up a storm 

20 BIO In J1111n 
In this month's investil\':tion of the Nip,f,;onese videogaming 
scene: virtual pets on e PlayStation; mik's dubious~ themed 
title, LSD; and virtual TV presenter Laura, from Warp's he D 

22 Rn IUIIIIIDI 1111111 ... 
lf ever there was a iame worth waiting an a~e for, it was surely 
Dungeon Keeper. is month Edge speaks o its creator, Peter 
Molyneux, about why he's leaving the company he built 

21 PIIBOfBBn 
Ed~e previews PC titles Joint Strike Fighter, Ornikron and Fl(qht 
Un 1m1ted 2, coin-op/PC game Plane Crazy, and Lomborghmi 64 

B4 11118Df88fl 
Adeline's PC title Little Big Adventure 2 su:r,rises and disaRpoints 
e~ually, while Sony's Pla1?ation is well ea ered for with t e 
re ease of Overblood, V· ally, Runabout and Wild Arms 

'' RIOIIIIUIBW 
S~ts Model 3·powered Jurassic Park 2 coin-op earns a closer 
E ge examination, along with Konami's M2·based Polystars 

"' BIIIIIIU 
Images this month from Queen: The Eye and LBA2 join a new 
section offering readers a chance to get their CGI work in Edge 

l2B lllll01Jl8W 
Tehkan's mid-'80s coin1; classic Bomb Jack is this month's focal 
point, while MAME provi es still more emulated coin-op action 

Edge's regular section concerni'J§ the creative side of videogaming 
reports on Microsoft's evolving irectX initiative, Sohlrnage s 
motion-capture work, and a new PC game-creation pacliage 

121 1,11,,, 
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MATSUSHITA FINALLY PULLS PLUG 
The fate of Matsushita's blighted M2 technology has finally 
been sealed. Edge has discovered that the sole licensee of 
the technology has cancelled the entire consumer project 
in a move that could cost the Japanese giant hundreds of 
millions of dollars. 

News reached Edge at the end of May that 3DO's ill
fated 64bit technology is unlikely to ever make it into the 
homes of Japanese or western gameplayers in the form it 
was intended. The reasons cited for the decision include 
the irrepressible strength of Sony in the videogames market 
and a hardware specification that would have had difficulty 
competing with forthcoming consoles from rival companies. 
Edge understands that an official announcement will not be 
made by the company because a Japanese launch strategy 
was never officially made public. 

This news should come as little surprise to those who 
have closely monitored the development of the format. For 
more than a year there has been little noise made by the 
consumer electronics giant and many industry pundits have 
suspected that things were not going according to plan. 
Prospective M2 developer Rob Povey at Boss Game 
Studios echoed this viewpoint: 'It doesn't surprise me a 
great deal but I have to say I'm a little disappointed. 
Matsushita would hardly have been in a strong software 
position if they had released - even if the first round of 
games had been excellent. Where were the second and 
third round games coming from? Their reluctance to talk to 
and reassure thirdparty developers on their plans for the 
platform (outside of warp, capcom and Konami, I assume) 
would have left them with a lack of software after their 
initial releases, which would probably have condemned the 
platform in the long term anyway.' 

While those who sat on the fence throughout the 
machine's development can thank their consciences for 
being prudent, there can be no denying that this decision 
represents a final kick in the teeth for those who stood by 
the format during its teething problems. Committed 
Japanese developer warp certainly has the most at stake. 
The company's realtime 3D adventure game 02 has been in 
development since the very first M2 development kits were 
released by The 3DO company over two years ago and this 

ON M2 WONDER PROJECT 

The Ml console was all but 
complete and included an N64· 
s~le pad featuring an analogue 
stick and jog shuttle wheel (right) 

news leaves boss Kenji Eno with little 
choice but to consider porting the title to 
a 32bit console or perhaps even the PC. 

A similar course of action seems 
likely for other known M2 titles in development 
such as Power Crystal (E43) and Studio 3DO's 'M2 Racing'. 
The latter was a title that originally lead the M2 hype charge 
and was revealed to us games magazines recently, 
probably in an effort to draw attention to the title and 
secure conversion rights for the aborted project. However, 
when Edge contacted the Californian developer for a 
comment about the move, the company denied all 
knowledge of the cancellation. As for Hull-based 

To date, Dl has been the most potent example of what the proposed Ml technology could do, with expansive lD environments and remarkably 
atmospheric realtime lighting and reflection effects. Hopefully the 64bit hardware will be put to good use in coin-ops or accelerators for the PC 
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From birth to death 

conflnnatlon from M2 Insiders: 

the project Is officially canned 

Perceptions, Edge was unable to contact the company for 
a comment on the situation. 

While all plans for the console incarnation of the M2 
technology have been abandoned, its implementation in 
the arcade is continuing. Despite Panasonic's plans to play 
down Konami's use of the M2 technology in its Polystars 
coin-op (see Edge Interactive CD), the arcade company is 
expecting to release another polygon-based game soon 
with Capcom following suit (with a 3D beat 'em up) shortly 
after. It's also possible that titles in development for the 
console could still be ported to the arcade board. 

With its interminable development delays, M2's 
perceived advantages over the competition have naturally 
suffered at the hands of time. With Sega and Sony already 
well into the development of their own second generation 
of superconsoles, the most Matsushita could have hoped 
for was a technological lead of around a year before more 
powerful machines would have eclipsed it. A likely 

The 3DO Company, whose IMSA Racing Ml game 
was recently demonstrated in the US, seemed 
unaware of the formafs cancellation when Edge 
contaded the company. The game is now likely to 
be reworked as a native 3D-accelerated PC title 

news 

Warp's grand-looking D2 might now be PC 
bound - a Saturn conversion looks unfeasible 

destination for the complete M2 technology could be a 3D 
card for the PC although other consumer goods employing 
the technology cannot be ruled out. 

considering the sheer worldwide market presence of 
Matsushita, it seems likely that a new strategy using the 
experience assimilated from its work on M2 will be used to 
formulate a brand new videogaming agenda - Edge has 
already heard rumours of a much higher hardware 
specification and one that probably also encompasses DVD 
and Internet initiatives. What does seem clear, though, is 
that the company has realised that it will need a foolproof 
launch strategy if it is to stand a chance against the vast 
market share currently enjoyed by Sony. M2 in its current 
form clearly was not up to the job. 

This turn of events ultimately places Matsushita in a 
difficult position. There is the embarrassment felt towards 
the thirdparties that have committed precious-resources to 
developing titles, and there is the technology itself that 
could go to waste - a crying shame after so many promises. 
Matsushita may be able to stomach the enormous losses 
involved in the decision, but this will be no compensation for 
the thirdparties who now face the biggest obstacle of £ 
all: a console consigned to the shelf. 
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·i SEGA-BANDAI MERGER COLLAPSES AS SATURN FALTERS 

The success of Tamagotchi has 
led some to speculate that 
Bandai does not need Sega 

The proposed multi-million yen 
merger between Sega and toy firm 
Bandai has fallen through. 

The deal, which was due to come 
into effect in October. would have 
created a new company named Sega 
Bandai, with the latter operation 
effectively swallowed up into the 
former. Strangely, Bandai's board 
actually agreed to the merger at a 
meeting on Monday, May 26, but then 
reversed its decision the next day. 
Now, however. the two companies 
will remain separate entities, yet 
retain a plan to work together as 
'business partners'. 

Although various theories have 
been put forward to explain Bandai's 
sudden onset of corporate cold feet. 
it appears the about-turn was down 
to a letter sent to Bandai president 
Makoto Yamashina by members of 
the company's middle management. 
These younger employees were 
concerned that the cultures of the 
two companies were too different 
and that the deal would adversely 
effect both Bandai's own growth and 
the working conditions of its 
employees. Yamashina simply 
announced: 'We could not see a clear 
picture of the synergy, which is after 
all the purpose of a merger · 

some industry observers. 
however, have put forward an 
alternative theory to explain the 
collapsed deal. Although Bandai's 
profits have plunged in the last year 
from ¥10.4bn to a loss of ¥8bn. the 
company's recently introduced 
Tamagotchi has already bought in a 
profit of ¥1 bn - a figure which is 
bound to increase over the coming 
months. It could be, then, that Bandai 
is now confident that it can find its 
own way out of financial difficulty 
without the help of Sega. 

A final theory offered to explain 
Bandai's sudden change of heart is 
perhaps the most intriguing. Some 
industry pundits believe that 
Matsushita may be gearing up for a 
merger with Sega, and that this threat 
frightened off the comparatively 
lightweight Bandai. 

Rumours suggest that Matsushita, 

DD delayed 

Nintendo has postponed the launch of its 

6400 device due to delays in producing both 

games and drives. The unit, which was 

supposed to ship in time for Christmas in 

Japan, will now not be seen until March '98. 

This will almost certainly push back the US 

release to mid.'98 and may mean European 

Though staff at Sega's HQ were expecting to be working closely with 
those of Bandai soon, ifs now transpired that it won't be that close 

which has purportedly had its eye on 
Sega for a while, may be interested in 
acquiring the company to strengthen 
game development for its M2 project. 

However, this theory is severely 
tested by the fact that sega has its 
own plans for 64bit development. 
Plus. of course. M2 has been canned. 
Whatever the case. Yamashina will be 
stepping aside as Bandai president as 
a result of the collapse of the deal, 
but will stay on as chairman. 

Although Sega remained 
philosophical about the Bandai 
break-up, it is the latest blow in a 
month which has already seen 
several game companies pull out of 
Saturn development. 

The us division of Acclaim. for 
example. has announced that 
Ocean's shoot 'em up Project X2, 
Take 2's Iron and Blood and the 
company's own NFL Quarterback 
Club '98 have all been canned for 
Saturn release. Other companies like 
Radical and Atlus have also put 
development for Sega·s system on 
the backburner. Ironically, even 
companies that do want to bring 
games out for the Saturn are finding it 
difficult to do so. us softco Crystal 

gamers won't see it until Christmas '98. 

When the device is finally launched, it is 

expected to be accompanied by four 

compatible games - Mother 3, Sim City, 

Pocket Monster 64 and Mario Paint 64 - sold 

separately to the unit itself. Zelda 64, which 

many hoped would be bundled with the 

6400, may not now be ready in time for the 

Dynamics has been unable to find a 
publisher to handle its Saturn version 
of RPG Legacy of Kain - despite the 
fact that the game is complete. 

Shiny Entertainment's Dave 
Perry is philosophical about the 
whole Saturn situation. ·we fully 
support Sega - Shiny has invested a 
lot of time and money into the system 
with our forthcoming Wild 9. 

'The problem is that we're 
planning on spending quite a lot more 
time developing Wild 9, and we're not 
sure what the Saturn situation is 
going to be like a year from now. so 
for the moment we've has to put 
Saturn Wild 9 on hold. Ultimately, 
though, Sega seem focused on the 
future; so are we ... · 

However, perhaps the most 
disturbing news for Sega is that Tomb 
Raider 2, potentially one of the 
biggest titles of 1997, may not be 
released on the Saturn. When this 
information was first released last 
month. many put the decision down 
to the machine's poor market share. 
but Core is not cancelling all its other 
·Saturn development - Ninja and 
Fighting Force are both still pencilled 
in for the format. When Edge spoke 
to Core. the company claimed that 
the game would not be converted to 

launch. Thecart version of the game should 

still be released in Japan this year, however. 

Evil cut 
Capcorn is developing a 'director's cut' version 

of Resident Evil, which should be released on 

the PlayStatioo in the autumn. The new version 

of the game will feature new graphics-and 



Tomb Raider 2 (left) has now been cancelled for the Saturn. Its developer, one-time Sega stalwart Core 
Design (Ninja staff pidured right) claims that the system simply cannot handle the game's new lD routines 

Sega·s machine because it is not able 
to cope with the vastly improved 3D 
engine. Others believe, however, that 
Sony is trying to tie down an 
exclusivity deal with Core which will 
mean the game can only appear on 
the PlayStation. Whatever the case, 
its a serious blow for a machine 
desperately in need of triple-A 
software support. 

And Core is not the only key 
British software company to pull a 
significant title out of Saturn 
development. Bullfrog, too, has made 
the decision not to produce its highly 
acclaimed strategy title, Syndicate 
wars, on the platform. As head of 
conversions, Steve Metcalf, told 
Edge, 'It's quite simply not being 
developed because we don't see a 
market there which is substantial 
enough to cover the develop costs. In 
fact, all Saturn development has 
ceased at Bullfrog for the foreseeable 
future'. Metcalf is also pessimistic 
about British Saturn development in 
general: ·1 think this is going to 
happen increasingly. We'll have to 
see what the price decrease [see next 
page for Currys and Dixons news) 
does. but if you look at the market 
share. Saturn is way, way behind'. 

Although in the past Sega has 
sought to deny any problems with its 
32bit console, recent events seem to 
have prompted a more realistic 
standpoint. Last month, the company 
admitted it expects to ship just 1. 9 

camera angles, and certain elements have 

been rearranged to give players of the original 

fresh surprises. There will also be three levels 

of difficulty e ighest of which should attract 

million Saturn units worldwide this 
year - half as many as in '96 - and 
says that next year it must 
concentrate on producing software 
rather than unprofitable hardware. It 
denies. however. that saturn hardware 
production will cease altogether. 

Reflecting this practical 
reappraisal of the hardware market is 
the company's recent decision to 
drop the price of the Saturn in the us 
to $149 (or $169 bundled with Sega 
Rally, Virtua Fighter 2 or NiGHTS). This 
will bring the console in line with the 
Playstation and the N64 which have 

been selling at a lower retail point for 
several months. Sega has also cut the 
price of its Netlink peripheral by half 
to $99 and has introduced a 
Saturn/Netlink bundle for $249. 

Even software has been targeted 
in the price crackdown: more than 30 
Saturn titles have now been placed 
within the $20-$40 price range 
(including NiGHTS. Fighting Vipers and 
Virtua Cop 2) and no games will 
exceed the $50 tag. 

Unsurprisingly, many industry 
analysts feel that Sega should have 
waited until E3 to make such an II> 

Saturn production is believed to be still going ahead, although the 
company has set a worldwide sales projedion for '97 of only 1.9m 

news 

3Dfx is getting together with 

peripherals company Techwerks 

to develop a Mac version of its 

Voodoo-based accelerator board . 

Although the actual design of 

the board has not been revealed, 

3Dfx is confident that the 

conversion process is a simple one 

and that games which have been 

designed to write to the 

technology's Glide API (ie PC 

games that are already voodoo 

compatible) will translate readily 

to the Mac. This may well provide 

a significant shot in the arm to the 

Mac ·games market which has 

flagged over the last two years. 

Meanwhile, in a recent report 

to the us stock exchange, 3Dfx 

has revealed that Electronic Arts is 

set to invest $3m in the company. 

Curiously, though, a section which 

put forward Sega as a possible 

investor in a previous version of 

the report has been removed. 

However, references are still made 

to a Sega/3Dfx chipset and the 

development of a 30 subsystem 

for, 'Sega's next home console'. 

Away from investment 

concerns, 3Dfx has been preparing 

for a huge presence at E3 . 

Between 1 SO and 200 titles are 

expected to support 3Dfx in some 

capacity at the show including 

Jedi Knight, Hexen 2 and an 

Antipodean-developed racer, 

Powerslide (below). There will also 

be five stations running Obsidian 

(ie arcade)-class hardware and 

showing special versions of Prey, 

Quake 2, Unreal and Earthseige 3. 
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Yu Suzuki: I would reproduce 

movie-quality images in reattime 

30. It would be like an interactive 

movie. It would also take 

advantage of some kind portable 

screen that would be clearly 

visible outdoors. It may also 

involve some kind of link cable. 

Shlgeru Miyamoto: I do not 

believe in Yu Suzuki's notion of 

being able to play outside. You 

need to be sitting in front of a TV. 

Also, why are we limited to a 

square TV? The perfect screen 

would have no limits. 

Yoshlkl Okamoto (creator of 

Street Fighter Zero 2 and 

BioHaza"rd): I would like to make 

an RPG. Development on it 

wouldn' t take long, it's frivolous. It 

would be a game where you could 

have fun playing without spending 

a lot of time with it. It would be 

some kind of serial game. There 

would be a new part every month. 

If it was done properly, you could 

play for 30 years. 

SM: I only make games. 

YO: I would like to buy land in 

New Zealand and raise sheep. 

domination. Sony won two significant battles 

last year by securing Enix and Square as 

PlayStation developers. 

LucasArts draws saber 

LucasArts is developing a 'Star Wars' beat 'em 

up which should be released on the 

PlayStation in Autumn in the US, and probably 

One of the UK's most important 
developers, Bullfrog. will not 
produce any more Saturn titles 

.,. important announcement. However. 
the company has argued that it wants 
attention at the exhibition to be 
focused entirely on games, rather 
than hardware - a point which 
reflects its software-led business 
plans for '98. 

Meanwhile. on this side of the 
Atlantic. no official price drop has 
been announced, but Dixons and 
Currys are both now selling the 
Saturn at £99 - the 300 system's final 
official price point before drifting into 
bargain bin oblivion. 

But it's not all doom and gloom 
for Sega. The price of the company's 
stock on the Nikkei index zoomed up 
when the Bandai merger fell through, 
and it made a profit of ¥2bn for the 
fiscal term ending March 1996. 

It now remains to be seen 
whether titles such as Virtua Fighter 3 

Saturn Legacy of Kain is 
complete, but its creator, 
Crystal Dynamics, cannot find 
a publisher to take the title on 

(if indeed it appears on 32bit) and 
Resident Evil can turn around the 
fortunes of the Saturn and halt its 
slippery slide into obscurity. 

Edge would certainly be sad to 
see such a diverse format £ 
wittier and die. 

TIGER LAUNCHES INTERNET HANDHELD 
Tiger Electronics. known mostly for its line of LCD games, 
has released a cartridge-based handheld system offering 
gaming and Internet facilities. in the us. 

Called Game.corn. the unit is intended to compete with 
Nintendo's Game Boy, and it uses similar technology, 
including a Z80-based CPU and a black-and-white LCD 
screen. The display is larger than the Game Boy's, however. 
and is exceptionally clear with a nice resolution. Roughly 
the same size as Sega's Game Gear. although thinner, the 
Game.corn features a D-pad and four fire buttons. 
Significantly, though, the LCD also functions as a touch
screen interface, and the unit comes equipped with a stylus 
for precise pointing 

Game.corn comes packaged with the puzzle game 
Lights Out, and retails at $70, while built-in software 
includes a calculator. a solitaire game, a phone number an 
address database, and a simple calendar. The unit features 
the usual jacks for headphones and AC adaptor. as well as 
a comms port for connecting the unit to a phone plug. This 
is used in conjunction with the Game.corn's Internet 
Cartridge - in the us. for $19.95 (modem and Internet 
account costs are extra). the cart enables users to send and 
receive e-mail, and perform some other limited. text-based 
Internet functions. 

The unit showed to Edge offered playable beta versions 
of Indy 500, a racing game. and Wheel of Fortune. Also 
shown were non-playable demos of Duke Nukem and 
Batman & Robin. Indy 500 was less than exciting, although 
Wheel of Fortune, with an interface designed around the 
stylus and touch screen, was much easier to play than any 
version previously available. Batman & Robin is a typical 
side-scrolling action tie-in, but Duke Nukem looks quite 
promising. With regard to the conversion. Allen Richardson, 
a producer at Tiger. admitted that the Game.come is 'not 
really a 30 machine - the 30 in Duke is simulated.' As well 

=!!!/!!!{ 

As well as it comms capabilities, another of the 
Game.corn's significant aspects is its dual cart port 

as performing some clever pseudo-30 routines, Duke also 
highlighted another Game.corn feature: a liberal use of 
voice samples, unusual for a handheld system. 

Most other Game.corn titles are ports of titles from 
other consoles, and while some third parties have 
expressed interest in developing for it, Tiger currently plans 
to use only in-house development. 

Cartridges retail in the us in the $20-$30 range, with five 
titles available at launch and another 13 by the end of the 
year, including Madden '98 and Fighters Megamix. 'Since 
our carts are in the 16Mbit range, Madden will probably be 
the toughest title to do,' says Richardson. 'We're also trying 
to do something more with Megamix than turn it into a 2D 
fighter.' With no Tetris, though, it remains to be seen whether 
the ageing Game Boy is under any immediate threat. 

The unit is set for a UK release (though no date has yet 
been set), and it will be interesting to see how it will fare in 
a market where handheld gaming is very much yesterday's 
news. Its unique Internet capabilities will no doubt £ 
play a large part in the amount of interest it stirs. 

Chnstmas/early-'98 in the UK. The game, 

which features most of the main characters 

from the sci- fi trilogy as well as a new fighterr 

Arden Lyn, is entitled Star Wars: Masters of 

Teras Kasi (Teras Kasi being a martial art based 

on harnessing the.poweLof the force). 

Char.acters will be able to fight with light sabres, 

blasters and flamethrowers as well as-kicks and 

punches, and backgrounds include Yoda's hu\ 

Cload ei;y and the Rancor's pi!. More should 

be revealed at E3. 

Eidos cashes in 



news 

Nintendo's pre-El publicity material hints at its 
new game charader, to be seen in Banjo-Kazooie 

way it sees fit - and that just couldn't be done in LA.' 
Last year's E3 was memorable in that it represented a 

resurgence of the interactive entertainment industry after 
the period of decline which followed the tail-end of the 16bit 
era. The second generation of 32bit software, combined 
with the western showcasing of the N64, resulted in a sense 
of optimism rarely felt at such an event. 

Last year's E3 event. held in Los Angeles, proved to be one of the highlights of the games 
calendar. This year's, though, is expected to be the most exciting software show to date 

The scale of the show - 500,000 square feet fully 
occupied by 400 stands and requiring $100 million dollars of 
investment - was also unprecedented. 

With little new hardware to be revealed at E3 this year, 
companies will be focusing their energy on software. The 
IDSA has announced it expects 1,500 new titles to be 
unveiled at the show. A survey it conducted revealed that 
65% of this new software is within the entertainment sector, 
and can be broken down into 37% action/adventure, 17% 
strategy/puzzle and 11% sports titles. 

E3 TO SHOWCASE 1,500 NEW GAMES 

3 million shares to the public at between 

$9-$11 a share. The actual date of the share 

offer has not yet been confirmed. 

Activision Quakes 

Activision has won the publishing and 

distribution righlS for Quake 2, beating off 

competition from GT Interactive which 

As well as hosting last year's Olympic Games, Atlanta will 
welcome this year's Electronics Entertainment Expo, the 
calendar's biggest interactive entertainment event. Whereas 
1996's show was held in LA's Convention Center, its 
success resulted in an increase in the number of companies 
booking stands for this year's expo, forcing the owners - us 
trade body IDSA (International Digital Software Association) 
- to look elsewhere as the LA site was unable to 
accommodate the growth in interest. 

Doug Lowenstein, IDSA's president, recently told 
trade newspaper, computer Trade Weekly: 'It's not our 
place to tell people they can't come to E3 or to impose 
limits on stand size. It's our job to provide the right 
environment for our industry to express itself in the best 

Sony had a huge presence at 1996's El, but it will 
face a big, committed push from Nintendo this year 

Game over for Feds 

Nintendo will once again have the largest stand of the 
show. Top of its list is Rare's Banjo-Kazooie, a game 
shrouded in secrecy (but known previously as 'Dream') 
which features the eponymous duo. Other major titles from 
the playability master include the cart version of Zelda 64, 
GoldenEye 007, which now features a fourplayer option, 
and Yoshi's Island 64. 

Thirdparty developers will also be out in force to 
support the N64. Ocean will have the promising action 
adventure Mission: Impossible and driving title Multi-Racing 
Championship to provide much-needed diversity for the 
N64's sparse games catalogue. 

Continuing its work on Nintendo's machine following 
the classic ISS64, Konami wi ll offer 64bit versions of 
castlevania and contra, as well as showing the impressive
looking Metal Gear Solid for the Playstation. 

Sony's stand will be out in force again, with an 
extensive PlayStation line-up including Crash 2, Blasto, and 
Psygnosis' range of PC and Playstation titles including 
G-Police, F1 '97, Rascal, Shadow Master and Psybadek. 

Further support for Sony's machine comes from Namco 
which continues its PlayStation development with the 
lightgun-compatible title Time Crisis, together with a 
possible look at Tekken 3. 

The Saturn might not longer have the kind of third party 
support as some of its competitors, but Sega is not giving 
up on its machine just yet, with the promise of some high
calibre software. Virtua Fighter 3 should make an 
appearance (possibly on video), along with Last Bronx, 
Project sonic, Sonic Jam, Touring car Championship, ~ 

Namco reopens Museum previously published Quake and Doom. 

Activision, which also handles Hexen 2 and the 

Quake mission discs, is said to have paid $8m 

for the eagerly anticipated sequel and may give 

up to 40% in royalties payments to id. The 

game features new technology such as rotating 

brushes and transparent textures as well as 

new enemies and locations. 

Improbably named North carolina senator, 

Launch Faircloth, is proposing legislation which 

would ban US federal employees from having 

games on their PCs. He believes the increase 

Namco has announced plans for a further title 

in its PlayStation Museum series, which was 

believed to have been concluded. Namco 

Museum Encore will feature seven old games, 

although details of what the titles ·will be are 

currently sketchy - although Edge knows that 

Rolling Thunder vvll be included. 

in productivity which should ensue will save 

taxpayers millions of dollars. Rubber-band fighlS 

are no doubt next on his prohibitive agenda .. 
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news 

Expected El hits (clockwise from above): 
Panzer Dragoon Saga (Sat), Tomb Raider 
2 (PS/PC), GoldenEye 007 (N64), Legend 
of Zelda 64 (N64}, Resident Ev/1: Director's 
Cut (PS), Outcast (PC), Quake 2 (PC) 

worldwide Soccer '98 and Panzer Dragoon Saga. 
Resident Evil will feature heavily from Capcom: Saturn 

and PC owners are getting the original version of the title 
while the PlayStation has a Director's Cut edition (see 
Alphas), as well as the long-awaited sequel. 

Eidos, with a considerably bigger stand than last year's 
effort. will be showcasing the sequel to Tomb Raider for the 
PlayStation and PC, and hopefully visitors might also catch a 
glimpse of Ninja, Core's other project for 32bit platforms. 

PlayStation and Saturn versions of Quake will be shown 
(the N64 version is being handled by Midway), while the 
sequel will make an appearance on the PC. 

Also on the PC is Hexen 2 from Activision, which hopes 
that Raven's game will steal the title of leading firstperson
perspective shoot 'em up from rival id Software. 

Pleasingly, developers for the PC seem to have 
recognised the advantages of online play, with plenty of 
games on show supporting this option. 

'The specialist online companies aren't taking up any 
more space than they did last year, but there won't be many 
PC games that don't feature multiplayer capabilities: said 
Lowenstein, ·and I think the show will give an idea of how far 
online gaming has moved into the mainstream and become 
as essential part of every publisher's plans in a relatively 
short period of time.' 

Other innovators include Intel, which is attending the 
show for the first time and will be unveiling Shiny's next 
project, Messiah, in showcasing its technology- a decision 
which has been welcomed by the IDSA. 'Intel is a company 
that literally affects the way people live their lives: enthused 
Lowenstein. 'They've spent millions of dollars developing the 
MMX chip - the first application they use to showcase it is 
games and the event they unveil it at is E3. That's a 
tremendous coup not just for us but the industry as a whole.· 

The organisers have already conceded that the 
expected attendance for the event will not match last year's 
57,000, but according to Lowenstein. this is not something 
that perturbs them. 'In LA, about 10,000 people showed up 
on site, they represented very casual traffic; at best 
peripherally related to the entertainment business let alone 
the software business. And exhibitors don't like browsers. 
This year's attendance will be in the low forties, but as far as 
the exhibitors are concerned. everyone that needs £ 
to be there will be there.· Including Edge. 



EA ACQUIRES SIM KINGS 
Videogame giant EA has 'purchased' 
Maxis in a $125m share-swap venture. 
Although the deal, which is expected to 
go through in August, is being called a 
merger, EA will no doubt gain substantial 
control over the much smaller softco. 

Whatever corporate intricacies are 
involved, however, this agreement 
would appear to have come at a 
convenient time for both companies. 
EA is currently enjoying a period of 
expansion having recently purchased 
Bullfrog and entered into discussions 
with several other developers around the 

Maxis' Sim City 2000, one of 
the company's biggest games 

world. Maxis, meanwhile, has been finding it difficult to cope as a comparatively 
small company trading on Wall Street. Although the developer projects global 
sales of $60-70m this year, it posted a net loss of $1.7m for the financial year 
ending March 31, and its share price went down to $11 (compared to EA's $30). 

The deal will certainly give Maxis a financial safety shield and an easier avenue 
into global distribution, allowing it to concentrate on developing games. In return, 
Maxis will be releasing several new titles over the next few months 
including Sim City 3000, wnar Sim and Streets of Sim City. £ 

G F=OR THE MACHINE 

All's lD Rage Pro looks set to 
be one of the more powerful 
combined lD/lD cards on the 
market. Its compatibility with 
Intel's new AGP high-speed 
interface marks it out as a 
desirable piece of equipment 

A TI has unveiled a new AGP
compatible version of its successful 
2D/3D Rage accelerator chip. 

AGP 3D Rage Pro, which is 
claimed to offer three times the 
performance of previous generations, 
features a 4Kb texture cache and a 
floating point set-up engine. It also 
boasts a rendering engine capable of 
delivering 1.2 million triangles per 
second and a peak fill rate of 75 
million textured pixels per second. 
Plus, the technology supports popular 
effects like bi/trilinear filtering and 
texture compositing. In 2D terms, the 
chipset boasts support for DVD and 
MPEG2, increasing playback frame 
rates by 20-30%. 

This will be the first 2D/3D video 
card to support AGP, Intel's new 
motherboard connection standard 
which has been designed for 
increased graphics performance. 
According to ATI, 3D Rage also 
supports AGP's pipeline and sideband 
protocols, 'which significantly improve 
the sustained bandwidth that is 
critical to 3D and video performance'. 
Edge recently saw a Rage Pro-specific 
demo of F1 which showed plenty of 
detailed textures, but a slightly slower 
frame rate than the 3Dfx version. 
However, the ATI card will be cheaper 
and represents a complete videocard 
solution, which will no doubt attract a 
sizeable contingent of PC owners. 

AGP 3D Rage should ship in the 
second half of '97 (alongside Intel 
Pentium 11 machines), while a slightly 
slower PCI version - designed for 
current-generation PCs - is £ 
due to ship in July. 

news 

Prescreen Arc1devlew 

An 1udlence with ... 

Big In Japan 

Retro view 

The Edge CD presents the latest titles to emerge from the world's top developers. Due to 
footage.qual1ty issues, some 1mpress1ve late arrivals and a lack of CD space, the contents list 
above contains both additions to and omissions from the list printed on the CD gatefold 

To run the CD, QwckTime must be installed on a PC or Mac - a copy of QuickTime is included 
on the CD, complete with its own installer To run the Edge CD on PC, place it in the CD drive 
and it will run automatically. Macintosh owners must locate the Edge CD icon on the desktop, 
then doubleclick it. Please note that some previews are early and lack sound. In order to keep 
the video quality high, Edge regrets that those without the following minimum system require· 
ments will not be able to run the disc 
PC: 16bit hi-colour display, 4xCD·ROM drive, 16Mb RAM, QwckTJme for Windows 
Mac: 68040 processor (LC475 or later, including all Quadras and Power Macs), 8Mb AAM, 
colour monitor, 2xCD-ROM dnve, System 7.0 or later, QwckT!me 2.0, sound Manager 3 o 

Title music: 'Kaleidoscope' by Art of Trance (Platipus) 
To play the entire track, exit from CD interface and skip to track two on a CD audio player 
(Do not attempt to play track one as this could damage audio equipment.) 

On the CD (clockwise from top left): Daikatana, Metal Gear Solid, 
Dracula JD, Ghosts'n'Goblins, Racing Jam, Ganbare Goeman 5 
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(out there) 
REPORTAGE FROM THE PERI PH ERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

Sony gathers tribes 
ony's underground 
marketing efforts are 

still very much in flow as its 
presence at this year's Tribal 
Gathering attested. TB97 was 
the biggest dance-only music 
event ever held in the UK and 
the games giant added a touch 
of style to the rather muddy 
and chilly proceedings by 
taking space for an invitation
only VIP tent which was 
decked out with plush sofas, a 
few PlayStation pods, and an 
copious supply of free booze. 
Its plans for DJ PlayStation 
challenges ran into trouble, 

though, when it was 
discovered that the main VIP 
tent couldn't cope with the 

projection system and a rather 
weedy projected screen image 
resulted. Either that or all 
those involved got horribly 
messy and forgot to turn up ... 

The PlayStation may be the 
only console with a mass
market consciousness but it's 
also managed to obtain some 
counter-culture kudos by being 
associated with events such as 
this. Needless to say, the 

Nintendo Challenger bus was 
nowhere to be seen. 

Yes, but is it Art? 
he Barbican Art Gallery is running an exhibition based on computer technology and interaction. Called 

'Serious Games', it is billed as an attempt to use the 'participative structure' of videogames to explore 

serious issues like mental health, disability and the value of money. Each of the works of art in the show 

makes some use of modern technology (CD-ROM, Internet, virtual reality, etc) and allows the viewer to get 

involved - unlike in other modern art exhibitions. 
Among the eight exhibits is Char Davies' 'Osmose's installation, which requires the viewer to wear a VR 

HMD set and a 'sensory vest' and then enter a virtual world where movement is controlled by breathing. 
Then there's 'Resonance of 4' by Toshia lwai, where four participants have to sta~d on floor tiles and create 

computer-generated music - perhaps the world's first multiplayer piece of art .. . 
Most interesting, though, is Jim Campbell's installation, 'Hallucination', where viewers enter a video 

projection and see themselves engulfed in flames. 
The exhibition runs from June 19 to August 17. Contact the Barbican Art Callery on O 171 638 8891. 

To Raider is Bullock's 
dge's US sister magazine, Next 

Generation, recently ran a poll on its 

website asking readers who should play Lara 
Croft if a Tomb Raider film were made 

(which is apparently a distinct possibility). The 

number-one suggestion, with 3ooio of the 

votes, was 'Speed' star Sandra Bullock (right), 

who was felt to have the right look and was 
experienced in action films. Other predictable 

top ten entries included Elizabeth Hurley, 
Pamela Lee-Anderson and Uma Thurman. 

Less predictable, though, was Lucy 

Lawless ('star' of god-awful swords'n'sorcery 

1V show 'Xena'), who made the top five, and 
diminutive Aussie Kylie Minogue, scraping in 

at 20. However, after her sister's recent trip to 

the cosmetic surgeon, perhaps Dannii would 

be better equipped to take on the role .. 

Ghost music 
S purred on by Wipeou(s successful 

blend of videogames and dance 
music, Sony's Japanese publishing arm 
has licensed a number of western
produced techno tracks, from artists such 
as Derrick May, Hardfloor and a Bolland, 
to provide audio accompaniment for its 
forthcoming PlayStation title, Ghost in 
the Shell (below), based on the popular 
anime movie. Expect other Japanese 
developers to pick up the trend soon ... 



EDGE SINGLES OUT THE WINNERS AND LOSERS IN 
THE INTERMINABLE BATILE FOR VIDEOGAME CRED 

(game on} 

Force-feedback joysticks. First discussed in Edge 35, these 

devices, currently being engineered by a number of joystick 

manufacturers, could represent the biggest revolution in game 

control since Nintendo introduced the D-pad concept with its 

Game & Watch handhelds way back in the early '80s. 

The announcement of Pocket Monsters for the N64. The 

Game Boy version (which allows players to connect two 

handhelds and put their monsters' into battle) has already sold 

2.5 million copies in Japan - after the Tamagotchi 

phenomenon, is this officially The Next Big Thing? 

A Saturn for 100 notes. Pop down to Dixons or Currys and get 

hold of a machine capable of playing some of the greatest 

games of the '90s, including Sego Rally, Fighters Megamix, 

Virtua Fighter 2, Virtua Cop 2, NiCHTS and Dragon Force. 

Dave Perry's Messiah project. His technology must be hot if 

Intel is using it in presenting its keynote speech at E3 .. 

Nintendo's 'secret' new N64 mascots, Banjo and Kazooie 

Hold on, don't tell us .. one of them wields a banjo, while the 

other plays a mean kazoo? The game may well turn out to be 

spectacular, but Edge smells the grim whiff of US marketing. 

Gremlin's press release announcing the company's plans to go 

public, estimating the va lue of the Sheffield-based softco at 

'between £45 and £55'. Overpriced, surely .. 

Tomb Raider's Lara Croft making the cover of The Face. Sadly, 

it would appear that smudged mascara and protruding ribs are 

beyond the capabilities of Core's graphics artists .. 

Matsushita's Ml superconsole. Trip Hawkins and The 3DO 

Company's dream finally crumbles to dust, leaving all those 

involved in the project mourning the passing of an era. 

The delay of Nintendo's 64DD until March 1998. The company 

will know doubt be hoping that the unit's price tag - just 

¥ 10,000 (£50-60) - will ease the pain of waiting. 

Tamagotchi. No, Edge doesn't give a toss what yours is called. 

(game over} 

out there 

a r e t h e y now? 

PHILIP MITCHELL 
THE HOBBrr, PENETRATOR 

The games - old, new, whatever - that have brought 
work to a standstill in the Edge office this month 

(Playstation) 
It may not offer much in the way of true lastability, but the adrenaline rush Climax's 
ame provides as players Starsky and Hutch their way around enormous levels. 

(Neo-Geo) 
Edge dusted down its trusty Neo-Geo system ('Max 330 Mega'!) to play the original 
version of Bub and Bob's bubble-bouncing bonanza. And it's still fantastic. 

(PlayStation, beta version) 
Namco's classy lightgun coin-op hits home in grand style thanks to masterly 
conversion skills and its Guncon peripheral, a well-constructed little device. 

and (Mac MAME emulator) 
Classic shoot 'em ups never die, they get their original code ripped out for use in 
computer emulators. These two, from capcom's golden era, still play soundly. 

(PlayStation, beta version) 
A real graphical leap forward for Playstation software, this powerboat game, from 
Sony Europe's in-house development team, runs at sofps (PAL) in glorious hi-res. 
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The Oasis Songbook Interactive 

s any guitar pro will attest, oasis songs are notoriously easy to play. Most 
A of them contain all the standard guitar chords like G, A and D, with hardly 

a barre-chord (the tricky ones prone to hurting fingers) in sight. Noel isn't 
known for his outstanding guitar pyrotechnics, Just good solid songs, making oasis 
the perfect choice for the beginner. 

Simplicity is also what makes Oasis songbook a sound purchase. The user 
chooses a song and then gets a lesson in how to play all the chords it contains. An 
image of a hand fretting each chord individually shows exactly where fingers must 
be placed - a method that is much easier to understand than the conventional 
chord boxes guitarists normally have to struggle with. once users are au fait with 
the chords, they can move along to playing a song. However, to suit the beginner, 
all the widdly lead parts are left out of the process. 

Perhaps the most impressive aspect is the fact that Oasis Interactive 
features real CD audio versions of all the songs from 'What's the Story .. .'; there 
are no session musicians standing in here - the user is virtually playing along with 
Liam singing and Noel backing throughout. As each track plays you're prompted 
with the chords you should be strumming; both the chords and the music are 
synchronised perfectly, so you get plenty of time to get ready for the changes. 

Significantly, the songbook isn't all there is to this disc. A pretty 
comprehensive multimedia section, which includes the usual collection of 
biographies, press cuttings and quizzes, completes the package, making it almost 
worthy as a purchase to non-guitar strummers. 

As an introduction to guitar playing, oasis Interactive works perfectly. The 
more experienced guitarist will find all this strumming a bit boring, but the Oasis 
fan who merely wants to learn how to play along to his idols' tracks will adore it. 

music £ 

veryone should own a copy of ·so Tough', 

the second album by Saint Etienne, 

Cracknell's other musical perswt. The sheer 

variety and mellow exuberance of the music, 

complemented brilliantly by sarah's honey-tinged 

voice, made 1t the best 'lazy summer afternoon' 

album of the '90s. 'Lipslide', Cracknell's first solo 

offering. 1s much less diverse and affecting. but 

slill has its moments. 'Ready or Not'. for example, 

1s Etienne circa 'Tiger Bay' - sweeping. tragic -

while 'Anymore' and 'Tax,· are consummate 

dance-lite. Not as banging as this month's other 

offers. but chic ,n its own way. 

A meeting point for media capitalising on 
the digital entertainment revolution 

• 
en-Rom £ 

Music Machine 

• udding electronic musicians could do much worse than to lash out a paltry 
• £16 on this electronic music software package. It's not cuease by any 

stretch of the imagination, but rather aims to provide a gentle introduction 
to the idea of creating music on your PC, and particularly to basic concepts like 
overdubs, samples and multi-tracking. 

At the main screen, you click on a bookcase to select a musical style - all 
forms of electronic music, from hip-hop to gabba, are represented, although the 
ready-made tracks tend to be infused with a worryingly high level of Euro-cheese. 
Having selected a track it's off to the Arrange room. This lets you take the basic 
building blocks which constitute the track you've selected, arrange them using a 
clean visual interface, and add overdubs and samples from a massive sample library 
(but you can introduce your own). 

The Arrange room is where it all happens. Each track has four different 
sections, and you can create your own efforts using different combinations of these. 
Plus, you can drop out the bass, keyboards and/or drums if required. But the main 
means of imprinting musical genius on your track is by using overdubs, which are 
essentially samples that you drag and drop into one of the bars making up each 
musical section. When you're happy with the arrangement, it's off to the mixing room, 
which is pretty rudimentary, but will give you a general idea of the basic principles. 

You can also mess around in a virtual DJ's booth, attempting to mix the tracks 
you've created (this is no substitute for a pair of SL 1200s and a mixer, but it's not 
bad effort). Don't expect to be able to use Music Machine to get yourself onto 'Top 
of the Pops', but 1f you fancy being the next Photek or whoever and don't have the 
foggiest notion of where to begin, this is an ideal starting point. It's a sort of 'Janet 
and John' of electronic music generation. And that's meant as a compliment. 

. -_:. t• 
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og1cal Progression returns with Level two 

of the Jungle collectNe, mixed by the 

hands of Blame. alongside Logical veterans LTJ 

Bukem, PFM and main vocalist MC Conrad. 

This time around a slightly more laid-back 

and ambient feel is created with hypnotic rhythm 

and classical instrumental backbeats. S1milant1es 

to the first album can be detected. though Blame 

have refined ,t well. with more melody. 

Part two ,s unmixed and has great tracks 

from PFM ('Love & Happ1ness1 and Blame (':w::f' 

Clic') with vocals from MC Conrad and ORS. 

Junglists with intelligence should seek it out. 
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AMO K6-based mini-tower PC 

lonex may be best known as a supplier of PCs to big companies and government agencies, but its keenness to get the 
most out of new technologies as soon as they appear, allied to its ability to build a PC to whatever specification users 
require in its North London factory, make it the perfect manufacturer for those looking to acquire a machine which runs 

games as fast as is imaginable. 
This was the idea behind Edge's review machine. one of the first on the market to make use of AMD's storming new K6 

processor. which was believed might blow away everything on the market bar. perhaps, the much pricier Pentium 11. And Edge 
wasn't disappointed, particularly when the processor's performance was backed up by a specification including 32Mb of RAM, a 
4Gb hard disk, a 24-speed Matsushita CD-ROM drive. two universal Serial Bus ports. a Creative Labs AWE64 sound card, a flashy 
17-inch ldek monitor and a 64bit ATI 2D graphics card with 2Mb of VRAM. 

The machine really came into its own with modern 3D games which would place some stress on a 200MHz MMX Pentium 
machine, such as Interstate '76, x-wmg vs Tie Fighter and Actua soccer. Out of curiosity, Edge also tested it with Microsoft soccer 
(surely one of the slowest PC 3D games ever). and even that was rendered acceptable for the first time in history. DOS games saw a 
less marked improvement, but most of them have been designed for use on inferior hardware, so this was hardly surprising. 

Elonex will supply PCs with 2D/3D graphics cards, but it really is best to add one of these post-purchase, after deciding which 
particular chip has the games support that appeals to your taste. After adding a Videologic Apocalypse 3D card. though, it really is 
difficult to imagine how a PC could run games any faster. AMD's K6 chip could almost have been designed to power games PCs. 
Pentium lls, on the other hand, have been designed quite specifically to run business software, and only really fly with code which 
has been specifically recompiled (they also run Windows NT code much better than Windows 95 programs). Although the required 
recompiling job is not difficult, it's not something many games developers will be doing. It must be noted, though, that the Pentium 
ll's floating-point performance is slightly more impressive than that of the K6 - but AMD's MMX implementation is. on paper, slightly 
better. On balance. Edge would have to say that the K6 just has the advantage for running games. If potential buyers feel otherwise, 
though, Elonex will happily make them an identically specified machine with a Pentium II processor. 

Neon Genesis Evangelion: Vol 1 Tokyo Fist 

t may be difficult for some British viewers to 
comprehend. but this truly epic sci-fi series 
generated a massive following when first 

shown on Japanese television and then became the 
biggest-selling animated video of 1996. It has also 
spawned comic books. hundreds of fan websites and 
a Saturn game produced in conjunction with Gainax -
the legendary Tokyo animation studio responsible for 
the original series. 

so what was all the fuss about? In some 
respects it is tricky to gauge from the two short 
episodes presented here, because they're mostly 
concerned with introducing characters and themes. 

sukamoto Shinya is a director obsessed 
with cyberpunk imagery, most famously 
with his previous 'Tetsuo' movies. 

The plot. as is often the case with anime. begins with 
apocalypse and the decimation of the human race. this time caused by an asteroid 
melting a polar icecap. Now Earth is being attacked by huge, sinister beings called 
Angels who can only be defeated by newly invented bio-mechanical fighting 
machines known as Evangelions. What separates this from inferior fare. though, is 
some interesting characterisation, well structured story-telling and an interesting 
quasi-religious narrative which. like 'Ghost In the Shell'. hints at greater themes being 
explored under the slightly predictable. but still exciting, giant robot battle scenes. 

it' !."· l, • •• 
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'TDkyo Fist' is more down to earth, 
centering around a destructive love triangle 
between a mild-mannered insurance salesman 
(Tsuda, played by Shinya himself), his fiancee 
(Hizuru) and his ex-best friend, a boxer (Takuji). 
The 'Tetsuo' themes of transformation remain 
intact, though: as Hizuru begins an affair with 
Takuji, Tsuda, obsessed and angry, takes up 
boxing, slowly turning himself into a killing machine. 
Hizuru, meanwhile, becomes equally obsessed 
with body-piercing and spends most of the film 
trying to transform herself into a human colander. 

Shot at a frenetic pace, with a thudding 
industrial soundtrack keeping the pace intact, the 
movie's structure sees its characters slowly drive 
each other insane with jealousy and neglect. 
'Tokyo Fist' is a nightmarish but fascinating study 
of decay and obsession. 
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ove Corporation, alongside some of the 

UK's finest DJs, deliver here a compilation 

album of 'essential remixes'. The opening track, 

·cathedral of Glitter' (by Monkey Mafia), creates a 

classical, haunting start which 1s proceeded by 

the sem1-amb1ent beats of Danny Rampling and 

Andy Weatherall ('Palatial' & and 'Give Me some 

Love'). Midfield General's 'Beware the Tranquil 

Trap· is a classic, again with a haunting 

undertone overlaid with a great breakbeat. 

'Palatial (Scuba MiX)', the final track, finishes off 

the album adequately, rounding up an album 

that's well worth a listen. 
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• ig-name DJs don't get much bigger than 
• Paul Giakenfold. With his unswerving 

commitment to the kind of upliftin& pounding 

melodies that make dance floors erupt, he is one 

DJ who straddles the divide between the 

underground and overground with consummate 

ease. Recorded live in Oslo, this quality 

double-CD set mixes mellow drum'n'bass with 

house and trance cuts - many fresh off acetate. 

However, while straying more than usual from his 

trance-infused style, this mix is slightly eclipsed 

by his previous tape-only sets recorded for the 

Global Underground series. 
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Big Brother 

Stereo headphones 

eadphones often get a bad 
rap for sounding, well, pretty 
poor. The standard pairs that 

come with typical personal cassette or 
CD players hardly cut it compared to a 
decent pair of hi-fi speakers, and so, 
generally, music fans only listen 
through them when needs must. 

However, the right pair can blow 
even a top-end MIDI system's speakers 
out of the window. Sennheiser, which 
has been making headphones for 
decades now, has just released its new 
flagship models - the HO 600s - and 
these will do nothing short of shock. 
Huge amounts of bass. cleaned yet 
crisp treble and a solid, broad midrange 
belie the source. Going louder than 
most human ears can stand, this has 
got to be the definitive voice of 
headphone technology. 

... 
imon Davies is on a crusade. After 
founding Privacy International, he 
has been campaigning to bring to 

public attention issues which affect the 
privacy of everybody as the information age 
gains pace. With the prevalence of CCTV in 
inner cities, for example. the anonymity of 
the general populace is slipping away. But 
Davies can even see a day when everyone is 
tracked via satellite, their digital cash 
transactions traced and phone calls logged 
onto a computer for marketing purposes. 

Even seemingly benign technological 
breakthroughs are enough to rile Davies. The 
introduction of Caller Display and Call Return 
by BT recently is at first glance innocent 
enough. Davies. however, delves into its more 
sinister side which has led to this technology 
being outlawed in some American states. 

so the author may seem paranoid at 
times. but he does open eyes to the 
implications of data surveillance technology. 
Even though western society cherishes its 
freedoms it is somehow allowing them to slip 
away. Think you're immune? You're wrong. 
Right now you are on at least 200 different 
databases. Keep looking over that shoulder 

music £ 

hen even the local bank is using Jungle 

as the backbone of its 1V 11ngle, 1t can be 

hard for new drum'n'bass acts to stand out 

from the crowd. Nostramus have no such 

problems, thanks to an ability to match the 

rhythms to everything from earthy reggae to 

sweeping ambient washes to skeletal techno 

and beyond. And yet 'Earthhghts' never suffers 

from the magpie syndrome that afflicts so 

many other multi-faceted bands, each track 

instead working as an organic extension of the 

band's style to thrilling effect. Nostramus are 

one outfit deserving of headline status. 
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Possible Worlds 

Multi-format disc player 

owadays, anyone who wants 
to get into digital home 
cinema is faced with a tricky 

choice: buy into Laser Disc (expensive), 
buy into DVD (if you can find the 
software), buy into Videoco (cruddy 
quality), or wait until Sony gets around 
to launching a killer-format alternative. 
Buying into the lot will put three more 
players under the TV. 

No longer true. Pioneer has just 
launched its multiformat player, the 
DVL-9, which quadruples up as a DVD 
player (NTSC format only, though), a 
Laser Disc player (again, NTSC), a 
white-book VideoCD player and a 
spinner of the trusty old audio co. It 
really is a bit clever. Plus. the adage 
'Jack of all trades, master of none· is 
entirely inappropriate: everything it 
can do, it does hugely impressively. 

BOOIIS £ 

nlike Howard Reingold in his seminal 
study of the dawn of VR technology, 
'Virtual Reality', Shroeder writes 

from the perspective of an academic. looking 
closely at the sociological aspects of VR and 
its impact on the social dynamic. 

Interestingly, but perhaps slightly 
predictably, he sees VR making its earliest 
impact in the field of entertainment. Even 
though the technology is being developed in 
other areas like architectural visualisation and 
medicine, he argues, it will only take its first 
step into mainstream conciousness once it 
has been employed in something like an 
affordable home gaming platform -
something Sega and Nintendo are no doubt 
spending millions developing. 

Schroeder's writing is a little dry at times. 
but he has a clear understanding of what has 
been achieved with VR, and what is yet to 
come. There may be a time, for example, 
when people spend years of their lives in 
virtual environments as part of their work and 
leisure. VR and humans may even one day be 
merged to become 'fusion people'. And 
somehow he makes that sound intellectual 
rather than kinky. A remarkable acheivement. 
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he title 1s, of course. a play on 

Microsoft's ubiquitous product. and 

an allusion to the office-friendly nature of this 

quality collection. Mellow without getting too 

chilled-out is the theme here, the sounds 

sourced from lesser-known acts on both 

sides of the Channel. Ready Made provide 

the quirky aspect, with a downtempo track 

encompassing both blues and lounge jazz . 

while Nova Nova's contribution could almost 

be left over from a Ton Amos sess~n. Bizarre, 

perhaps, but such material actually sits well 

alongside the purer electronic forms here. 
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L 
ike all leading platforms, the N64 has 
a huge presence on the Net in the 
form of dedicated websites and fan 

pages. The difficult thing is rooting out the 
100/o or so that are run by truly dedicated 
gamers and therefore provide regular news 
and Nintendo information worth reading. 

The official Nintendo Power Source is 
perhaps a good place to start. Previews and 
demo downloads invariably end up here first 
before being liberally distributed about the 
rest of the Web by others. In fact, the whole 
site works more or less as an extended 
magazine preview section with plenty of 
screen shots and good solid coverage. Proper 
news does get the occasional mention (this 
was the first site to talk about Rare's 'Banjo
Kazooie' project), and press releases are 
featured, but updates are not particularly 
regular and the more negative aspects of the 
N64 - ie the slippage of the 64DD to March 
'98 - are curiously left unmentioned. 

Which is where sites like Nintendo HQ 
and Nintendojo come in. Being unofficial, they 
can, of course, afford to be a little more 

objective in their coverage and deal with the 
N64 in a more open-minded way. A recent 
extended NHQ news piece, for example, 
talked about Nintendo's poor performance in 
Japan and suggested ways the company 
could improve its market position before 
Christmas. However, for raw news N64.com 
or Next-Generation.corn (both from Imagine 
publishing) are perhaps better options, 
presenting the continually updated facts in 
clear and (mostly) authoritative text. 

Accompanying NHQ and Nintendojo's 
news coverage, though, is a wealth of features 
which make each site feel much more as 
though they are run by people who love the 
N64. NHQ, for example, features enthusiastic 
editorials with titles like 'If I was a games 
designer', and there is a much more global 
feel here (the site boasts a regular news slot 
from Japan and even gives advice to UK 
consumers on where to buy imported N64s). 
The fanzine approach can grate at times, 
though - whoever thought that readers' N64-
related poems would make good reading 
must be regretting their idea already .. 

The Nintendo 64 has produced a wide and 
loyal fanpage following on the Internet 

Four of the most popular N64 sites: Nintendo Power Source - http://www.nintendo.com • N64HQ - http:// 
wwwn64hq.com • N64.com - http://n64.com • Nintendojo - http://members.aol.com/peers2/enter.htm 

A bulging football Net 
ublishers releasing football games nowadays have to be 
confident their product can go head to head against some very 
stiff competition in what is currently a severely overcrowded 

market. Sunsoft is such a publisher. 
After a prolonged absence from Europe, the Japanese firm is 

re-entering the videogame scene convinced that it has a contender 
strong enough to take on the opposition. 

PC title Soccer Nation, the result of a claimed 30 man-years of 
development from Newbury-based developer Crush!, promises to be 
the first football simulation to offer both detailed management and 
advanced arcade-style play. The emphasis is on creating a game that 
will meet the demands of the most dedicated of football fan, and as a 
result every option present in the game can be meticulously modified. 

However, realising the potential of online gaming for such a title, 
Crush! has gone one further than its competitors and included this 
option in its forthcoming product. 

As a result, Soccer Nation's potential is massive. Players will be able 
to pick a team from a selection of over 2.5 million virtual players, all 
with their individual personalities; design their own kit from 500,000 
design possibilities; and build their own stadium from the 8.5 million 
combinations offered. Then they will be able to train their squad in 
order to participate in friend ly matches against any players willing to 
take them on. Furthermore, Crush! will have regional leagues organised 
by the end of the year, with the promise of national and international 
cups to follow. 

Additionally, Soccer Nation will feature an international transfer 

Soccer Nation wi ll be published by Sunsolt for the PC in August. In the meantime, 
developer Crush! can be visited on the Internet at: http://www.crush.co.uk 

Soccer Nation's options are impressive, with plar.ers being able to 
design and build their own stadiums from 8.5 million combinations 

market for players wishing to buy particular team members in an 
attempt to improve their squad's chances. Characteristics of the 
required player can be uploaded, along with budget restrictions, and 
the Crush! server will provide a list of players available. Negotiations 
are then up to the individuals concerned. 

Anally rententive Soccer Nation players can also download other 
players' matches and study them for tactics in the hope of discovering 
a weakness in their defence. And if that doesn't work, it's even possible 
to taunt the opposition into making a mistake by sending one of the 
sampled abusive chants provided down the line .. 

Soccer Nation looks like a promising title and one that could take 
online gaming into a new era, partly because of its universally popular 
subject matter. Armchair football fans might well find themselves 
spending far more time in front of PC monitors rather than televisions 
when the game is released in August.. 
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m ast year, Peter Molyneux made the 
decision to quit Bullfrog, the company 
he founded in 1987. It was at Bullfrog 

that he created Populous - the harbinger of a 
whole new genre - and where he honed that 
genre to perfection with titles like Power Monger, 
Populous 2 and Theme Hospital. But when the 
company was sold to EA in 1995, he found the 
endless corporate meetings and management 
responsibilities suffocating and handed in his 
notice, leaving behind a few angry people and a 
glorious swan song: Dungeon Keeper. 

Now he has a new company, Redeye Studios, 
and a new game design to work on. But how will 
this return to small-scale development work out? 
And what is the truth behind his decision to leave 
the company he created? Edge met up with the 
man himself to discover the answers .. 

Edge: When did you actually make the decision 
to leave Bullfrog? 
PM: It was around July of 1996. 1 was sitting up in 
my office and I decided that this just wasn't going 
to work, but I was desperately torn between 
staying and going and was debating how to 
handle it properly if I did go. At the time, I thought 
the best thing I could do was to contact the · 
president of Electronic Arts and tell him that I 
planned to leave - not leave, but planned to leave 
- after Dungeon Keeper had been completed. 

Now, that turned out not to be the best 
decision of my career. What I should have done is 
a slightly meaner thing - I shouldn't have said 
anything, I should have carried on and then, 
when Dungeon Keeper was in the shops, I should 
have said, 'Here is a month's notice, cheerio.' 
That would have been a slightly better decision 
on my part, perhaps, but I wanted to give Bullfrog 
plenty of time to find someone else to replace me 
and to get used to me not being around. 

As it turned out, rather unfortunately, what 
Electronics Arts wanted me to do after I told 
them that I was leaving was to. concentrate on 
Dungeon Keeper and not get involved at all in any 
of the other Bullfrog management stuff. This was 
very hard for me to do, and very hard for Bullfrog, 
because suddenly there was a steel wall between 
me and Bullfrog where certain people thought 
that if I was talking to anyone at Bullfrog I was 
poaching them for the new company. I never had 
any intention of doing that - 1 had just got to a 
very uncomfortable situation, really, where there 
was me working on Dungeon Keeper and the rest 
of the team working on Dungeon Keeper and 
then there was Bullfrog. The two didn't really 
come together terribly wel l. 
Edge: Did your decision to leave generate any ill 
feeling in the company? 
PM: It was certainly very, very tense, because 
understandably - well, I guess understandably -
people thought I had just made this 
announcement to make their lives difficult I 
hadn't - I made the announcement because I 
wanted to give Bullfrog masses of time to extract 
me from it I think, in retrospect, that it was 
unfortunate to build this brick wall between me 
and Bullfrog, and I wouldn't have wanted it like 
that I would have wanted to try and encourage 
some people to take over, because whatever 
happens, I still feel very much for Bullfrog - 1 will 
never, never be able to take that away. Bullfrog 
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was so much a part of my life that you can't just 
suddenly say I have no emotions about it. I will 
always have emotions about it. 

But there was this feeling of, well, you know, 
what agenda is Peter working to? And people 
just built up these ridiculous fears about me 
poaching people. and about me making these 
deals with other companies - none of which 
was true. All I wanted to do was to finish off 
Dungeon Keeper and to make it the best 
possible game I could, because it was the last 
game I was doing for Bullfrog. I was, in fact. 
absolutely focused on Dungeon Keeper to the 
point that everything else in my life was shoved 
to the back burner for a while. 
Edge: There were obviously a lot of other 
games in development while you were working 
on Dungeon Keeper - Syndicate wars, for 
example. How much involvement did you have 
with those other games, or were you kept away 
from them as well? 
PM: Well, yeah, that was the unfortunate thing. 
Here I was looking at Gene Wars and Syndicate 
wars, not on a daily basis but. you know, on a 
sort of a weekly or two-weekly basis, and 

helping the teams along - which is a difficult 
thing to do anyway. But then, suddenly, I wasn't 
involved. Full stop. There was no other input. 
This was really frustrating, because to be honest 
I would not have released Gene wars in the 
state it was in. I would not have released 
Syndicate wars - I think it was technically 
excellent but it was simply too hard to play. I 
just would not have released them - 1 would 
have carried on developing them. I know that it 
is really unpopular not to release things on time, 
but I think Dungeon Keeper will prove that it is 
worth taking that extra effort to complete the 
game. That was the most frustrating thing of all 
because I quite simply wasn't allowed to 
comment on those titles. 
Edge: Did you have much contact with the 
other famous names in the business who were 
all thinking of getting out of their various 
corporate situations at the same time as you? 
Did you all just meet up in the pub and say, 'This 
corporate stuff is crap, let's get out?' 
PM: Well, yes. The thing is, the way this industry 
works is that you never say, 'It's crap,' you 
always say, 'Wouldn't it be better if ... · we have 
a much more diplomatic way of doing things! 

I think the trouble with the studio model at the 
moment is the big umbrella of development that 
a lot of the larger publishers have. The problem 
with it is that it is vastly expensive and it does 
encourage people to be pissed off with it 
because they can't change things - you are just 
a cog in the wheel. 

Inevitably, when people get pissed off they 
look round and they see other developers 
making an awful lot of money, deciding on their 
own destiny, deciding where they are going, and 
they think, 'Why the hell am I bothering to do 
this?' I think there has been a lot of that 
happening, and there's going to be an awful lot 
more of that happening. But what people must 
realise is that it's tough - it's very hard to run 

1t's very o run your 

own development house. 

and I have to say I am hugely delighted that it 
wasn't successful, because I think the way it 
went about business was particularly bad. In 
fact. in Dungeon Keeper I've got a little 
dedication to Scavenger - there is one bit of the 
game design which was inspired by the way 
they got their staff. I said at the time. it is 
inevitable that those people are going to have 
problems. What they did was, they went round 
to every major software house and they just 
said anything to get the best developers from 
that software house. Scavenger promised them 
the earth and then the sun and it lied. All these 
people had perfectly good jobs, they were 
perfectly happy, but scavenger said it would 
give them fabulous royalties and their own 
destinies and it was all complete and utter lies. 
The company lied to the publishers, it lied to the 
people it worked for, it lied to the public and the 
results were obvious. Scavenger collapsed 
because it couldn't live up to all these lies it put 
out. It made an awful lot of people very, very 

Everything is sweetness and light until you release 

that first game. Then, if that's not a super mega hit, no 

your own company, or your own development 
house. Everything is always sweetness and light 
until you release that first game. Then, if that's 
not a super mega hit, no one will talk to you. Up 
to that point everyone will talk to you. 

Yeah, there have been a lot of people, you 
know, people from John Romero down to a few 
English developers, who have been around for 
years and years. and they are all thinking of 
going off and setting up their own groups and 
doing their own thing. I do start to wonder 
where all these games are going to go and 
who's going to publish them all, because I know 
of 20 new startup development groups, all of 
which have the same ideals, all of which are 
saying exactly what I'm saying, which is that 
they are going to produce the best games, the 
most original games, the best technical 
games ... And you just think, well, how many 
successful games were there last year? Perhaps 
a handful. And all of these new startup groups 
have to develop those. It's going to be tough. 
Edge: What do you think about what happened 
to Scavenger and that whole dream that went 
sour? Did you follow the situation quite closely? 
PM: Yes, yes, 1 followed the Scavenger thing 

one will talk to you. And 

how many successful 

games were there last 

year? Perhaps a handful' 

pissed off indeed. So I have to say that I am 
quite delighted that it hit the tough times. Not 
delighted for the people who worked there, but 
for the people who took the decision to go out 
there and be so aggressive and be so motivated 
to do an awful lot of damage to the industry. 
Edge: one of Scavenger's specialities was 
announcing games that subsequently fa iled to 
ever come out. so what happened with 
Bullfrog's Creation? 
PM: Well, yes ... What happened with 
Creation ... Well. there is a little story behind 
Creation. Creation has actually, in one guise or 
another, been in development since Bullfrog 
started - originally Populous was called 
Creation. we had this tradition in-house to call 
every game, every special game we were 
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working on. Creation. So Populous was called 
Creation. and Power Monger was called 
Creation. And then - this is pre-Magic Carpet, 
just after Syndicate wars - Creation was started 
in earnest. 

The way it all worked with Creation was that 
Glen [CorpesJ came up with this engine which 
looked something like Magic carpet. but it 
wasn't tremendously fast at that time. so I said, 
set it under water and then slowness doesn't 
matter so much because, you know, you're 
lagged. Then I came up with this game design 
where we had these eight cities which all grew 
and expanded under water and you were all 
competing for resources. Which was fine. but 
then of course Magic carpet came around and 
eclipsed Creation and then Creation got 
bumped a little bit. 

Anyway, to cut a long story short, it seemed 
to have been on our books under 'development' 
for absolutely years. When you looked at it, 
when you looked at our plan, Creation had been 
there since 1990. well, of course. it wasn't true 
- it hadn't been there in 1990 because it wasn't 
the same game. But. erm. 1 think what 
happened is that a lot of people preferred the 
fact that Bullfrog concentrated on trying to be 
diplomatic, concentrated on products which 
they knew were going to be successful. so they 
preferred us to focus on Populous 3 rather than 
the unknown quantity of Creation. I think it is 
hugely sad that it was killed - I think it could 
have been a really good game. A lot of people in 
the industry have been inspired by the idea of 
Creation and have produced games based on 
that, which is fine. I think that's great. But I think 
it's a real shame that it was killed. because it 
could have been something very impressive. 
Edge: It could perhaps have been something so 
different and new that it would have created a 
new genre, which is something gamers are 
expecting to arrive soon. But can there ever be 
any new genres, or is this industry turning into 
the film industry, with only certain types of 
product making it into production and no one 
willing to experiment? 
PM : I think there are new genres coming along 
all the time. I've seen games fairly recently 
which I would call a new genre, in that the 
pigeonholes we created for computer games 
just do not fit any more. I mean. Doom or 
Wolfenstein or Quake can be thought of as 
representing a new genre, but equally, they 
could be slotted into the action genre or the 
shoot 'em up genre or the arcade genre. What 
we're doing is mixing and matching genres. 

I think that 3D is still in its infancy and what 
we need to do now is to match 3D with 
gameplay. A lot of people have said that. but it 
does mean an awful lot more work being spent 
on things like Al and getting environments right 
and getting ingame characters to fully use 
environments, the environments which we can 
set up in 3D worlds now. As we get more and 
more realistic, it's necessary to create 
environments that really work for the player and 
have gameplay which is tuned more towards 
the gamer rather than the other way round. 

so I think it's all in its absolute infancy, and 
in five years' time - probably less than that - we 
won't be asking who's got the best engine and 
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who's got the fastest engine, or the greatest 
number of polygons, or who's got the most 
beautiful engine. That will all be done by 
hardware. What we will be asking is how 
intelligent are the characters? How good is the 
gameplay? And that's the way it should be. 
Edge: so how will your ideas on 3D 
environments and artificial intelligence be 
employed at Redeye? 
PM: Well, the first thing I concentrated on at 
Redeye was the game design. It takes me a long 
time to think of a game because what I do is I 
hold it in my head and play around with the idea 
in my head before doing anything. What I'm 
going to be doing is concentrating an awful lot 
on Al and on gameplay, but also marrying that 
with some really, really nice 3D stuff. If you look 
at Dungeon Keeper, the amount of Al that's in 
there is truly astounding, but I reckon with the 
new game I'm probably taking that ambition ten 

times further. so it's a very, very ambitious 
project, and I've got some really, really clever 
people from the University of Cambridge - a 
couple of top firsts - to help me on the Al 
because it's getting just a little bit too much for 
me to handle. 

so my first ambition is once again to create 
something that I'd like to describe as truly 
original. I'd like to attempt to do something that 
hasn't been done before in computer games - I 
can't go into too many details - and marry that 
with the most ambitious 3D that I can possibly 
do. We're going to be supporting a lot of the 
new hardware that's coming out on the PC, and 
the ambition is to make the game environment 
as beautiful as it possibly can be and to 
combine that with gameplay which simply 
hasn't been attempted yet. 
Edge: so are you looking at a whole new way of 
developing games? 
PM: I think the technique of writing the game is 
going to be the same. That technique is to 
produce a testbed first, which is completely 
graphically crap, and then apply all the 
gameplay and Al theories to that while the 
engine is being worked on and while the art is 
being drawn. Otherwise, if you do it the other 
way around and try and run the two things 

together, it just doesn't work - there is just too 
much work to do on the Al and stuff. So the 
production of the testbed is going to come first 
while the graphics are being drawn. That 
technique has proved about right for me. It was 
what I used back in the original Populous. 
Edge: So you have these two chaps from 
Cambridge coming along with their firsts and 
their knowledge of artificial intelligence, but who 
else is in the company, and what are their 
specific skills? 
PM: Well, there's Mark Webley, who is my 
brother-in-law and one of my best friends, and 
he's setting up the company with me along with 
someone called Tim Rance and Steve Jackson. 
I'll go through those sequentially ... 

Mark Webley was the project leader on 
Theme Hospital for Bullfrog. He is one of the 
best people in the industry. When he joined 
Bullfrog, he didn't know anything about the 

we want Tim to specialise in that so we get 
the best out of the machine . 

There's also someone called Demis 
Hassabis, who worked with me on the original 
Theme Park. He left Bullfrog about two years 
ago to complete a degree and he's just finishing 
that now, so he's going to be coming back to 
Redeye and working on the new game. 

so there is quite a lot of expertise already 
in the company. Consequently, we've had a sort 
of running start, with a really nice mix of skills. 
There's Steve, who brings a different 
perspective to the design. There's Demis, who is 
one of the most talented people I have ever 
met. And there's Mark, who I have worked with 
for years. Plus, I can't give you the names but 
we've got artists already lined up. So the whole 
team, all 20 people, are just going to be focusing 
completely and absolutely on that first game. 
Edge: At the moment, the industry seems to be 
asking, Well, if Peter Molyneux goes, where is 
Bullfrog going to get its big game ideas? Did 
you hold any ideas back after you decided you 
were going to go, and if so, was it quite difficult 
not to let on? 
PM: Well, because I was concentrating on 
Dungeon Keeper, I didn't have an awful lot of 
time to write down any new game designs. 
However, Bul lfrog has got a lot of my designs 
knocking around - tndestructibles, for example, 
was one which should have been done but 
unfortunately it was going to be led by Sean 
cooper and he left. 1 think that was a really nice 
game idea - they might undertake that again. I 
also did a massively multiplayer game design 
called Panorama, which was a really nice one as 
well. So I think there are about 15 game ideas 
sort of jotted down somewhere at Bullfrog. 

But obviously, for a while now I've been 
focusing on what my next game is going to be, 
and I've narrowed it down to two game ideas. 
The first one is very ambitious, really focusing 
on gameplay, Al and getting the environment 

'Redeye's new game is probaoly ten times more 

ambitious than Dungeon Keeper. I'd like to do 

something that hasn't been done before in computer 

games industry but he proved himself to be 
creative and hugely talented, and he's quite 
good at keeping me on time, which I'm not 
particularly good at. so I am working very 
closely with him. 

There's also someone called Steve 
Jackson, who was co-founder of a company 
called Games workshop, which produced all 
those role-playing boardgames back in the '80s. 
He was one of the biggest games designers in 
the country, but what he hasn't done is 
designed any computer games, so I am going to 
be working with him, using some of his 
expertise in games design. 

Then there's Tim Rance, who comes from 
the City and has been specialising in the 
creation of libraries and tools. What I don't 
want to get involved in and what Mark doesn't 
want to get involved in either is working on 
the gubbins and the mechanics of the machine. 

games and to marry that 

with the most ambitious 

30 that I can possibly do' 

right using those techniques. The second one is 
a bit of a surprise. It's a console game - very 
simple, but really, really focused and balanced 
and totally, totally original in that I had never 
seen anything like it before. What I've decided to 
do is go for the first option, which is a little bit 
more dangerous, really, because it is such an 
ambitious project. What we are striving to do is 
going to take an awful lot of computing power, 
but I think it's going to pay off. 

As I've already said, the most important 
game I'll be creating is my first game for this 
new company. I wanted the last game for 
Bullfrog to be brilliant and to sell well and I hope 



people agree that it is quite good, but I really 
want the best game that I have done in my life 
to be the first game for Redeye. 
Edge: You're not going to like this question, but 
when are we going to see this game? 
PM: Right. well, you're going to see the game 
when it's ready, is the answer. one thing that 
the last two-and-a-half years has proved is that 
it's utterly pointless asking me when I'm going 
to be finished, because the last person in the 
world who knows when I'm going to be finished 
is me. The way that I work - and the only way I 
work - is to keep on trying out an idea until it 
works and keeping on playing an idea until it 
works. A lot of people have said to me, 'What's 
the secret of your games design?' and it's really 
very simple. I'm not clever. I'm not brilliant - I'm 
boring, actually. All I do is take an idea and just 
play it a million, million times. I must have 
played Dungeon Keeper for tens of thousands of 
hours. I must have played Populous for a similar 
amount of time. And that's the only secret: you 
just play it and if at the end of it you're not 
bored with the game. then you know it's right. 
Okay, the original concept is important, but it's 
not nearly as important as whether. when you 
are able to play the game. you actually enjoy it. 
And if you can turn around and say, 'Yeah, that 
is a game that I would play,' then you know it's 
ready to release. so it's impossible to give a 

time. However, I'd be disappointed if it took 
longer than two years. 
Edge: You mentioned a console game there. 
and it's quite interesting what's going on in the 
console world at the moment. The Saturn's 
dying out, there's talk of Saturn 2 already, the 
Playstation has done tremendously well but it's 
probably in a sort of mid-life sort of area now. 
the N64 isn't selling so well any more but its 
technology remains exctiting ... Which console 
would be the best for your game and which 
console do you like the most? 
PM: I think it was inevitable that the PlayStation 
would win the fight against the Saturn. Sony are 
big players. they've got big bucks and they 
designed a good machine which was well 
engineered and cheap to produce so the 
consumers would buy it. Technically, it's a fine 

console - you can go inside it enough and fiddle 
around with it enough to mean that we haven't 
seen the best games on the Playstation yet. The 
N64 is far superior to it but has a number of 
drawbacks. You're going to see some stunning 
games on the Playstation because everyone is 
starting to focus on it. 

However. I think that the Nintendo 64 has 
got a number of real advantages to it. The first is 
that Nintendo cleverly decided to design a 
joypad which was slightly different to other 
people's joypads. They paid the price initially, 
and the price was that people weren't used to 
using this little analogue ... nipple, as I call it. 
They were more used to using the conventional 
joypad. But that risk will pay off in the end 
because with that analogue stick. you can 
actually design games that you are not able to 
do on a Playstation. 

so. the technical expertise of the Nintendo 
64, plus its new. lower. price. plus the fact that 
it's got some joypad innovation. means that 
there is going to be some really interesting stuff 
coming up on the machine. You are going to be 
seeing some stunning, stunning games. I think 
we need a little bit more hardware first. though. 
The cartridge simply isn't big enough to do 
some of the more ambitious projects that 
everyone is attempting now. They need some 
sort of DVD or CD or whatever Nintendo is going 
to decide on. and providing the price is kept low 
and providing that software of quality gets out 
there. I think the Nintendo 64 is going to take on 
the Playstation. Not this year perhaps, but 
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all for me?' Well, now I can do that. Now I can 
put all that stuff on a graphics card, which frees 
up something like 70% of the processor's time 
for me to do anything I want in terms of 
gameplay, so it's massively exciting. One thing 
you can be sure of is that 1·11 be supporting the 
graphics cards. 
Edge: Where would you like Redeye to be in 
three or four years' time. and what kind of game 
design/studio management philosophy would 
you like the company to develop? 
PM: My absolute ambition for Redeye is to 
make it a world-renowned software 
development house - known in Europe, Japan 
and America for top-quality games. I would not 
release a game unless I felt it absolutely had a 
chance of getting into the very top slot. That's a 
number-one objective for me. To do that, I think 
we have to concentrate on producing unique. 
original and high-quality games. games that 
aren't being worked on by other people. That's 
going to be a really tough thing to do. but I'm 
absolutely convinced that we can get there. 
There is a lot of hard work to be done before 
then. but I want to make sure that Redeye is 
considered to be one of the top three 
developers within three to four years. After that, 
looking five years ahead, I would like to aim to 
be the number-one developer. I think some 
people would put Bullfrog among the top three. 
which makes me incredibly proud. some people 
would even call it number one. I'd like to 
achieve that again with Redeye and, if £ 
possible, to go a little further. 

'I want to make sure that Redeye is considered one 

of the top three developers within three to five years. 

After that, looking five years ahead, I would like to 

aim to be the number-one developer. I think some 

certainly next year, when you get a few titles 
out there. 

And then you've basically got a two-horse 
race. It's not worth considering M2. I don't think 
M2 will ever come to anything, really. I'd be 
surprised if it does. anyway. As far as the Saturn 
2 is concerned, it worries me massively. They've 
got to go so much further than the N64 and the 
Playstation in terms of the hardware; they've 
got to be low on price and they've got to attract 
developers. It's really hard to imagine how that's 
going to happen. But the next two years are 
going to be interesting. 
Edge: Away from the console gaming sector, 
3D accelerator cards are bringing PC graphics 
up to a level where they can compete with 
those of the Nintendo 64. What is your 
experience with them to date? How impressed 
have you been? 
PM: I think that PC 3D cards are the future for 
games. What makes me absolutely sick to the 
back teeth is using all the power of the Pentium 
processor just to pump polygons onto the 
screen. The amount of times I've thought, 'Oh 
goodness. my game is slowing down because 
it's putting these stupid polygons on the screen. 
Surely there's a chip out there that can just do it 

people would put 

Bullfrog among the top 

three, which makes me 

incredibly proud' 
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I 
d co-founder John Romero will be unveiling his 

first game under new label, Ion Storm, at the E3 

show in Atlanta this month. The game, entitled 

Daikatana, uses the Quake technology under licence from 

id (whose programmers are currently in the midst of Quake 

2). These early work-in-progress shots provide an inkling of 

just how ambitious this game will be. The quality of the 

engine and the detail of the environments are already well 

ahead of the pack, even before hardware acceleration. 

Romero has already expressed support for the ubiquitous 

3Dfx chipset to power the game in animating creature 

models that boast as many as 500 polygons each (Quake's 

consist of only 150). 

The game takes place across a series of historical time 

periods, beginning in ancient Greece, then Norway during 

the Dark Ages and moving eventually to a near-future San 

Francisco. Throughout the game, the player is joined by 

two other characters who talk and interact independently 

with their surroundings - just one of the features that sets 

Daikatana is set in three distinct time periods, ranging from Ancient Greece to 
San Francisco in 2030. The Quake 30 engine affords such special features as 

collapsible scenery (above) and realtime lighting effects, such as shadowing 

Daikatana apart from Romero's previous efforts, Doom and 

Quake The game isn't due out until November, but an 

early preview can be found on this month's Edge CD for 

those who simply can't wait. 

Parasite Eve was originally a novel that was 

subsequently turned into a movie, released in Japan last 

year, and now Square Soft, quick to spot the potential of 

such a title, is converting it to the Playstation. It is thought 

to be a project far more ambitious than Final Fantasy VII, 

and Square is certainly taking things seriously by employing 

Hollywood CGI artists and appointing them to oversee the 

graphics side of the proceedings. In charge of the 

scenarios is Takashi Tokita, who worked on FFIV, Chrono 

Trigger and contributed to Final Fantasy VII. The game is 

being developed by Square in the us but the well-known 

Hironobu Sakaguchi will remain as executive producer. The 

action will take place in New York and will feature a young 

blond-haired detective as the game's heroine. 

The big news for Japanese RPG fans this summer is the II> 

Daikatana promises a wider 
variety of environments than its 
ancestor, Quake. It's not the same 
engine as Quake 2 (id is keeping 
that one to itself), but it is a 
generational leap ahead of the 
original Quake technology, which 
didn't have the realtime dynamic 
lighting effects seen here 



These impressive early renders are 
from Square Soft's first move into 
coin-op territory, Chocobo de Battle 

release of Final Fantasy Tactics , a strategy RPG featuring 

Final Fantasy characters. The game includes the 'job' 

feature similar to that seen in Dragon Quest 111, whereby 

players can allocate an occupation to their character 

from a choice of 20 professions. According to Square, the 

often-tedious aspects of simulation games have been 
eliminated in an attempt to attract players who have 

previously been reluctant to play this type of game. The 

game currently looks like it retains Square's legendary 

graphical excellence. 

Chocobo de Battle, a distinctive new beat 'em up 

from Square Soft USA, is currently being developed on an 

Onyx Infinite Reality workstation. The pedigree behind the 

title is certainly impressive - movie CGI specialists Paul 

Ashdown ('Jurassic Park') and Ron Sabatino ('Batman 

Forever') have teamed up with ex-AM3 employees Yoshiro 

Akata (Last Bronx, Funky Head Boxer) and Go Kikuchi (Last 

Bronx, AS1 Megalopolis) to create the game. The Onyx IR 

Square's horizontally scrolling shoot 'em up, Einhander 
(above), represents a first for a company which has only 

recently ventured into areas other than the RPG scene 

pre screens 

Square Soft's Paradise Eve is looking impressive with an astonishing level 
of graphical detail. It could mark the company's next PlayStation success 

can handle a staggering 10 million polys/sec. although the 

target platform. a coin-op of an as-yet-unspecified spec, 

will 'only' be able to cope with 1 million. A release date for 

the game, which will be Square's first endeavour in the 

highly competitive arcade market, has yet to be finalised. 

Square continues its diversification into other areas 
of videogaming and has recently announced Einhander, 
a new shoot 'em up game for the Playstation. Einhander 

replaces Zauver, the company's originally announced 

shooter, and is a polygon-based horizontally scrolling 

affair. The game differs from other shoot 'em ups by 

introducing the concept of the 'Gun snatcher', a 

mechanical arm located underneath the Endmion (the 

player's ship) which can be used to collect up to ten 

enemy weapons, allowing them to be used as power-ups. 

No release date has yet been announced. 

seeking to give a new strategic slant to the zaxxon

style isometric shoot-em up is The Reap , a PC sequel to 

These screenshots are taken from Anal Fantasy Tactics for the 
PlayStation, which will feature characters from Square Soft's Fino! 
Fantasy series as well as maintaining the company's usual 
accomplished graphical appearance within the RPG realm 
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Shoot 'em ups have been poorly represented on the PC to date, but The Reap (above), from Finnish developer Bloodhound, aims to change that 
The title's beautiful rendered backgrounds and varied attack forces are accompanied by a new level of strategic gameplay and enemy intelligence 

.,.. the Amiga showcase, Super Stardust. Here players (up to 

eight can take part) must pilot upgradeable fighter craft 
and clear Earth of humans to make way for an alien colony. 

For each kill made, pilots earn money which can be traded 
in at the end of each level for better weapons. Along with 

stunning rendered graphics, the game boasts a high level 

Probe' s Fantastic Four is set to bring 
Marvel heroics to the PlayStation 

Blue Byte's Battle Isle 4 ( right) is well 
underway at the company's studios in 
Germany. The previous games, which 
have all been tum-based, were SVGA 

isometric affairs, but this time the team 
has embraced 30. Using the same 

engine as Extreme Assault, the game 
allows players to view the action from 

any perspective, including a first-person 
a Quake-style 'soldier's eye' view 

of Al which adapts incoming attack waves to reflect the 

player's own tactics. A huge array of special effects and 

light-sourcing techniques complete the package, which 

should provide a much-needed fix to shoot 'em up fans 
sick of firstperson-viewed Quake copies. 

Based upon a series of books of fantasy author, Robert 

Jordan, Wheel of Time, from Epic Megagames, will use its 

unreal 3D engine. Each player takes control of a citadel 

Developed by Legend Entertainment for Epic, Wheel of Time will utilise the famed 
Unreal 30 engine. to produce a multiplayer game that combines strategy, siege 

and roleplaying elements. The only danger - from Epic's point of view, at any 
rate - is that it already makes Unreal look a little bland by comparison 

and must kit it out with traps and guards to deter the 

opposition and prevent them from capturing the flag (or, in 
this case, a sacred seal). No release date has been set. 

With X-COM 3's move into realtime, many thought the 

turn-based military sim was dead and buried. They were 
wrong Bluebyte Software has just announced it is 

developing a fourth chapter in its popular Battle Isle series 

which will retain the old system. In this episode, subtitled 

Incubation, the player commands a group of space 

marines who must save peaceful human settlers from a 

planet's marauding indigenous population. Visually, the 
game retains the isometric layout of its predecessors, but 

now employs a true 3D engine, allowing the player to 

switch between different camera angles - it's even 

Challenging Epic is Looking Glass, 
with its firstperson 3 D title, Dork 
Project. These latest shots show 
just how detailed the game will 
be. Looking Glass promises 30 
acceleration as standard, and, as 
with its previous games, players 
will need a hi-spec PC to get the 
most from the impressive graphics 



Square's realtime strategy war game 
Front Mission Alternative is due for 
release on the PlayStation in August 
in Japan. Unlike the previous games, 
Alternative boasts true-3D graphics 
and scaleable maps 

.. -
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The Curse of Monkey Island is the third installment in the ever-popular series from LucasArts. 
The graphics are approaching Disney quality this time around and the jokes are as funny as ever 

possible to view the action through marine or alien eyes. 

Bluebyte's helicopter sim Extreme Assault, which uses the 
same new 30 engine, is also nearing completion. 

The term 'long-awaited' simply does no justice to 

Monkey Island 3 , which is due to arrive on the PC before 

Autumn. Unlike that of Monkey Island 2, the plot is quite 

straightforward. The demon-pirate LeChuck is back and 

wants to marry Elaine Marley - Guybrush Threepwood's 

true love. The player takes on the role of the latter, of 

course, and must stop the evil, undead buccaneer getting 

his way. As with the last few LucasArts adventures, 

stylised hi-res graphics are used throughout, although 
Monkey Island's incredibly intuitive point-and-click 

interface and surreal humour remain. 

The Legend of the seven Winds is the first Saturn 
game from Enix, which prior to the 32bit era only 

developed for the SNES. The game is currently looking 

beautiful, with characters and objects able to 

metamorphose into different shapes. The winds of the title 
are said to play an important part in the game. 

Like Origin's The Darkening, one - a futuristic strategy 

action game from developer Visual Concepts - starts with 

a man waking up with no knowledge of his past. The player 

then has to take this hulk-like character through five levels 

filled with hunters, attack craft and armoured vehicles to 

find the truth of his identity, and perhaps just as 

importantly, find out why his left arm has been removed 

The Legend of the Seven Winds, being produced by Enix for the Saturn, is developed by Gibro, the developer behind the Wonder 
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Culture Brain is bringing an enhanced 
version Virtual-Hiryu no Ken to the N64 

in an attempt to put an end to the 
dearth of fighting games on Nintendo's 

machine. The graphics certainly look the 
part, although Edge suspects that these 

shots are merely workstation renders 

<II and replaced with a cybernetic weapon. The game, a 

visually stunning, true-3D take on Konami's Contra. allows 
the player to roll, flip, hang, climb and slide as well as 

perform various fighting moves. one is scheduled for a 

November release in the us through ASC Games. and will 

probably hit the UK shortly after. 
Realising the lack of decent beat 'em ups on the N64, 

and no doubt the lucrative prospects that would surely 
accompany a good example of the genre, Culture Brain has 

announced it is converting Virtual-Hiryu no Ken for 

Nintendo's machine. This version will represent an obvious 
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-· SCEE's Rapid Racer (left, above) is one 
of the new breed of PlayStation games to 
employ hi-res visuals. Its 60fps update 
(NTSC) sets a stunning new benchmark 
for 32bit software. Its split-screen mode 
is especially impressive, maintaining 
speed with no great loss of detail 

graphical enhancement over the Playstation version (see 
E46) and will also include a Super Deformed option for 

beginners. similar to sega's Virtua Kids. The game will offer 

30 characters at a smooth 60 frames per second. 

Following Capcom's usual urge to release remixed 
versions of its titles (particularly its Street Fighter series). 

the company is preparing Resident Evil: Director's Cut 

for the Playstation. The two-CD pack will include three 

difficulty levels. including a remixed version with extra 

rooms and monsters, and a playable demo of the 

eagerly awaited sequel. £ 

One, a thirdperson-viewed action adventure from Visual Concepts, 
provides the player with a diverse range of visually impressive backdrops. 
Pleasingly, the lead character has a wide array of moves at his disposal 



From Software's Armed Core 
(above) for the PlayStation 
continues Japan's obsession with 
mobile-suit games and is based on 
the highly popular 'Mobile Suit 
Gundam' television series which has 
lasted two generations. The game 
will feature 50 missions set in varied 
locations, such as cities and deserts, 
involving a wide range of tasks 
including rescuing hostages, etc 
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The Legend of Cradius on the PlayStation (above) has 
a scenario based 100 years after the last arcade game's 

setting. It will feature nine levels of full-on action and 
the Cradius series' classic array of power-ups 
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Capcom's Resident Evil: Director's Cut for the PlayStation will include new opponents (above 
right), camera angles (above centre), and clothes (main). The addition of extra rooms should 

keep veteran players on their toes as they patiently wait for the release of the full sequel 
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Sonic Wings Assault (left, above) is the next title from PilotWings 64 developer Paradigm. Its 
gameplay promises to deliver a realistic sensation of flying while maintaining some arcade
style action. Paradigm is also rumoured to be working on a sequel to fW64 for Nintendo 

Konami's PlayStation version 
of Midnight Run will see 

players hammering along 
busy highways, overtaking 
other cars. It should keep 

racing fans happy until CTi 
Cltib makes it to the home 
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Norwegian developer lnnerloop is about 

to enter the combat flight sim arena with a title it hopes 
will blow its competitors out of the sky 

Joint Strike Fighter will offer players 
the first chance to test-fly the latest 
advances in US stealth technology 

Joint Strike Fighter uses lnnerloop's groundbreaking IFS technology to 
handle complex algorithms in rendering an astonishing depth of scenery 

m ecause of their complexity and 
large memory requirements, flight 
simulations have largely remained 

within the profitable confines of the PC 
games market. And while Joint Strike 
Fighter doesn't break the mould by 
appearing on a different platform, it does 
promise to raise the stakes for developers 
hoping to dominate the genre with their 
own ambitious ventures. 

The game offers the choice of two 
aircraft - the Boeing X-32 and Lockheed 
Martin's X-35 - both being considered by 
the us Air Force for the replacement of 
the F-16 and F-18 models by 2010. The 
American aircraft makers provided 
Norwegian developer lnnerloop with 
detailed information about the planes and 
the type of weapons they will carry, while 
further technical assistance came from an 
aviation expert, and consultation with their 
national Air Force, ensuring that craft will 
fly realistically 



Obligatory ground targets, such as tanks and SAM sites, are also present 
during deep-strike missions against enemy bases and headquarters (above) 

Mountains, canyons 
and valleys can be used 
in order to avoid radar 
or visual detedion by 
the enemy installation 

The terrain over which the action takes 
place continues the developer's strive for 
realism, with satellite data used to make 
sure every town, road, and lake is in its 
correct geographical location. Hence, the 
game's four campaigns, each consisting of 
five to ten missions within 2.4 million 
square miles of terrain, have a remarkably 
authentic look to them, and require the 
player to engage the enemy at sea, on 
land and in the air. Also, because the 
scenarios are dynamic, each mission will 
be different every time it's restarted, and 
the eightplayer link-up should further 
enhance the game's diversity. 

surprisingly, lnnerloop has decided not 
to opt for 3D card support. 'We've worked 
with different types of 3D accelerators 
without any significant gain in appearance 
or performance,' explains Thomas 
Hagen, lnnerloop's lead programmer, 
'and we prefer to take advantage of the 
PC's RAM to store many large textures, 
which is not possible with most 3D cards. 

· Also, because of the extremely 
high-resolution textures from our mip
mapping process. tri-linear interpolation 
is not necessary.· 

Given the competition in the flight sim 
market. such a project is ambitious, 
particularly for a developer embarking 
upon its debut game. Programmer Paul 
Endresen is confident the team has 
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The game's four campaigns will comprise nearly ten million square 
miles of terrain based on geographical data obtained via satellites 

something new to offer: 'I guess the 
obvious difference is the graphics - we've 
worked hard to create a 3D engine which 
performs terrain and object rendering 
better than anything yet seen on the PC 
[see E43 for more details]. 

'JSF uses our IFS technology which, 
contrary to other flight sims, gives the 
same visual quality no matter how high or 
low you are flying. The undulating terrain 
encourages low-level flying, meaning 
ground-strike missions offer a level of 
realism never before experienced.' 

Joint Strike Fighter's visual flair is 
exemplary, but it faces strong competition 
in the form of MicroProse's Falcon 4.0 and 
DID's TFX F22. The resulting battle for an 
overall victor should prove a £ 
dogfight meriting close attention. 
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Although still in early 
development stages, 
Omikron already 
exudes the dark, heavy 
atmosphere usually 
associated with a 
futuristic city. The 
finished version will 
include a greater level 
of street adivity 

More than just another arcade adventure set in futuristic cityscape, Omikron 
promises a genuine movie-like experience with the potential 

to revolutionise a genre that is begging for a breath of fresh air 

00 mikron is an arcade adventure 
game set in Phaenon, a planet in 
a universe parallel to our own. 

The extinction of the system's only sun 
has resulted in subzero temperatures, 
forcing the planet's residents to take 
shelter in five different cities encased in 
crystal domes. One of those self
contained megalopolis is Omikron, within 
which the game is set. 

However, all is not as it should be. 
Astaroth, a demon from Phaenon's distant 
past, has resurfaced to conquer the souls 
of the inhabitants and, with the help of his 
growing horde of servants, aims to take 
over Phaenon and any parallel world 
which happens to be lurking about. 

Omikron's charaders behave realistically 
(above) and some already employ 
excellent facial motion capture (right) 

At the beginning of the game, the 
player takes control of the body of a 
member of the 'awakened' - a group 
aware of Astaroth's actions and intent in 
putting an end to his plan. This is 
obviously more complex than it might first 
appear, requiring players to explore their 
surroundings, using objects, solving 
puzzles and fighting their way out of 
trouble in order to survive. 

The gameplay is divided into two 
distinct parts - arcade and adventure -
with the arcade side comprising bare
handed combat and lasergun shooting 
sequences in realtime 30. Developer 
Quantic Dream is adamant these will not 
be inferior sub-games - rather they will be 



As well as exploring the 
city on foot. Omikron 
will allow pla to 
command its 

worthy additions forming an integral part 
of the game while retaining the quality of 
the overall package. 

Omikron's initial appeal must be the 
ability to roam freely around the city, talk 
to any of its residents, enter any bui!Qing 
and use y tthe futuristic vehicles that 
hover t ugh its streets. But Omikron 
also has a few other tricks up its sleeve. 

ne of these is the innovative concept 
of 'viCUal reincarnation' . When the 

~ ........ - ,a racier the player is controlling dies - in 
. :orrJl)at, for example - the game does not 
epd; ·instead the player's soul transfers 

Omikron's unaccelerated JD engine is one of the best Edge has seen. 
Vast locations scroll around smoothly creating a convincing setting 

I' I 'C' :, I,. IC' C II 

As well as exploration, Omikron will feature plenty of realtime action 
sequences requiring players to hone their fighting skills to survive 

prog~s deeper lnt he game. 
Ful(hermore, players will not be able to 
restore an earlier saved version of the 
game, being forced to continue their 
adventure in their newly found form. 

Also;"fflfthe first time in a videogame, 
motion cai;iture has been used for the 
characters' faces, which means they can 
be animated in realtime during dialogue 
sequences so that speech matches lip 
movements, resulting in an impressively 
realistic - if vaguely disturbing - effe 

Omikron further impresses in the way 
it already oozes a 'BladeRunner' -~ke 
atmosphe.r.e,.. 'th its menacingly dark, 
fllturistic setting:fu~vering cars and 
seedy-lool<ing ndivi~ Indeed, much 
work has gone into trying to achieve the 
sensation of being in an actual city full of 
inhabitants going about their daily lives. 
Even after just six months' effort, the 30 
engine is looking pleasingly smooth and 
Quantic Dream is promising the use of 3Dfx 
and PowerVR cards for the PC version. 

Omikron is an ambitious project. If 
successful, Quantic Dream could have a 
title with the potential to revolutionise the 
concept of adventure games on its hands, 
capable of immersing players within £ 
a genuine movie-like experience. 
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64 
After a lean period that has frustrated just about every 64bit machine owner, 

the N64 driving game genre is exploding. French developer 
Titus is the latest to join the fray with a supercar licence to kill for 

~i,H : { ,_,,,.,.,.~1=t 
ith seta's Rev Limit and 
lmagineer's Multi-Racing 
Championship already on the r) ·J 

The legendary Lamborfhini 
Diablo will be the foca 
point of the game, but 
players will also be able to 
race other famous 
supercars, In both single 
player (above) and head
to-head modes (right) 

r. ,, , • ,,,.~1.-1 

starting grid, it falls to Dream Team 
developer Titus to bring up the rear in 
what has to date been the most obviously 
neglected genre for Nintendo's game
starved powerhouse. 

The most difficult challenge facing any 
company developing a racing title for the 
N64 is making it sufficiently better-looking 
than Namco's PlayStation efforts. Both 
Rev Limit and Multi-Racing Championship 
are struggling to outdo their 32bit 
counterparts with filtered textures and 
analogue control as standard, but in terms 
of general aesthetics, it's hard to see any 
significant improvements. 

Both Titus and Nintendo will be hoping 
that detailed car models and strong 
atmosphere will give Lamborghini a visual 
flair that will leave gamers in no doubt as 
to the technological gulf that exists 
between the N64 and its rivals. 

Of course, racing games are difficult 
enough to tell apart as it is, the market 
overblown with lame Ridge Racer and 
sega Rally clones. Any game wanting to 
steal the crowns from those respective 
classics must walk a tightrope between 
simulation and arcade appeal. To help 
keep its balance, Lamborghini offers a 
number of racing modes across four 
circuits, ranging from a standard-issue 
race track to jungle-themed and obligatory 
city- and mountain-based courses. 

Eric caen, president of Titus, believes 
that choice is the key to success: 'The 
Arcade mode is easy to get into, with the 
cars just racing through the checkpoints 
and going for position, and the cars are 
pretty easy to handle. In Tournament 
mode, you can toggle the number of laps 
you want to race, and you can also decide 
on the level of realism you want to drive 
with by choosing whether you want car 
and tyre damage on - which significantly 
affects the outcome of a race, particularly 
a long one. we're really trying to achieve a 
successful balance between real driving 
conditions and coin-op-style racing.' 

The biggest concession to coin-op 
gamers is the inclusion of power-ups in 
the special 'Revolution' mode. These 
appear randomly around the tracks and 
provide time bonuses and/or speed-ups 
and tie in with what is certain to be the 
unique selling point for Lamborghini: 
evolving circuits. As races progress, a 

In an original twist. the 
courses are designed 
with sections that 
change during races 
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The game will feature a 
wealth of distinctive 
trackside details 

And where would an N64 racing game be 
without the appearance of lens flare? 

number of events are triggered to vary the 
pace, such as rock falls blocking roads, 
bridges suddenly collapsing, and secret 
short cuts appearing in a previously 
impervious-looking cliff face. The 
programming team are hoping to include 
the evolving tracks in all modes, but it's 
unlikely that they'll appear in the three 
and fourplayer split-screen modes. as a 
concession to frame rates. 

The car damage options will come into 
play here as well, as the drivers negotiate 
hazards such as gravel, rocks and ramps 
in hammering out the fastest route to the 
finish, and to this end, pit stops are 
provided. Unlike Sega Rally or GP2, 
however, pits aren't an automatic ticket 
back into the race. Instead, players must 
manually repair their cars using the 
controller to select and replace worn tyres 
and damaged bodywork. The end result is 
that in the Tournament modes the player 
must not only master the track and the 
vehicle, but the pit stop controls, a feature 
that could be seen as either a major 
innovation or an annoying diversion by 
those accustomed to the way other games 

pre screen 

Lamborghini 64 now faces more competition than it would have 
hoped for. It will need a powerful 30 engine if it is to be successful 

treat car-repair options. 
With a split-screen mode, some slick

looking car models and the option to race 
not only the Lamborghini Diablo, but the 
Ferrari FSO, Bugatti EB110 and vector 
M12 supercars. Titus may well be 
looking forward to establishing 
itself as something of a racing 
force in the lead up to Christmas. 

Having already had various 
stabs at the racing game genre with 
16bit computer titles such as crazy cars, 
Fire and Forget and even a Lamborghini
licensed effort for the SNES, Titus clearly 
has some experience upon which to base 
a 64bit example. 

None of the aforementioned games 
were particularly striking, though, so it will 
certainly be interesting to see what those 
extra 48 bits are able to afford Titus' £ 
not-inconsiderable ambition. 

Though Titus does not have a gleaming track record in the racing game genre, the N64's inherent graphical punch 
should ease the load of producing a worthwhile experience. Smoke effects are certainly easy enough to incorporate ... 
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Fans of the original 
game may be 
disappointed to find 
that the seat-of-the
pants style has been 
replaced in favour of a 
more graceful approach 

Looking Glass will be gunning for Microsoft with its 
scenic sequel to Flight Unlimited, a power-hungry 

game that's still regarded by many as the gold standard in flight sims 

o sooner have PC owners 
upgraded to decent Pentiums, just 
powerful enough to run the 

original Flight Unlimited, than they're 
faced with its power-hungry successor. 

The verdict on the original was that 
Massachussetts-based Looking Glass had 
produced a fine-looking simulation, but 
failed to appeal to the conservative 
mainstream, as PC owners, particularly in 
Europe, clung to their ageing 486s. 

Fortunately, things have moved on and 
with the advent of hi-spec Pentiums and 
3D cards, Looking Glass may finally have 

The game takes place over 11,000 
square miles of San Francisco scenery 

the technology it's been waiting for. 
'We will be supporting D3D,' claims 

Alan Dickens, the game's producer, 'and 
native support for some other cards, but 
we haven't decided which to back yet. But 
our target machine is a P166 or P200. 

'As with all Looking Glass games, 
Flight Unlimited 2 will maintain its 
playability as technology advances. 
People are still playing the first game 
some two years down the line because 
the better your technology gets, the better 
the game looks - it doesn't reach a 
technological plateau.' 

Fans of the original, or even those 
who've only recently had the processing 
power to play it, may be surprised to learn 

. - ........ -
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The game will see 
players sharing 
airspace with up to 
450 other aircraft 

Even without the now-becoming-obligatory lD card acceleration, Flight Unlimited 2 is a visually stunning title 



External views, essential 
in any flight sim, are 
particularly effedive in 
Flight Unlimited 2 

that for the sequel, Looking Glass is 
shifting the emphasis away from 
aerobatics and moving closer to the 
straight sim. And without guns. bombs or 
any of the other paraphernalia associated 
with that genre, Flight Unlimited 2 must be 
pitched squarely at Microsoft's Flight 
Simulator game. The hoops course has 
been replaced with 11,000 square miles of 
satellite-map terrain so detailed that 
Dickens claims anyone living in the San 
Francisco Bay area will be able to pick out 
their own house on a fly-by. 

'It's the most detailed terrain yet seen 
in a flight sim,' he boasts. 'It's way ahead 

· of anything else out there. We're going 
head-to-head with Microsoft on this one, 
and we're going after them as hard as we 
can. we found that a lot of people liked 
the stunts in the original, but many more 

played it straight, as a pure simulator, and 
that's what we've honed in on.' 

It would be easy to dismiss Flight 2 as 
nothing more than a dull PC simulation, but 
to do so would be to ignore the potential 
of such a simple concept in the hands of a 
company adept at providing involving and 
long-lasting gameplay. The control towers 
will buzz with realtime radio chatter and 
more than 450 other aircraft will take off, 
land and join players on their tour. It won't 
be just the devout propellerheads who 
find something special in this game -
those who simply wandered the skies of 
PilotWings 64, admiring the scenery, will 
find much to admire in the hyper- £ 
real virtual airspace of Flight 2. 

The detail of the aircraft models is amazing - as are the ground textures, which look better than any other sim 

pre screen 

The game's detailed 
environments were 
created using satellite 
data from the US 
Department of Defense, 
which was then mapped 
on to the textures. The 
city is so detailed that 
individual houses can be 
picked out on a flyby 

. 
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For those who hanker 
after their own plane, 
Flight Unlimited 2 will 
almost certainly 
provide them with the 
most realistic civilian 
sim yet. But is it fun? 
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Not only is the PC still going from strength to strength in the domestic market, 
but the maiden game from a hitherto unknown multimedia 

developer is set to put PC-based machines into arcades for the first time 

The technology might be cutting-edge 
PC, but the visuals retain a rather 
basic - if wonderfully textured - feel 

m lasgow-based developer Inner 
workings isn't exactly a 
household name. Until now, it has 

contented itself with producing kids' 
multimedia CD-ROMs for a number of 
illustrious publishers, including the BBC 
(Wallace and Gromit Fun Pack) and Darling 
Kindersley (The Jolly Post Office). But its 
first game, Plane Crazy, will catapult it to 
fame this autumn, whether it lives up to 
expectations or not. 

Plane Crazy is a cute-looking 3D
modelled plane racer with gameplay more 
akin to a motor-racing game than a flight 
sim, thanks to a series of courses 
featuring cliffs and tunnels and topped by 
an invisible 'ceiling' above which the 
player cannot fly. It's different, fast, 
attractive and makes good use of 3D 
graphics cards via Direct3D. 

But the most startling thing about it is 
that it will appear as a coin-op this August, 
running on arcade boxes which are 
essentially pumped-up PCs, before 

Plane Crazy will have 
the appeal of a driving 
game, thanks to speed 

Plane Crazy's strength in the arcade sedor is likely to be its originality. Namco has released aircraft-based coin-ops 
in the past (notably Air Combat), but few which offer the immediacy and light-hearted feel of Inner Workings' game 



Many coin-ops now 
clock in at USS15,000; 
Inner Workings' models 
will be around half that 

shipping for Windows 95 and the PlayStation 
towards the end of the year. In other 
words, it's the first game to be designed to 
take advantage of Microsoft and Intel's 
arcade initiative and, as such, will set the 
tone for the attempts of the two corporate 
PC giants to undermine the likes of Sega 
and Namco on their home ground. 

Andrew Walker, head of games 
development at Inner workings, is 
enthusiastic about the economic 
possibilities of the Intel/Microsoft initiative. 
'It opens up the whole arcade world for 
developers and systems integrators. 
currently, arcade boxes sell to operators 
at about $15,000, and it takes a long time 
for them to make a profit. What operators 
get with the Intel/Microsoft machines is 
the ability, once demand does tail off, to 
open up the box and replace the CD.' 

'The starting price for our boxes hasn't 
been decided, but I reckon it'll come in at 
around $7,000,' adds Walker's colleague, 
Mike Lancaster. 'A few years ago the us 
coin-op market was worth $6 billion, but it 

·,few years a20 the.ff$ coin-on mar et was wortn 16 1>1 ion., bpl J 
as now come down to ~2 bil ion· 

has now come down to $2 billion because 
the machines are more expensive and 
there's less choice.' 

on the basis that Microsoft/Intel 
machines will be about half the price of 
current ones and upgradeable, Walker and 
Lancaster reckon they will be greeted as 
saviours by beleaguered arcade owners. 
But can these boxes really compete with 
high-powered arcade machines? 
Lancaster reckons they can. 'If you look, 
say, at Sega's range, its games have only 
got slightly better from Daytona through 
Sega Rally to Super GT.' 

Walker believes that 30-accelerated 
games are now on a graphical par with 
arcade games. '3D accelerator technology 
is the key, along with the idea of generic 
software provided by Directx support. I'm 

Plane Crazys levels offer a diversity of scenery. Some require the player 
to manoeuvre through tight spaces between rocky cliff faces (right) 

pre screen 
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Though much of the game's scenery is relatively straightforward in its 
construction, some parts bear a considerable level of atmospheric detail 

sure that Microsoft and Intel will publish a 
new spec every year. Innovations like AGP 
will become important.' 

If you find a Plane Crazy machine this 
autumn, check out how it stacks up 
against its peers, bearing in mind that 
under the bonnet will be a 266MHz 
Pentium II, at least 32Mb of RAM, a 3Dfx 
card, a USB controller and a 24-speed 
CD-ROM drive. 

There are some unresolved questions, 
such as how developers will be paid if 
arcade operators start putting different 
games in their machines. Walker doesn't 
regard that as a problem, and prefers to 
dwell on the potential advantages, such as 
the intriguing prospect of including 
modems in the arcade boxes. He also 
points out that CD-based games make it 
easier to sell localised advertising. But his 
ultimate ambition is 'to get arcade 
machines back into the corner shops and 
chip shops, and thus expand the market.' 

Edge hopes Plane crazy helps £ 
to achieve just that aim. 
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The worm that turned 30 
An untested Scottish developer has not onlV managed to bag an established and potentially lucrative licence but 
has also come up with what could be the most inventive game of the vear. Edge visited the team to find out more 

keep waking up in the morning and thinking, 
"How the hell did we manage to get this?"' 
exclaims Chris van der Kuyl , VIS lnteractive 's 

chief executive officer. Indeed, there must be few 
videogame companies around that can boast of having 
secured the development of one of the industry's biggest 
titles without having previously developed a single game. 

Based in a former maternity hospital in Dunfermline , 
the now 40-strong company was founded in January 1996, 
after van der Kuyl became disillusioned by its former 
specialisation in advanced multimedia technologies. 'We 
took a decision at E3 in 1995, after we realised that 
multimedia was not what we were interested in doing at 
all. ' By the end of that year, the company's core members 
had been recruited and were focusing on the task ahead. 

'We took a look at the industry and saw that 
publishers squeeze developers all the time and then all 
sorts of hassles start,' explains van der Kuyl. 'So we 
decided, we 'll actually go over and talk to publishers and 
make sure they think it's a good idea, get them totally on 
board, but then we're also going to make sure that we 've 
actually got enough in the bank so that no matter what 
happens , we don 't have to go, "Okay, anything you say," 
which has happened to a lot of people. We' re not anoraks 
but we 're all keen gamers and really want to push things 
hard, to create games that just go on and on.' 

This determination to ensure that the fina1 

product is not compromised might have played a part in 
Interplay's decision to give the Scottish developers the 
licence for Earthworm Jim 30 rather than several well
established European software companies. Perhaps even 
more surprising than VIS' coup, though , is the fact that 
Shiny Entertainment isn 't doing it. 'I think Shiny work 
under the principle that they develop a property, take it to 
a level and then let it fly,' offers van der Kuyl. 'And they're 
in a great position. They can decide what they want to do 
and they decided to do something else rather than stick 
with Earthworm Jim, whereas we saw it as a great 
opportunity for a new company starting out and also 
because he is such a strong character.' 

From left to right: Paddy Burns (software vice president), Robbie Graham (art vice 
president), Kirk Ewing (creative development vice president), Chris van der Kuyl 
(VIS lnteradive's CEO), and Scott Maxwell (vice president of games development) 

Although Shiny maintains the right of approval , VIS 
was given carte blanche over the game 's design . As its 
title suggests , for the first time in Jim 's many outings , the 
action takes place in true 3D, allowing total freedom of 
movement within the game's environment. But van der 
Kuyl is quick to point out that it is not merely a straight 
platform game which has been given a 3D coat of paint. 
'We started out to do Jim as he has always been, and so 
we 've given him a cartoon look. The 2D games are just 
like great cartoons, so we thought we 'd try to do th is in 
3D. We ' re not trying to do a shiny, glossy Jim - he 's going 
to look like a cartoon but in full 3D. If we were trying to do 
the original Jim games in 3D, we would have had all sorts 

Here, the colourful childhood world (left) contrasts 
against the stark nature of the logic setting (above) 

EJJD is still at an early 
stage - all of these 
shots are taken from 
a mocked-up N64 
version of the game 



vis 

Although still early, these shots are already indicative of the sort of warped, disconcerting 
- yet colourful - world players can exped to find inside the invertebrate's head (above) 

of horrendous problems . There are platforms and all 
those things , but it's a much more open game.' 

This time around , Jim has suffered a severe blow to 
his head which has left him trapped within it. The player's 
task is to repair his cerebral cortex by venturing into 
different areas of Jim 's psyche, exploring his phobias, 
childhood memories and fantasies, and repairing them in 
order to revive him from his nightmare state . 

Along the way Jim has to face old enemies , including 
Evil the Cat , Professor Monkey-For-A-Head and Bob the 
Goldfish , as well as the new adversaries the creative 
minds at VIS have conjured up. Expect to meet the Bovine 
Special Elite (mad, gun-toting cows) , a manic scooter
riding rabbit named Rabid, and Disco Zombies, complete 
with flared white suits and oversized gold medallions. 

According to van der Kuyl , recreating the humour 
present in the game 's previous incarnations was easy. 

Chris van der Kuyl. VIS lnteradive's CEO (above) and 
Kirk Ewing. in charge of creative development (left) 

VIS' creative team obviously let its imagination 
roam free when it came to Jim's enemies (above) 

'Jim's come to Scotland , so he 's definitely got a bit of the 
Scottish humour in him rather than the pure Californian , 
but the two match really well , and Shiny just thought our 
brand of humour was exactly what they wanted to see.' 

Jim 's off-kilter persona is reflected in the level 
designs. The 30 stages see Jim travelling through five 
worlds, each representing different areas of his brain. To 
this end , 'Happiness ' finds him on a giant pizza where he 
has to struggle over toppings while avoiding hazards; 
'Fear' includes a range of classic horror cliches stemming 
from his over-consumption of B-flicks; while 'Fantasy' 
indulges his long-standing desire to become a sheriff in a 
Wild West town. The whole experience resembles 
something that might have materialised out of David 
Lynch 's mind. 

As well as running around dodging bizarre obstacles 
and solving fiendishly designed puzzles, Jim has to work 
his way through a variety of sub-games. These include one 
in which he flies around with his pocket rocket , and a 
snow-filled section where he does the 'slalami ' using a 
huge sausage as a snowboard. 

The game is currently being developed for the 
Nintendo 64, PlayStation and PC , but there will be 
differences between the three versions , as van der Kuyl 
explains: 'The N64 will include all of the technological 
tricks that the machine allows. The only thing we've got 
an issue with is what to do with the music , but we think 
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~ we've got a neat idea. The best example of this is 
Shadows of the Empire. The music in that doesn 't sound 
like MIDI music and that's because it 's not - they've 
sliced it up and done on-the-fly mixes. The PC version is in 
D3D so with the right card it will look as good as the N64. 
The PlayStation will probably have a few different things, 
because we want to differentiate it a little bit as 
Earthworm Jim will never be exactly the same on it. · 

As ii grabbing one of the hottest licences around 
wasn't enough, VIS has gone a step further and 
persuaded Hasbro, a company which usually only licenses 
conversions of its own board games, to publish the 
Scottish team's second game in development. 

H.E.D.Z. is a possible contender for the weirdest plot 
in the history of videogaming. A race of aliens has secretly 
been visiting Earth for thousands of years, choosing 
interesting human specimens and taking them back to 
their planet. Once there, the live specimens are put 
through a modified carwash apparatus which decapitates 
them, removes their brain , polishes their eyes, cleans out 

H.E.D.Z.'s oneplayer game offers an impressive 225 
wildly different heads, five of which can be taken into 
combat at a time against computer-controlled aliens 

As well as bizarre opponents (above), VIS has come up with suitably odd subgames 
such as the 'slalami', requiring the player to surf atop a slippery sausage (top left) 

their ears and spraypaints them to provide the aliens with 
a trophy-like piece of headware at the end of the 
gruesome process. Obvious ly, this being a videogame, the 
aliens instantly assume the character 's abilities when 
they stick them on top of their own heads and then set off 
to battle across the galaxy. 

'The basic concept behind H.E.D.Z. is the game of 
marbles and the idea of having some kind of game where 
you'd have a collection of things that you would gamble 
against someone else's ,' explains Kirk Ewing, vice 
president of creative development at the firm. 'There's a 

H.E.D.Z. boasts an unprecedented 225 characters for Ille 
single plaver 10 bame wilh across seven environments 

little bit of 'Predator' in it , but it's like 'Predator' meets 
Worzel Gummidge. ' 

H.E.D.Z. boasts an unprecedented 225 characters for 
the single player to battle with across 35 levels in seven 
environments. They're as diverse as you could imagine, 
and include ' real ' people like Jimi Hendrix, Richard Nixon , 
Alfred Hitchcock and Salvador Dali, each of whom has a 
unique, a normal and a special attack. Indeed, the 
Spanish surrealist painter would have approved of some 
of H.E.D.Z.'s other contestants - the 'aircraft carrier for a 
head' character springs to mind - and Edge can only 
imagine that he would have felt at home within the 
confines of the former maternity hospital in Dunfermline. 

'We wanted to have a total dense variety of characters 
- something that would incorporate every slice of culture 
stuffed into all of these characters ,· says Ewing. 'This is 
combined with the principle of a combat game where you 
pick a number of heads - in this case five - and gamble 
them against someone else in a game of war. And there's 
an element of cash , too. You can shoot someone, their 
head pops off, you collect it and then you dunk it in an 
American football kind of way to get the cash back for it, 
with which you can recharge the heads you want to take 
out in your collection .' 

The variety of heads allows for strategic play. Certain 
types are suited only for attack (firing homing missiles, for 



Vehicle-based heads allow rapid access to any of the area's vantage points (above) 
The emphasis is on players to work out their own strategy in order to win battles 

VIS' art (top) and music 
(above) departments 

example), while others act defensively (by turning into, 
say, a block of stone). Some use vehicles (land , water, 
and air) in order to quickly reach vantage points, while 
'Info heads' survey the landscape and store the 
information in order to reveal potential ambush spots. 

Info heads also have another use. 'They allow you to 
find out what heads other people are using,' explains 
game designer Stewart Waterson. 'The strategy element 
of the game means that you could come across a weak 
head and feel confident that you could beat the other 
player. But he could be playing a game with you and could 
pop that head and have four really dangerous heads. So 
you could be lured into a false sense of security.· 

It seems that people who buy H.E.D.Z. when it is 
released are assured of some smooth, frantic action. But 
as much fun as the oneplayer game might be, the most 
appealing feature of H.E.D.Z. could well be its online 
capability. 'I suppose the initial premise was for it to be 
the ultimate Internet game,' asserts Ewing. 'We believe 
that this is an integral component and we think some of 
the best fun can be had over the Internet. We really want 
to create a culture where these things are collectable and 
tradeable. We'd like a stock market of heads running on 
the Internet.' 

In terms of graphics, the near-complete version Edge 
was shown is already impressive, although it still requires 

v i s 

a few finishing touches. The cartoon-style approach does 
much for the game's overall character and the heads 
themselves are pleasingly detailed - a resu lt of VIS' 
advanced voxel techniques. 'The beauty of voxe ls is that 
you can model anything as complicated as you want and 
do things that you can't necessarily do with polygons,' 
says Ewing. The use of 3D cards should heighten the 
game's graphical appeal, allowing it to make use of 
advanced blending and transparency effects and 
incorporate other visua l trickery. 

Despite the company's obviously demented approach 
to games, VIS lnteractive's vision remains sound. For 
example, Van der Kuyl is determined not to expand for the 
sake of it. 'If we can find brilliant teams, we 'll put them 
on. I don't care if we've got 50 teams - if they're great, 
I'll have 50 teams. But if we can only get shit, then I'm 
quite happy to sit with two teams.' 

Judging by the quality of its first two titles, the big 
league of interactive entertainment could soon be £ 
welcoming a new player. .. 

The online capabili~ is H.E.D.Z.'s greatest potential, 
ensuring frantic action as eight players battle it out 
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ALIFE LESS ORDINARY 
MOST GAMES LOOK TO THE PAST FOR THEIR INSPIRATION; COMPUTER ARTWORKS' EVOLVA 

USES COMPLEX SCIENTIFIC THEORIES AND THE STATE OF THE ORGANIC ART 

Destroying alien hatcheries 
(above) is sure to make up an 
important element of several 
Evolva missions - there will 
be 12-15 of them in total 
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In the game, the player controls four Geno Hunters -
weird hybrids of insect. reptile and mechanoid 

he screensaver has never been a particularly 

respected artform in the world of computer 

ente rtainment - not least because modern 

monitors have now rendered it pointless. However, last 

year burgeoning software company Computer Artworks 

turned its acclaimed Organic Art package into a saver and 

then made the program available on Microsoft's website. 

Within ten days, l 00,000 downloads had been made and 

it suddenly seemed as though no PC was complete 

without a 3D virtual sculpture swirling around the screen 

when the computer was not in use. 

The reason for the fuss was simple: Organic Art was a 

beautiful and inspiring exploration of computer artist 

William Latham's theories on evolutionary art and 

artificial life - now the driving forces behind everything 

Computer Artwo rks does. But this was just the tip of the 

company's ambitions. Latham, together with game 

designer and programmer Mark Atkinson and a very 

small team of committed individuals, is now worki ng on a 

number of projects, including Organic Art 2, a logo for 

new cinematic sound system DTS, and, mos t interestingly, 

a PC game called Evolvo. 

It is the latter which the company seems to be most 

excited about. Latham himself has admitted that 'Organic 

Art was only a stepping stone towards making Evolva.' It 

is also that game, still in the early stages of development, 

which drew most of Edge 's attention on a recent trip to 

Computer Artworks' cramped offices in Vic toria, London. 

The game itself sounds straightforward. An alien race 

is spreading throughout the ga laxy l ike a virus, landing on 

planets, using up their resources and then destroying 

them, sending millions of alien eggs into space ready to 

land on new wo rl ds. The playe r controls a group of fou r 

biomechanical droids, known as Geno Hunters, wh ich 

land on one such infected planet and have to carry out 

12-15 missions (the final number hasn't yet been 

decided) to destroy the alien race and save the planet. 

At a very basic level, then, Evolvo is a kind of 

thirdperson strategy shoot 'em up, combin ing elements of 

Quake (vio lence), Command & Conquer (military 

strategy) and Tomb Roider (puzzle solving). However, 

beneath this rather orthodox exterior, almost eve ry facet 

of the game is driven by Latham's organic/evolutionary 

ideas - not for the sake if it, insists Atkinson, but because 

they add to the gameplay. 

Perhaps the most important use of the evolution 

concept is in the Geno Hunters' capacity fo r mutation. 

There are dozens of powerful weapon pick-ups available to the player with which to combat alien troops. 
When not in use, these weapons merge back into the finely detailed exo-skeleton of the Geno Hunter 

11 lrt dHp Sf)OCC we ,u. G lone EVOLVA ~ce croft 13. The Evolvlllll - o rt.ee of cu:lwnud olicnt. humano,d 111 
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This process is probably best described by Atkinson, who 

refined Latham's original ideas into a viable game system. 

'The main form of power-up is the Mutator,' he explains. 

'By killing things you accumulate mutation points, and 

once you reach the threshold you get to use the Mutator 

[which appears as a separate options screen]. This gives 

you a selection of mutant variants on your Geno Hunter, 

each powering up the creature in a different way - faster, 

stronger, smarter, extra weapon, bigger weapon, modified 

body part, extra body part, etc, or, 1f you're lucky, a new 

ability. You choose the variant you like best and your GH 

morphs into this form.' 

In othe r wo rds, instead of picking up rigidly defined 

power-ups, the player acquires genetic traits which give 

his Hunter different abilities and cause 11 to morph into 

new shapes. In addition, the player can use the Mutator 

screen to merge the genetic attributes of two Geno 

Hunters (ie to mate them) in order to come up with 

'babies' which combine the separate strengths of their 

'parents'. In this way, users can mould Hunters to comply 

with their own ideas of what will make a successful being 

- fast and athletic, or slow and loaded down with 

weapons. The chance of two players mutating their Geno 

Hunters into identical beings is apparently 1,000,000,000 

to one, so each group will be unique. Computer Artworks 

is even considering making it possible for players to swap 

Hunters over the Net. 

And that's not all. According to Atkinson, players can 

also gain new special abilities (fire-breathing, polymorph, 

psychic, body charge, web, etc) by killing a boss alien 

which possesses the ability the player seeks. Once dead, 

the boss drops the gene and the Hunter picking 11 up 

immediately acquires that new ability. It then becomes 

part of the player's collective gene pool, which means 

that it will have an increased chance of appearing in all 

Geno Hunter Mutator sessions from then on. 

All the visuals see here are from the lDfx version 
of Evolva, but other PC lD cards will be supported 

The variety of creatures in the game is immense. Each 
is a lD realisation of Latham's organic art techniques 

Given this diversity, it is difficult to describe what the 

Geno Hunters actually look like, although they're probably 

most accurately described as 'biomechan1cal insects'. 

Edge saw a number of mutated GHs at Computer 

Artworks, all of which looked amazingly intricate and 

smoothly animated. Lke the Hunters, the baddies can also 

mutate themselves, but they come in basic types such as 

soldiers, scouts, builders, etc. It will be up to the player 

to find out what enemy beings (again, 'b1omechanical 

insect' is the most appropriate description) do what, and 

which pose the biggest threat. All, however, are highly 

intelligent. As Latham points out, 'The aliens that you will 

be up against are really "living", driven by Al and Alife 

algorithms. They are seriously dangerous opponents, as 

they are unpredictable like predators in the real world.' 

This should add an extra challenge to players used to 

predictable enemy behaviour .. 

As for the missions, the objectives vary from taking 

out key enemies to infiltrating whole hives, and all make 

effective use of the fully 30 landscape (so players will 

often have to work out whether attack would be better 

from above or below). On top of this, they require a • 

variety of tactics by combining puzzles with 

straightforward shooting. The problem of controlling four 

Hunters at once is remedied by means of three camera 

views at the base of the screen, enabling the player to 

control one Hunter while at the same time keeping an 

eye on what the others are up to. This not only allows all 

16. Gcneti1;ollytn91netndhllflt. 9cr.-ot uThew-the 
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Evolva is filled with eerie and 
beautifully designed scenery, 
bathed in light of various 
colours. Each mission takes 
place in a new location 
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The Computer Artworks team 
have spent hours mapping 
out the ways in which the 
Geno Hunters mutate In 
response to different pick-ups 

Textures are so detailed In Evolva, and the frame rate 
so smooth, that the game resembles rendered footage 

four to be protected simultaneously but makes it 

relatively easy to formulate deployment strategies. 

Visually, the game is truly breathtaking. Each mission 

takes advantage of a different landscape style, so the 

player gets to see jungles, ice plains, deserts, etc - all 

lavishly detailed and brashly coloured in hi-res. The game 

will also be supporting 30 accelerator cards, so a 

sustained frame rate of 30fps is expected. 

Most interestingly, though, all of the weird landscape 

features are designed with Latham's Organic Art at their 

core, which that means nothing is quite as rigid at it 

seems and many aspects of the surroundings are open to 

mutation. Explorable tunnels, for example, open up out of 

nowhere, and seemingly harmless plants transmute into 

deadly enemies as the player passes. It is as if every 

aspect of the game is alive - a refreshing move away 

from the static prettiness offered by most game scenery. 

Computer Artworks is, if not unique, certainly one of 

the most innovative companies working in software 

development today. Despite the familiar gameplay 

themes, there's a wealth of ideas here, and, for a change, 

a slightly different range of influences than the last big 

beat 'em up or firstperson shoot 'em up. If Evo/va is a 

success, there is a chance it could convince publishers to 

allow a greater element of individuality into games. 

Latham, however, remains philosophical. 'This could 

either be an enormous success or a gigantic 

failure,' he states matter of factly. £ 

EVOLUTIONARY 
ART AND ARTIFICIAL LIFE 

r,:n illiam Latham's concept of evolutionary 

~ design - as seen in Organic Art and Evolva -

is based on the research he and programmer 

Stephen Todd carried out while at IBM, as well as 

his own early experiments into evolutionary 

sculpture at the Royal college of Art. Latham's 

original idea was to create organic-looking 

sculptures by giving the computer a simple shape, 

then a set of parameters to mutate It, like 'twist', 

'stretch' and 'union' (derived from terms used to 

describe ONA molecules), before finally 

instructing the machine to develop organic

looking 30 structures based around those criteria. 

Stephen Todd then wrote a program to facilitate 

the process and the foundation for Organic Art 

(and much of the scenery In Evo/va) was created. 

The Mutator element of Evolva takes the idea a 

step further by introducing an element of 

artificial life into the proceedings. Unlike artificial 

intelligence, which seeks 'only' to replicate the 

intellectual resources of a human mind, artificial 

life Is an attempt to emulate the biological 

processes of living - genetics, evolution, natural 

selection, sexual reproduction, etc. Millennium 

Interactive attempted a similar experiment with 

Its Immensely clever, but commercially unsound, 

title creatures. However, now, of course, 

everyone has gone artificial life mad with the 

advent of Tamagotchi - a simple AL product. 

More info 

• 'Evolutionary Art and computers' by Stephen 

Todd and William Latham, Academic Press, 1992 

• 'Artificial Life: The Quest for a New creation' by 

Steven Levy, New York, NY, 1992 

• 'Blind watchmaker' by Richard Dawkins, Penguin 

• http://www.artworks.co.uk 

• http://alife.santafe.edu 

• http://www.fusebox.com/cb/allfe. html £ 
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After a decade in the edutainment and multimedia wilderness, 
Broderbund is attempting to recapture the kudos it once boasted as a pure 

games developer. Will its new slate of titles do the business? 

Take No Msonen uses sprites leld over polfton 
beckpounds to crute en action-heavy experfence 

A 
nyone not familiar with the world of point-and-click 
adventures could be forgiven for thinking that 
Br0derbund was an extreme right -wing terrorist 

organisation from South Africa rather than a top games 
publisher. But the firm, based just over the Golden Gate 
Bridge from San Francisco in a quiet town called San 
Rafael, has published one of the most successful games of 
all time - the granddaddy of point-and-clicks, Myst. which 
to date has shifted over three million copies. 

In the 1980s, Br0derbund's status as a games publisher 
was assured, thanks to classics like helicopter shoot ·em 
up Choplifter and Arabian platformer Prince Of Persia. But 
after a decade spent raking in the profits from Myst and 
mega-successful edutainment titles such as Carmen 
Sandiego and Printshop, Br0derbund is returning to its 
roots as a new pure games brand, with global ambitions to 
compete once more with the world's top game publishers, 

As Br0derbund's vice president and executive publisher 
Ken Goldstein explains. the company's story has been 
dictated by some unforeseen successes. ·1n 1985, two 
things happened to the company - Pnntshop and Carmen 
Sandiego. we had no idea they would become a substantial 
business which would drive us for ten years. Then we had 
Myst. we launched it with modest aspirations on the Mac. 
and three million units later realised we were in the 
entertainment business. Then the business started to 
flatten. About one-and-a-half years ago, we looked at it and 
asked: "Where's the growth area?" The only area we could 
see growing steadily was the entertainment category.' 

Having decided to refocus its energies on games. 
Br0derbund took the radical step of launching a whole new 



brand, the cleverly named Red Orb (read it backwards). 
'The categories we're most interested in are adventure 
and storytelling, strategy games, and action,' explains 
Goldstein. 'I don't think you can be in the entertainment 
market and not in the action market.' Red Orb's line-up so 
far, in order of release, consists of warlords Ill (a turn
based strategy game from Australian developer SSG); 
Riven, Cyan's massive 3D-modelled follow-up to Myst (see 
Cyan profile, p22); warBreeds, a realtime strategy game 
developed in-house; Take No Prisoners, a three-quarter
viewed shooter developed by Raven (of Hexen fame); and 
the high-tech time-travelling point-and-clicker Journeyman 
Project 3, developed by Presto Studios. 

Take No Prisoners is surely the most important 
game in the Red Orb portfolio, underlining Br0derbund's 
drive to realign itself as a proper games company rather 
than a purveyor of kids' multimedia. A full-on shooter with 
an unusual three-quarter top-down view, it doesn't stint on 
gore or weapons (the armoury includes a 'Star wars' -style 
lightsabre). Although the view is pretty much fixed, it uses 
2D sprites which are superimposed on a 3D engine, giving 
an unusual impression of vertical depth. Developer Raven, 
acclaimed for its work on Heretic and Hexen, has a real 
reputation when it comes to creating shoot 'em ups, so it 
would be a big surprise if this turned out to be a dog. 

Steve Schreck. producer on Take No Prisoners, is 
keen to point out what sets the game apart from the many 
shooters on the market. 'It's set in a post-apocalyptic 
world, in which you play a character called Slade, who is 
out on his own. You have to travel around the city, fighting 
factions of mutants called Zoners. It has a story element, a 
strategic element, a puzzle-solving element and lots of fast 
action. The Zoners range from prison psychos to normal 
people such as yuppies. nerds and cultists, all of whom are 
trying to fend for themselves. Whereas in something like 
Doom or Quake. you can only play one level at a time, here 
you can, for example, go from the prison and walk across 
the street to the hospital. It may not help to defeat what's 
in the prison if you go round the hospital first. but at least 
you can explore. The Slade character has 360 different 

Warlords Ill, from Australian codeshop 
SSG, allows up to eight players to take 
part simultaneously - and without the 
delays such play would normally bring 

frames of animation and there are 21 weapons and 22 
different enemies. Plus. there's a significant multiplayer 
component with six different games, including a 
deathmatch, cooperative play and assassin mode. There's 
a much more strategic component to top-down games 
than is possible in first-person efforts.' 

Humorous touches abound - the yuppie characters, for 
example, are armed only with tennis racquets, and if Slade 
is left standing for a certain time. he scratches his head 
and lights up a cigarette. 

Take No Prisoners is slated for a November release, on 
PC only, and although equipment demands will probably 
be slightly higher than those of Quake, a 3D graphics card 
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Read it backwards and 
it all becomes dear ... 

The coin-op version of 
one of Brsclerbund' s 
classics, Choplifter, set 
the company on a roll 

warBreeds' insane plot combines with 
some surprisingly good graphics to 
make a wargame that stands out 

shouldn't be required to get it up and running effectively. 

Warlords III may be from the same mould as the 
likes of warcraft II, but its producer, Dexter Chow, 
reckons it contains enough innovations to make 1t stand 
out. 'Although it's turn-based, with probably up to eight 
players participating, it has simultaneous turn-resolution. 
At the beginning of each turn. any player can move in any 
direction, pick any stack and attack.' This. claims Chow, 
removes the perennial problem of waiting around while 
everyone else does their stuff. 

'It has a full set of campaigns with cut-scenes, reward 
screens and so on, and a random map, if required,' Chow 
adds. 'It has three levels of Al which can be set so that the 
computer knows only what the human player knows. You 
can also set a time for the turns, and you can customise 
the starting points so that, say, each side has 1, 733 points 
to spend. For guys who are getting good at the game, 
there are 12 scenarios, each with a storyline. There are 
over 30 spells, but spell management isn't a burden.' ~ 

In keeping with its 
predecessors, Warlords 
Ill has a fantasy theme 

WarBreeds Is perflaps the oddest wargame to date - players cultivate a strain of mushroom 
which Is refined and used as a power source. The game's alien visuals are distinctive, too 
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The PC wargame scene has never been so active, 
and Warlords Ill will be coming up against some 
big-name rivals, including Blizzard's Starcraft 

.._ Typically, the obJect of warlords ffl is to start with a 
single city, explore and conquer surrounding cities, and 
establish an economic base. The game is set for release in 
August, and looks to be another promising PC example. 

WarBreeds might sound similar to warlords III but 
it's a very different proposition. An endearingly weird 
realtime strategy game, it's rather like C&C with an 
involved plot concerning different alien races. genetic 
engineering and even mushroom-growing. 

'It takes place on Aeolia, an alien planet 1n a far-off 
fictional galaxy, where a clan called the Yedda lived,' says 
Alan Wasserman. the game's lead developer, in an 
attempt to explain the plot. 'The Yedda genetically 
engineered intelligent species, and the fourth race it 
created - the Magha - killed off the other three, and the 
Yedda died out. You can play as one of the clans - the 
Tanu, the Sen-Soth, the Kelika or the Magha - fighting 
against the other three. The oneplayer game has two 
campaigns - the good guy, where you play the Tanu 
fighting the other races. or the bad guy, where you start off 
playing the Magha but eventually team up with one of the 
other clans. 

'Each clan 1s made up of shamen and combat units. 
Typically, you start with only a few shamen. which must 
build a base. The basic power source is mushrooms. of 
which there are three different types - pods, spores and 
weeds. You plant mushrooms, and build a refinery, which 

As anyone who knows the world's game development scene will be aware, America's 
north west coast is a rich source. Brsderbund is based here, in the town of San Rafael 

The Journeyman Project J uses an innovative method 
in allowing players to explore its extravagant locations 

gets you power. You can also build relay towers. which 
extend your power zone. You can customise the combat 
creatures with biotech gizmos like circular saws and 
missile launchers. When you kill enemy creatures, you can 
send your shaman down to collect genes from them. You 
can also squash your own corpses to stop enemies from 
collecting your genes.' 

Though it might sound as though Wasserman has been 
doing too many mushrooms. this insane plot combines 
with some surprisingly good graphics to make a strategy 
game which stands out from the identikit masses and has 
some involving gameplay twists. As is essential these days, 
there's a cooperative gameplay mode (up to eight people 
can play via a LAN or the Internet). and the different clans 
have some interesting attributes. The Magha. for instance, 
can turn invisible, and while the bovine Kelika are slow
moving, they can pack a fearsome amount of firepower. 
WarBreeds may sound a tad weird, but if its gameplay lives 
up to expectations, it could be a cult hit. 

The Journeyman Project series of futuristic 
point-and-clickers has had something of a chequered 
history. The first game, which set a new graphical 
standard, sold around 500,000 copies. which sounds 
impressive until you consider that about half of these were 
dished out in bundles with early MPEG cards, most of 
which were notoriously reluctant to work properly. 
Regardless of whether it was any good, it was too far 
ahead of the available hardware when it was released. 
Journeyman Pro1ect 2 disappeared without trace. partly 
because it was published by the obscure Sanctuary woods 
and partly because of exorbitant pricing. But Red Orb is 
determined to make a success of Journeyman Project 3. 

Steve Schreck, who is also JP3 product manager, is 
aware of the weaknesses of previous Journeyman Projects. 
yet believes that developer Presto Studios can make it 
third time lucky. 'We've known Presto for quite a while and 
saw that there were some really good aspects to their 
products. The consensus was that the things that weren't 
good were easily fixed. Presto have some really good 
puzzles, and what is rare is that they integrated into the 
story very well. The problems in JP2 mainly involved the 
interface - there was a lot of stuff but nothing interactive _ 
that you could click on. the inventory was cumbersome. 
and although you were focused on the screen. you were 
navigating using controls outside the screen · 

Journeyman Project 3 uses instead a set of fully 
modelled 3D environments (with 2D characters 
superimposed), and an innovative QuickTime VR-style 
navigation system which lets players look up or down 
depending on whether the cursor is above an equatorial 
mid-point of the screen. Br0derbund will not reveal whose 
3D engine technology this uses. but it is certainly an 
elegant means of controlling the character precisely using 
just one mouse button. The game is set in three impressive 
environments - Atlantis, Eldorado and Shangri-La - and 
has a convoluted time-travelling plot explained with the 



(From left) Richard Vanderwende, Robyn Miller and Rand Miller are the ueative forces behind Cyan. The company's 
fint project. Myst, paved the way for point-and-dick adventures. Its next venture could by a similarly sized success 

help of cut-scenes. The player's time-travelling suit makes 
it possible to take on the personas of the characters 
encountered in the game - indeed, assuming the right 
identity is vital to solving many of the puzzles. 

Likely to appear in early 1998, Journeyman Project 3 
will certainly be a cut above the average point-and-click 
game. There's no doubt that it looks great and is about as 
interesting to play as such games can be. Not one for 
those who crave shooters, nor likely to be a bona fide 
classic, it should nevertheless be able to atone for the 
previous, rather limp Journeyman games. 

With this solid portfolio and the likely blockbuster, 
Riven (of which more later), Br0derbund looks like it means 
business with its return to the games world as Red Orb. It 
is about to emphasise this with a free online gaming area. 
and is aggressively looking to sign up new developers and 
build up in-house development teams. If Br0derbund/Red 
Orb's journey back to its roots can produce the spiritual 
successors to the I ikes of Chopli~er and Prince of Persia, it 
will certainly have been a worthwhile exercise. 

Hidden away in an obscure place called Spokane, 
close to the Canadian border in Washington state, is a 
small game development house called Cyan. A quick tour 
around the charmless town suggests that Cyan is not like 
other developers. This is not the sort of place where you'd 
find John Romero or his ilk posing around in slinky Ferraris. 

The local paper advertises Clothing Optional Bingo at the 
Millwood Masonic Lodge, which conjures up visions of 
handshakes going beyond funny to bizarre. It's the sort of 
place you go to in order to shoot grizzlies or indulge 
paranoid conspiracy theories by setting up a far-right 
militia movement. Nestling in a pine forest on the edge of 
town is Cyan. This small developer, run by brothers Rand 
and Robyn Miller, is hardly prolific - it has only ever 
released one game Yet that game, Myst. is one of the 
most successful games in history, having shifted over 
three million Mac and PC copies, and is the classic point
and-click adventure by which all others are judged. It has 
also been described as a game for people who don't play 
games, but few of its peers can boast such a determinedly 
obsessive fan base. The Miller brothers and their right
hand man Richard vanderwende (an ex-Disney 
employee responsible for the film 'Aladdin') are attempting 
to harness the technological advances which have been 
made since Myst first appeared and craft another 
legendary chapter, which will be called Riven. 

The most immediately obvious trait of the Cyan clan is 
that they are perfectionists. pursuing their goals almost to 
the point of obsession. uniquely, the company refused an 
advance from Br0derbund when it started developing 
Riven, in order to retain total control, ploughing the money 
it made from Myst back into its successor. This has, 
inevitably, created a few frictions between developer and 
publisher, but Br0derbund is a more enlightened publisher ~ 

Riven is Cyan's follow-up to Myst. The games' creaton, Rand and Robin 
Miiier, have been busy investigating technology since their debut title 
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Riven is one of the most graphically heavy games ever, 
with countless polygon models crafted in Softlmage 

<111 than most and has unshakeable confidence in Cyan. The 
Miller brothers certainly don't talk like your average 
developer. Here's Robyn, for example: 'We're not doing 
this just because we want to make money. we want to 
create something and express ourselves.' 

'Up here we can Just focus on work. eliminating the 
outside influences which are so detrimental,' says Richard 
vanderwende, explaining the company's unusual location. 
Cyan's isolation has indeed bred a very individual visual 
style, as Robyn explains: 'Riven is less influenced by 
western culture. we drew on thinks like African, Arabic 
and Celtic cultures and blended them together.' 

·1 think one of our strengths is that we don't play 

~- think or-i'e of our strengths is.that we 
· don't play games, so we aren't then 
subject to lleing influenced by~l!I~ ... Q!; 

games, so we aren't then subJect to being influenced by 
them,' says vanderwende. This no-compromise approach 
is mirrored in the visual aspect of Riven (sadly, Edge can't 
comment on the puzzle content, as Cyan is maintaining a 
Fort Knox-like screen of secrecy around it). Fully 3D· 
modelled and animated in Softtmage, 1t looks gorgeous -
but then that is to be expected from a game spread over 
no fewer than five CDs. The attention to detail is stunning, 
with all manner of arcane computer-generated machinery, 
such as drawbridges which flex as they fall into place and 
spherical clocks which rock when they're clicked upon. 
Riven's screens and animations. unlike those of Myst, will 
operate fullscreen and require at least 16b1t colour. 

'By not going with a Doom-like engine we bought 
ourselves a lot of detail,' says vanderwende. 'We took a 
load of SGls and pushed them to the limit. For example, we 
created an island, but something wasn't right with it, so we 
called Softlmage tech support. They asked how many · 

Cyan refuses to toe the corporate line, refusing a cash 
advance for Riven in order to maintain total control 

polygons were involved and when we said about a million 
and a half, the tech guy nearly had a heart attack. They 
had to write a special patch for us.' 

Given the freedom bestowed by technology unavailable 
1n the days when Myst was made, as well as more time for 
deliberation, cyan has addressed a number of criticisms 
levelled at Myst. 'We realised there was a weakness when 
you got to Myst island,' confesses Vanderwende. 'Some 
people stopped playing because they didn't get off the first 
island. In Riven, people have a lot of territory to explore 
before they encounter that initial hurdle.' 

'lmmersiveness is the word,' adds Rand. 'We want 
people to be in a dark room with big speakers so that if 
people come up and tap them on the shoulder, they've 
forgotten they're in the real world.' 

It remains to be seen how well Riven will play. When 
quizzed about its puzzles, Rand would only say: 'It's 
difficult, because anything you explain takes away some of 
the reward.' However, vanderwende ventures: 'There's 
more of a cross-referencing aspect to the puzzles in Riven. 
You still come across devices that you have to deal with, 
but there's also a more global aspect to the puzzles.' 

It's likely that the game's appeal will span age ranges 
and genders and appeal to hardcore game fans as well as 
non-gamers. 'As far as we could tell, from the beginning, 
Myst was accepted really well by gamers,' asserts 
vanderwende. 'I think any backlash has arisen to some 
extent because it has been so successful.' If its gameplay 
lives up to expectations, Riven could achieve the £ 
across-the-board success enjoyed by Myst. 

A mixture of African, Arabic and Celtic cultures apparentlf. influenced 
the style of Riven. The result is a game that is very much its own title 
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Developed in close conjunction with Simpsons creator Matt Groening, Virtual Springfield offers 
thousands of frames of cartoon-like animation and a fully navigable environment to explore 

GAME 
IN THE PAST, THE TWIN DISCIPLINES OF TV AND VIDEOGAMES 

HAVE SEEMED MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE. 

FOX, HOWEVER, IS ONE COMPANY THAT IS STRIVING TO STRADDLE THE DIVIDE ... 

F 
ilm companies have a problem 
with videogames. They have 
spotted a lucrative market which 

is increasingly influencing their own 
output, and they want to get involved, but 
for some reason it often just won't work. 
Time Warner, for example, bowed out of 
the software scene last year, having 
released little of merit, and Spielberg's 
Dream works arrived with huge fanfare 
but then came up with Director's Chair 
and everyone suddenly lost interest. Fox 
Interactive, however, is a survivor. 

Virtual Springfield includes 36 activity scenes which allow the player 
to interact with a vast range of unsavoury regulars from 'The Simpsons' 

This is, of course. not unsurprising 
considering the wealth of TV and film 
licences the company has available for 
plunder. One of the most profitable of 
these is America's most dysfunctional 
family, the Simpsons. who have already 
found their way into several games and 
multimedia products over the last five 
years. Virtual Springfield, due for the PC in 



There are dozens of locations in Virtual Springfield, each inhabited by 
well-known charaders boasting random animations and speech loops 

Moe's Tavern (top) will 
no doubt provide a 
salubrious location for 
Springfield players 

G•o,0,06 

late September. is a '30 exploration' of the 
Simpsons world in which the player roams 
around the town dropping in on famous 
landmarks and characters. 

Although this sounds like quite a 
straightforward venture, producer Gary 
Sheinwald assures Edge it wasn't. 'Virtual 
Springfield was daunting because. after 
eight years of production, with dozens of 
different writers and no "bible" to work 
from, we had to make sense of the 
Simpsons universe. Since there are sets 
like a regular sitcom, the show's creators 
will change "reality" at the drop of a hat if 
it makes a gag funnier. For example, in 
some episodes. Springfield is landlocked; 
in others. it is by the sea and has a port. 
Also. the Simpsons house has had three 
addresses over the course of time. so we 
decided early on to model the most 
"normal" version of Springfield. When Matt 
Groening saw the map, he was amazed -
nobody had ever done that before.· 

To accompany the realism of the 
town plan, there are apparently 36 

'activity' (ie game) screens. and each 
of the locations boasts interactive 
elements, making this more than a 
kind of 30 Simpsons encyclopedia. 
However, the product will have its 
work cut out capturing the 
essence of the show as well as 
Fox's brilliant Simpsons Cartoon 

Studio. The interactive elements, 
for example, will have to be 

numerous and well-devised to lift 
this above standard multimedia fare, and 
there will need to be plenty of Matt 
Groening humour to keep punters amused 
for longer than half an hour. Fortunately, 
Sheinwald told Edge that these criteria 
have been met, which should make this an 
essential purchase for Homerphiles. 

Another successful, if slightly 

darker, Fox TV show is 'The X-Files', which 
is due for two computer interpretations 
over the next 12 months. While a later title 
will be appearing at some point in early 
'98, this October should see the Mac/PC 
release of x Files: unrestricted Access -
an intriguing hybrid of adventure game 
and reference CD-ROM. 

The premise is particularly novel. The 
CD contains masses of 'X-Files' info, audio 
clips, sounds, narratives. character 
dossiers, etc. but players cannot access 
these in a straightforward 'reference tool' 
manner. Instead they must act as FBI 
agents, rooting out information for 
themselves in a series of non-linear 
storylines The basic plot is that Mulder 
and Sculley have disappeared and it's up 
to the player to find them. 

The idea. of course. is to make players 
feel as though they are taking part in a 
real life X-File. To this effect. Unrestricted 
Access includes things like fictitious 
e-mails (which are 'sent' to the player 
throughout the 'game· by mystery 
sources) to heighten the spooky 
atmosphere. This interactive element is 
accentuated by the inclusion of simulated 
FBI computer tools such as waveform 
players, voice matching and fingerprint 
analysis, which the players can use to gain 
further information. 

Fox is revealing little about actual 
gameplay mechanics at the moment. but 

f OX 

Bart's heroes Krusty the 
Clown (top) and Itchy & 
Scratchy (above) star in 
interadive sedions 

The interactive element of X-Files: 
Unrestricted Access is accentuated by 

the inclusion of simulated FBI tools 

it is clear that the player interacts with the 
action entirely through a fictional 
computer interface (ie users don't control 
figures through a 30 world. they simply 
imagine their computers are attached to 
some shadowy FBI network). Information 
becomes available through three different 
routes: Search, surveillance and 
Communication. The first is an in-game 
database. allowing the player to access ~ 

Audio and visual effects from 'The X-Files' are used to heighten the 
atmosphere and make Unrestricted Access seem more than a videogame 
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<Ill case files and evidence records, the 
second lets them place certain characters 
under surveillance and receive reports on 
their actions, and the third is actually an 
online hook-up which downloads 
information from the Net and also allows 
players to regularly update the CD info as 
further TV episodes are shown. 

In many ways, X-Files: unrestricted 
Access can be compared to Activision's 
entertaining covert operations romp, Spy 
craft, in that it offers the player a glimpse 
into a world of espionage and secrecy. 
Even if the interactive elements do not 
convince the player this is a game, rather 
than an 'X Files' encyclopedia with a fancy 
interface, at least Fox is attempting 
something new and interesting here, 
something which may contribute toward a 
whole new genre - the online multimedia 
encyclopedia arcade adventure. Bit of a 
mouthful, but it could catch on .. 

Still on the money-spinning sci-fi 
theme, Aliens vs Predator is currently 
being developed by Rebellion and should 
be out at Christmas for the PC, Playstation 
and Saturn. Predictably, it's a firstperson 
shoot 'em up in which the player can take 
on the role of Alien, Predator or Special 
Forces marine, each of which requires 
different mission objectives. In a similar 
vein to Probe's Alien Trilogy, the action is 
set in an underground research complex 
on a distant planet where Aliens and 

No screenshots of Aliens vs Predator 
have been released, but early artwork 
hints at plenty of fisticuff adion 

Predators - bred by the us military as 
weapons - have escaped and are running 
about the labs killing people and generally 
making nuisances of themselves. 

Although the idea of an underground 
base doesn't sound too promising in terms 
of scenic variety, there are apparently 
plenty of different environments, such as 
hangars, isolation labs and nuclear power 
sites, many of which contain booby traps 
to make things more interesting. There is 
also an abundance of weapons, including 
the obligatory flame-thrower, grenade 
launcher and rifle, along with more exotic 
items like gas canisters and demolition 
chargers. on top of that, predators have 
infra-red vision and invisibility, and, most 
interestingly, Marines can employ 
pheremones to attract or repel aliens. 

As yet, no screenshots have been 
released, but the game does sound more 
intriguing than earlier incarnations of the 
Aliens vs Predator licence (released on the 
SNES and Jaguar). Interestingly, the 
designers promise an emphasis on 
strategy as well as mindless blasting 
(Aliens, for example, have to establish a 
colony, gather hosts, etc), and the PC 
version comes with various network 
options allowing players to team up 
against the other species, or fight each 
other. Hopefully, the visuals will keep up. 

Away from dark sci-fi and, indeed, 
away from lucrative TV/movie licences 

The apparently fully explorable lD world allows 
Croc to swim, swing on ropes and climb. The 
charader's ultra-cute animation is excellently done 



Unlike other llbit platformers, Croc apparently 
presents an open lD environment, rather than a few 
polygons flouncing about an essentially lD world 

The main charader and 
much of the scenery are 
clearly inspired by the 
works of Miyamoto 

altogether is Croc, a highly promising 3D 
platformer currently in development at 
Argonaut and due for PlayStation release 
in September, Saturn in November and PC 
in December. Here, the player guides a 
cute crocodile around six different 
landscapes, collecting crystals and 
jumping on baddies. Within these 
landscapes are 40 levels, but completing 
the game reveals another 20 secret ones. 

on a basic level, this will probably be 
labelled 'Mario 64 meets crash Bandicoot'. 
The landscapes and characters - cute, 
colourful, simple yet wonderfully designed 
- owe more to Miyamoto's masterpiece, 
especially considering the truly 3D look of 
the game. This is no accident, perhaps, as 
Argonaut worked with Miyamoto on the 
production of Star Fox. Certainly, Croc 
shows that Argonaut has an aptitude for 
character design - croc, with his brash 
colouring, wide eyes and Mario-esque 

'Croc is one of the first of the next
generation platfonn games. This is a game 
made by lovers of the genre and it shows' 

yelps and cheers, is a successful 
emulation of the perennial Japanese style. 

The influence of Crash Bandicoot is 
most evident in the character's interaction 
with his background. In Croc it's possible 
for the player to jump up on wooden 
crates to smash them and reveal random 
goodies - a device that could have been 
taken straight from crash. On top of that, 

a Croc tail-swipe dispenses with baddies 
in much the same way as crash's manic 
spin did for his foes. Again, though, this 
game seems to offer more diversity - Croc 
can climb, swim, swing on ropes, and 
when he jumps onto a platform he often 
has to haul himself up. 

Croc, then, looks like making brilliant 
use of standard platform visuals and 
gameplay themes (like end-of-level 
baddies, power-ups, etc), while combining 
them with a few of its own touches to 
create a potentially massive title. Producer 
Dave stalker is certainly confident of its 
strengths. 'Croc is one of the first of the 
next-generation platform games. It is born 
of thoroughbred stock with a lot of new 
twists that the wisdom of age brings. This 
is a game by lovers of the genre and it 
shows.' It is certainly an important game 
for Fox, not just because it looks so 
promising, but because it's the company's 
first release not to be based on a TV or 
film licence. 

All in all, Fox Interactive obviously has 
a sound business head on its shoulders, 
but it also has a creative agenda. This will 
serve it well in a cut-throat industry where 
consumers are becoming cynical of big
name brands. Richmond is well aware of 
this. 'Most film companies have followed a 
formula that the property will sell the 
game. This is absolutely false. Games are 
about playability, cutting-edge graphics, 
showing off hardware, and fun - the 
underlying property is only a source of 
inspiration. It is this latter approach which 
has worked well and continues to £ 
do so for us.' 

The six scenic styles - including haunted castle and underwater - mix childlike 
simplicity with surreal fantasy, and retied the game design philosophy of Nintendo 
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Prescreen Edge focuses on the full 
complement of Nintendo 64 launch titles 
Testscreen Sego Rally, Virtuo Cop 
Features Edge speaks to the designers and 
hard\.vare experts behind what many see as the 
v,deogam1ng launch of the decade - Nintendo's 
revolutionary and long-awarted 64brt gamebox 

News Sega and Sony collide as the companies 
reveal sales figures for their 32bit machines 
Prescreen The first evidence of PO'Nef'VR 
technology comes to light m the form of Rove 
Racer on the PC 
Testscreen Civilisation 2, Terra Nova, Spycraft 
and Darkstalkers 2 
Features Edge visits Konami and Ocean 

News The N64 launches in Japan, where it's 
greeted by a typically enthusiastic audience 
Prescreen The Darkening 
Testscreen Super Mario 64, PilotWings 64 and 
Motor Toon GP2 
Features Nintendo's day of reckoning: Edge 
examines every aspect of the N64; Digital 
Dexterity - videogame controllers examined 

News Edge vis,ts the Tokyo Game Show and 
the JAMMA coin-op show 
Profile Andrew Spencer 
Prescreen Ecstatica 2, Daytona USA CCE, Dual 
Heroes, Mr Tank and Virtual-On 
Testscreen Wipeout 2097, Quake, Metal Slug 
and Street Fighter Zero 2 
Features Videogame music comes of age 

News 64DD debuts at Shoshinka, along with 
StarFox 64; PlayStation and Saturn 2 details 
Profile LucasArts' Jack Sorenson 
Prescreen Blast Corps and Doom 64 
Testscreen Shadows of the Empire V1rtua Cop 
2, Killer Instinct Gold 
Features Sony's Net Yaroze examined; Edge 
visits Scotland's finest, OMA Design 

News Pentium II is unveiled at CeBit; Konam1 
debuts rts Cobra corn-op technology at ADU 
Profile Lany Ahern and Jonathan Ackley of 
LucasArts, and Ron Mil!ar, creator of Warcraft 
Prescreen Hexen 2 and Sky Target 
Testscreen Porsche Challenge and FIFA 64 
Features Edge visits Kalista, lnfogrames, 
Treasure, Boss, Zombie and Lobotomy 
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News The Sega-Matsush1ta rumours gather 
pace, while the PC prepares for a 30 revolution 
Prescreen Edge travels to Germany to visit 
PlayStation codeshop, Neon 
Testscreen SCEE's ultra-realistic Total NBA 
bnngs basketball to 32brt 
Features The top 50 movers and shakers in 
the videogarnes industry 

News Spnng ECTS report 
Prescreen The three big platform games of the 
year, Crash Band1coot, NiGHTS and Super 
Maflo 64 prepare for war 
Testscreen Capcom's spectacular Resident Evil 
fittulls PlayStatron owners' hopes 
Features Edge visits Psygnosis and Bill 
Stealey's Interactive Magic 

• News UK opinion on Nintendo's Euro N64 
strategy. Quoke suffers from piracy 
Profile Sega's Tetsuya M1zuguchi 
Prescreen LBA2, Soviet Strike and Spider 
Testscreen FI, Z, NiGHTS, Time Commando, 
Die Hord Tnlogy and Decothlete 
Features The future of data storage: Edge 
analyses the technology rn the held 

News ECTS; the N64 hrts the US 
Prescreen Edge takes the frrst look at the M2's 
premiere game, Warp's 02. Plus Toshinden 3, 
Break Pomt and Grondio 
Testscreen WoveRace 64, Crash Bandicoot 
and Worldwide Soccer '97 
Features Edge reports on Apple's endeavours 
to break into the videogaming scene 

News Edge breaks the story of the first 
UK-developed M2 title, Power Cf'/Stol; Chilean 
coders win Enix's £200,000 game contest 
Profile Terry Pratchett 
Prescreen Unreal and Speedster 
Testscreen Turok and Mono Kart 64 
Features Edge looks back on 12 months 
that saw videogam1ng grow up 

News Videologic unveils PowerVR successor; 
full Tokyo Game Show report 
Profile AM3's Hisao Oguchi 
Prescreen Mission: Impossible, G-Police, 
Dark Vengeance and Baku Bomberman 
Testscreen Blast Corps and Bushido Blade 
Features Part one of Edge's examination of 
the burgeoning emulators scene 

News Sega reaffirms its arcade supremacy with 
rts cutting-edge Model 3 board and the first 
game to make use of it, Virtuo Fighter 3 
Prescreen Edge v,s,ts Bullfrog to look at 
Dungeon Keeper and Theme Hospital 
Testscreen Geoff Crammond's GP2 proves to 
be the best PC racing game to date 
Features The birth of nuGame culture 

News The Nintendo 64 puts m a proper 
appearance. with a host of software, at E3 in LA 
Prescreen Super Mario 64, PilotWings 64, Into 
the Shadows and MOK 
Testscreen International Track & Field, 
Jumping Flash 2, Settlers 2 
Features Edge visits Gremlin and also 
examines Microsoft's ambitious gaming plans 

News M2 moves nearer to completion, while 
VF3 approaches finished silicon stage 
Profile SCEE's Juan Montes 
Prescreen Games from Square and Climax 
Testscreen Broken Sword and Tunnel BI 
Features Edge examines artificial life, focusing 
on the revolutionary system cooked up by 
Millenium for Creatures 

News PS Expo report; exdusive M2 specs 
Profile Neil Young and Chris Yates of Burst, 
and Mark Cerny of Universal Interactive Studios 
Prescreen MK64, Diablo and Time Crisis 
Testscreen Tomb Roider, C&C: Red Alert, SWIV 
30 and The Darkening 
Features Edge takes an in-depth look at the 
PC 30 accelerator cards scene 

News ATEI report; Sega merges with Bandai 
Profile Nintendo Co Ltd's imposing president 
Hiroshi Yamaud,i 
Prescreen Dracula X, Terracide, Go! Co! 
Troublemakers and Runabout 
Testscreen MOK, Ecstatico 2 and Dork Saviour 
Features Edge reveals the truth behind the 
videogame industry's many myths 

News Pentium II launches; Microsoft and Intel 
announce arcade strategy; N64 price frenzy 
Prescreen Psygnosis' Psybadek, Colony Wars 
and Rascal; plus Gex 2 and Metal Gear Solid 
Testscreen Stor Fox 64 and Tobal 2 
Features Videogame violence: the debate that 
Just will not die - Edge investigates. Also, 
Edge's emulation feature concludes 
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t has had the best of times, it has had the 

worst of times. Acclaim, one of the biggest 

names in the business, is lucky to be alive. 

Larger and larger risks, larger and larger investments 

and ever more lavish spending plans have transformed 

a half-a-billion-a-year entertainment giant from a 

success story into a cautionary tale. 

In September last year, Acclaim Entertainment pie 

announced record-breaking losses to a shocked stock 

exchange. The shares went into spontaneous freefall 

and the company felt the heat from thousands of irate 

shareholders, who stared in disbelief as their sure

thing silicon dreams turned to dust. The reason? The 

16bit market collapsed just as Acclaim released one of 

its poorest movie licences to date: Batman. 

It 's hard to recall many decent-quality licensed 

games, but it 's equally difficult to think of any that 

didn't make a profit. Most (including previous Caped 

Crusader outings) were a licence to print money. 

However, as Sony launched its Playstation, the kids 

unceremoniously bundled their Segas and Nintendos 

under the bed to gather dust and a rumoured half a 

million Batman cartridges were left to rot. Most were 

returned, unsold even at discount prices. 

Of course, there's a lot more to it than the failure 

of one game. Top-heavy management and the 

spiralling costs of feeding an organisation the size of 

Acclaim had been sucking the coffers dry, with no new 

games to balance the books. Acclaim was caught 

napping when the 32bit dawn broke, and as the 

Playstation gathered pace it suddenly became glaringly 

obvious that the giant of the 16bit market was in no 

shape to compete in the next generation. Acclaim 

decided to buy its way in with acquisitions, and Probe, 



Sculptured Software and Iguana were snapped up to 

form Acclaim Studios. With its varied expertise and 

ready-made PlayStation and N64 projects, this trinity 

was to be the way forward. What the shareholders - and 

the Dow Jones - hadn't banked on was that 

developmen t takes time, money and patience. Adding 

up the price of buying the studios and the investment 

needed to bring the projects to fruition left a hole in 

Acclaim's profits to the tune of almost $220m. 

Although it is not completely out of the woods, 

things are looking up for Acclaim . The first tree to bear 

fruit was Iguana, whose Turok: Dinosaur Hunter put 

Acclaim on the road to recovery Once the preserve of 

the PC, the firstperson genre has taken a step forward 

thanks to the open maps and stunning realism of the 

Turok world - a game that has undoubtedly changed not 

just the common perception of the console as a limited 
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gaming medium compared to the PC, but altered the 

way in which developers regard the Nintendo 64. It 

shamed PC golden boy LucasArts, its speed and detaJ 

leaving Shadows of the Empire looking partlcularl\l' 

wanting. Quake, previously regarded as the one thing 

consoles couldn't do, suddenly seemed like nothing 

more than a technology demo compared to the 

sweeping levels and intuitive controls of TUwk 

Accla1m's fortunes have now changed. The dinosaur 

that was regarded as extinct has now been fgund to be 

very much alive, thanks to Probe, Sculptured and 

especially Iguana, the company founded by a handflif of 

dedicated Brits in California in 1991. 

Edge visited the studios to find out wne her the 

new commitment to internal development can help 

Acclaim raise its game and realise its goal: to be the 

world's number one software publisher. 
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mpanies can boast of beating Nintendo at its own game, bu~ a small Texas
outfit has managed to surprise even the Japanese giant witn its first N64 title 

guana's Austin HQ is described by other 
studios as 'The Palace'. The corporate 

black-glass exterior belies the comfortable, 

airy interior. Everything inside feels new, and 
everything, from the purple-patterned carpets to 

the frosted glass (patterned with mock lizard 
scales), reeks of self-made success. 

There's a self-assuredness here, an almost 
tangible confidence. It seems to be on tap, 
distributed by the air conditioning that runs 

throughout the building, keeping the oppressive 
Texan heat at bay. The feeling owes much to what 

most European audiences would describe as an 
'obscure' comic. 'Turok: The Dinosaur Hunter' has 
been around since 1954, sharing shelf space with 
another of Acclaim's properties, 'Batman·, but few 

would argue that it is anything like as popular. 
Fortunately, Turok the game doesn't need any help 

to sell it to a public eager not just for more quality 

titles but for anything that will adequately 

demonstrate the power of the N64. 
One of the key people involved in the creation of 

Turok is project leader Dave Dienstbier, who 
occupies a chaotic-looking office in the Turok wing 

of the building. He believes the game's appeal lies 
less in left-field licence deals than in the simple art 

of creating a believable gameworld. 

'The idea with Turok was to take the firstperson 
genre and open it right out,' he explains. 'We 
wanted to et away from the whole cramped, maze

like structures that just about every other game of 
that kind was trapping the player in. we wanted to 
create a world that felt real, without constraints. In 

Greg Fischbach, Acclaim CEO, and Jeff Spangenberg 
(president of lgwana US) outside Iguana's Austin HQ 

a typical Doom-style game, Y,Ou j ie running througy 
end less rey corridors, bu 1n Turok, you're hea;;,ng 

birds and monkeys squawkiQg, trees blowing over, 
ripp les in the lakes and fis)l swimming around. In 
other words, there's nothing there that doesn't 

convince you that this is a real world.' 
That real world was originally conceived in 1994, 

some six months before Iguana's sale to Acclaim. 
At the time, Quake was still only a twinkle in the 

eye of Doom 2. Likewise, Core's Tomb Raider 
project was still awaiting the green light. The 

definitive N64 title, Super Mario 64, was in 
development, but Iguana would have had no access 



Though at this early stage Oust 16 weeks into the development cycle) there is little to be seen, these concept sketche 
give some inkling of how the sequel to Turok might be themed. The sci-fi alien influence will be heavily in evidence 

routines. At the time of the sale, in January '95, the 
company was working, as many Dream Team 
members were, with an Onyx emulation system 
which was actually simulating a machine well below 
the eventual N64 spec. It wasn't until the full dev 

kit arrived that the Turok project really began 
pushing back the boundaries, not just graphically, 

but in the sheer size of its levels, which many 
doubted would even fit onto cartridge. 

Towards the end of the project, Dienstbier and 

his team laboured day and night to squeeze as 

much as possible onto the 64Mbit cart. Inevitably, a 
number of ideas had to be shelved, most notably 
the Brachiosaur - a dinosaur that appeared in all 

the press material, and even early versions of the 
cart, but which found itself on the cutting-room 

floor because the sheer size and complexity of the 
model ate up valuable chunks of memory. 

'By the time we got to the end of Turok we were 
literally scraping around for one or two kilobytes, 

just to pack everything in,' confesses Dienstbier.' 
I mean, there's not a single byte of free space on 

that cart - not one! Sure, we had to make a few 
sacrifices, like the Brachiosaur, and another 
dinosaur we called the 'Mosschops', but you have 

to work within those limitations. You can run into 
that eight-megabyte wall pretty quickly when you're 

creating a world, and we ran into it doing about 90 

miles per hour with Turok.' 
To many, it was something of a mystery how a 

game so huge had been squeezed onto an 8Mb 
cart. The detailed textures and sheer size of the 
levels are at least equal to Mario 64, which had all 

the benefits associated with its status as an 
in-house Nintendo project. It seemed that Iguana 

has got to grips with the machine as quickly as 
those who designed it. The secret, claims lead 

programmer Rob Cohen , is ruthless compression. 

The routines used are we ll ahead of those used by 

the competition, thanks to a team dedicated to 
compression algorithms. Iguana is making such 

strides in this direction that it expects Turok 2 to be 

fully 40% bigger than the original. 
'The bottom line is that the N64 is a fantastic 

piece of hardware and very well designed,' Cohen 

asserts. 'However, it does take a lot of work to get 

the kind of results we achieved with Turok. This is 
due in part to the fact that the development kits 

come with a lot of very low-level libraries which, 

while very well designed, take a lot of work to 

really make the most of.' 

Perhaps the only criticism levelled at the game 

on release was that its clipping left a lot to be 
desired. The draw distance was so short that to 
avoid pop-up, a thick fog permeated the levels, 
bringing visibility down to 100ft and raising some 
questions about the true power of the console. 

Cohen feels such criticism is unjustified. 'Every 
piece of hardware has a performance benchmark. 

The issue is making the best use of that latent 
potential. The far clip distance - or fogging - in 

Turok was really not an N64-related issue at all but 

the result of the performance standards we set for 
the game. Having finished Turok, we set new 

benchmarks in graphics, design and performance.' 

All of which bodes we11 for the sequel 

Turok 2 (working title) is currently just 16 weeks 

into development. At this stage, the plot has been 
written, the enemies have been drawn and many of 

the levels are in the final stages of pen-and-paper 
design, but there's very little to see of the game 

itself, which probably helps to explain the confident 

mood. After all, at this stage nothing has gone 
wrong, and the team is still bathing in the light of 

the gushing praise lavished upon Turok. Both Cohen 

and Dienstbier are predicting few problems, 
however - all you'll hear from them is a simple 
mantra of 'bigger, better, more'. 

The plot is really the key to imagining how the 
finished game will look. As with Turok, the action is-
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Turok PC is sure to shake things up when it arrives in September. The 3Dfx card supplies 
N64-style graphics, only in higher resolution. Quake certainly never looked this good ... 

The deta il here should 
make PC Turok as hot 
a property as the likes 
of Unreal and Quake 
2. The similarities 
between the N64's 
power and that of 
3Dfx wi ll make for a 
close conversion 

.,.. set in The Lost Land, a collection of jungle, cliffs, 
caverns, temples and future-tech. The arch villain 

and final boss has been replaced with an alien 
creature, the 'Primagen', trapped in the bowels of 

his long-buried spacecraft. Although he lacks the 
strength to venture topside himself, his minions 

can. Many of these will be familiar dino-robots, but 
a range of new creatures has been created for the 
sequel, and due to the alien origins of the plot, 

there should be a far wider variety. 

Both Dienstbier and Cohen are remaining tight
lipped about what is perhaps the most important 

area of the game, level design. When quizzed, they 
fold their arms afld smile, but say little. 

'All we can tell you at this time is that we want 
the levels to be designed in such a way as you can 
revisit them,' says Dienstbier. 'Turok 2 won't be as 

rigidly structured as the first game - you won't 
progress from one level to the next in that same 
linear fashion.' 

What he's suggesting is some kind of hub 
arrangement or, as someone lets slip in the 
hallway, 'multiple hubs'. This would yield huge 

levels, not unlike those found in Raven's PC shooter 
Hexen, which eschewed the usual episodic format 

in favour of broad maps that radiate out from a 
central hub. The result is a cohesive environment 
that promotes exploration and map knowledge 

above the usual combination of speed and combat. 
The creatures who would only previously pursue 

Turok until he was out of sight will also take 
advantage of the new open terrains, hunting by 

sound and tracking the player across the maps. 
Dienstbier is pretty happy with his new bestiary. 

In one of the other, darker, offices, he reveals the 

first creature. Although merely a spinning 30 model 
obviously dumped onto an early backdrop, it's 
impressive. The half-man, half-lizard creature is 

quite a departure from the 'Jurassic Park'-style 
enemies of the original, and the textures and 

geometry look as if they have been ramped up 
considerably, a result of the new creature engine 
t he team developed following its own self-critical 
post-mortem on Turok. 

'One of the things that we weren't particularly 
happy with in the original game was the way we 

constructed the enemies,' he confides. 'Because 
the textures were individually applied to each body 

part, gaps would appear on the joints whenever 
they moved. It wasn't really a glitch. it was more of 
a limitation, but it's something we've eliminated for 
the sequel. Actually, the way we're doing it now 

actually uses less polygons than before, but it 
appears as if we've used more.' 

Instead of texturing each limb, the new engine 
throws a seamless texture skin around the creature 

model, eliminating the telltale gaps that appear 
every time the monster moves. Although the 
models used are far simpler, it's a technique that 
worked well in Quake. It allows for fewer polygons, 



as none are needed to construct the joints, which 

are disguised by the folding textures. The result is a 
smoother-looking model, with no glitches or gaps, 
and fewer noticeable edges. Which is just as well, 

considering the art brief for the game, which calls 
for smoother, more organic environments and 
creatures, in keeping with the alien theme. The 

early environment that Edge witnessed was a 
smooth, visceral-looking tunnel, lit with an eerie 

fluorescenct light. 
Improved lighting effects will also feature in 

Turok 2, replacing the rather flat-looking light 

sourcing of t he original with dynamic, directional 
light sources, realtime shadows and coloured 

ambient lights to add atmosphere. Such effects can 
require heavy processing, but Cohen believes that 
the new efficiencies of the 30 engine mean that 

geometry calculations put much less strain on the 
CPU. He reveals that the engine was previously 

rendering hidden polygons, drawing enemies and 
complex structures that couldn't be seen by the 

player - an untidy and costly way of doing things. 
The modified Turok 2 engine is far more ruthless 

about what it draws and what it leaves out, which 
will speed up the engine and allow greater depth of 

field, pushing the fogging back. 
Although the g e is still a full year from 

completion, the modifications to the engine, new 

level structures and alien theme promise to make 
Turok 2 a far broader and more accomplished 

experience than its predecessor. By then, however, 

the imitators will be out in force, and it remains to 
be seen whether me progression of the firstperson 
genre on the N64 will follow the same pattern as on 

the PC - gamers should prepare themselves for 12 

months of pale imitations, all doing their best to 

mimic Turok's already considerable success. In the 
meantime, Iguana will keep the momentum going 
by releasing another three titles: the PC conversion 

of Turok: Dinosaur Hunter, NFL Quarterback Club 

and All Star Baseball. 

The PC version of Turok will be a direct 

port - scupltured Software has written an N64 
emulator to facilitate a line-for-line code translation 

to PC. After encountering a number of problems 

without acceleration, PC Turok is likely to require a 
30 accelerator card as standard. The myriad effects 

witnessed on the N64 version, such as lens flare, 

transparent water and filtered textures, combined 

with the sheer complexity of the dinosaur models, 

Turok should lose nothing on conversion to PC. Scupltured has written an N64 
emulator to facilitate the conversion to the PC and in some ways, it may even be 
better. The mouse controls will be similar to Quake, and the resolution a respectable 
640x480. Lighting effects are perhaps the only area where the PC might struggle 

would preclude anything less than a 30fx or 
PowerVR PCX2 card if the game is to run the game 
anything like its original form. Turok could certainly 

shake up the PC market when it arrives, providing a 
less claustrophobic alternative to the corridor titles 

so familiar to fans of id and 30 Realms. 
More proof of Iguana's mastery of the Nintendo 

console can be seen in the imminent American 
football title, NFL Quarterback Club '98, developed 

by a dedicated team two corridors down from 
Oienstbier and Cohen. Although also available for 
Playstation, it will be the first Nintendo 64 game to 

run entirely in hi-res mode. The 640x480 resolution 

puts it on par with a PC, which obviously has far 

greater storage and RAM resources at its disposal. 
It's an achievement that has allegedly left Nintendo 

itself scratching its corporate head in amazement. 
so how did Iguana do it? 

Russell Byrd is project manager for QBC and 

the man in charge of Iguana's sports titles. He 
realised the first time they viewed the code in hi
res that it was the way it would have to be. 'It just 

looked so good, we had to try it,' he enthuses. 
'Nintendo weren't that keen at first, as they 
believed it would slow things down. we had to 

Turok is huge. Each level 
uses around 300,000 
polys (30 times Quake's) 
and the entire game area 
takes up around five 
million square feet 
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NFL Quarterback Club '98 will be the first N64 title to use the system's 640x480 hi-res mode 
in-game. The detail level stunning, but according to Iguana, it couldn't be done for Turok 2 

The secret to the hi-res 
mode lies in the 
relatively spartan 
scenery (a pitch and 
stadium) and player 
models that share 
identical geometry 

..,. double buffer and triple buffer everything.' 

The engine is a derivative of the one used for 
Turok. which is already fast. but there are a number 

of added features that make the higher resolution 
possible Should the frame rate drop below 30, for 

example, the game sheds detail from the stadium, 
and all the player models have dual-detail modes. 
In the distance, the 300-poly mesh drops to 150, 

freeing up the RAM for the higher-detail players in 
the foreground. As with Turok, the key to the huge 

variety of textures (there are some 33 stadia) is the 
ruthless compression routine developed internally 

to squeeze as much onto the cartridge as possible. 
The secret to running the game in 640x480 

resolution lies in judicious use of the N64's four 

megs of RAM, as QBC lead programmer Brian 

Watson explains. 'The great thing about the N64 is 
that you can use as much of the RAM as you want 

for graphics, unli-ke the PlayStation. The frame 
buffer takes up over ha lf of the four megs, and 

because the N64 is cartridge-based, we don't have 
to have all the player graphics in memory. Like 
Turok 2, we're using soft-skin models, which lets us 
keep the polygon count down.' 

The visual breakthroughs made by the team in 
terms of resolution will not lead to a rash of hi-res 
games, however. QBC is particularly well suited to 

this mode because it is composed of like data sets 
(each player uses the same model) and relatively 
spartan environments. A game like Turok would be 

considerably more difficu lt because there's so 
much information that's needed in RAM, such as 
detailed creature models and animations. 

The th j rd title, All Star Baseball '98, is 

still a long way off - it is not due for release until 

early next year. Another quintessentially American 
title (baseball games rarely do well in Europe), it 

already boasts a long list of technical innovations. 
Individual players will have their faces mapped onto 
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the models, as well as having their own unique 
swing animations and stances. and the game makes 

good use of a number of realtime lighting effects. 
As now seems to be the case with almost every 
multiformat title, the PC version has the lion's 

share of the special effects, and will, of course, be 
in hi-res, thanks to 3D cards. 

'We're pretty enamoured with 3Dfx,' remarks 
Jaime Grieves , project manager for Baseball. 'The 
chip has a very good library, and it's very easy to 

program for. We'll be writing a D3D version of 
Baseball, and also a native 3Dfx version, written 

right to the metal.' 
But writing 'to the metal' is becoming something 

of a trademark for Iguana. Altho g.!J.lhey're....11Qt 

destined to be as startling as Turok, the sports titles 
are a reminder of how versatile and disciplined the 

firm can be. It has lost none of the enthusiasm or 
drive that propelled a tiny expat LA codeshop to the 
top of Acclaim's must-have list. It's unlikely that 

Turok singlehandedly saved Acclaim, but the game 
has certainly changed a lot of minds about a 
company that was once the largest software 
publisher in the world after Nintendo. £ 

All Star Baseball '98 isn't due until next year. It boasts 
realtime shadows and is 3Dfx accelerated on the PC 



Iguana's UK arm may not be able to boast the same exotic location as its California

based parent co mpany, but it's got plenty of other things going for it, as Edge discovers 

tockton-on-Tees isn't exactly a glamorous 
location for a videogames developer, but 

it's a uniquely British one. So many UK 
developers are hidden away in incongruous 
northern backwaters like this which are associated 

more with the industrial revolution than the digital 
one. And, like mc1ny other British developers, 

Iguana UK grew out of the obsessions of a couple 
of bedroom programmers, in this case brothers 
Darren and Jason Falcus , now managing director 
and director of product development respectively 

at the Acclaim-owned codeshop. 
The brothers started programming in their early 

teens and had their first Dragon 32 game published 
in 1983 by Stockton-based Paramount Software. By 
1988, they were confident enough to set up their 

own company, Optima Software, which produced 

budget and full-price titles for, among others, 
Gremlin and CodeMasters. 'Pegasus for Gremlin 

was about the best one,' admits Darren. 'We kind of 

plugged along, but nothing big was happening until 
1993.' Then they met Jeff Spangenberg, head of 

Iguana, who bought a large chunk of the brothers' 
firm and Iguana UK was born, which went on to 
produce the excel lent 16bit console conversions of 

the NBA Jam coin -op. 
When Acclaim bought Iguana in 1995, it was the 

start of major changes at the UK end of the 
operation. It moved away from conversions, started 

on original titles and set about strengthening its 
management and creative team. 'We've got a really 

strong team here,' asserts Jason. 'Everybody knows 
what they're talking about. Project managers have 

Brothers Darren and Jason Falcus programmed their first game in 1983 (on the Dragon 
32) and eventually formed Optima Software in '88, which became part of Iguana in '93 

been programmers or artists or designers. 
Everybody lives for games.' Two of the key 

personnel recruited were creative director Guy 
Miller and project manager Simon Phipps , who 

both came from core. The two are responsible for 
what has become the company's first major original 

game - Shadowman, based on a best-selling 
Acclaim comics title, as was Acclaim's N64 release 

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter. ~ 

They even look alike. The 
brothers Falcus are 
justifiably proud of their 
latest PC/N64 creation, 
Shadowman. Like Turok, 
it has its ·origins in a 
popular comic 
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The other major ti t le 

in development at 

Acclaim Studios ' 

Iguana UK 1s an N64 

version of Probe's 

Forsaken. The Iguana 

game 1s more than a 

mere conversion, 

however, as 1t takes 

characters from the 

Descent-inspired PC 

original and uses them 

to create a 

singleplayer affair. The 

game is only three 

months into 

development - Iguana 

has Just got the engine 

running and 1s starting 

to put ob1ects into the 

gameworld. 

The restrictions of 

the N64's cartridge

based architecture 

have forced Iguana to 

change the Descent

style play, as the 

enormous levels seen 

in the PC version are 

not feasible on 

Nintendo's machine. 

Iguana ,s therefore 

trying to create a 

Shadowman looks even better than Turok, its atmospheric visuals putting it in the same class as current PC darlings 
Unreal and Daikatana. The comic on which it is based follows the life and loves of an undead voodoo assassin ... 

less linear game. 

'Acclaim came to us with these comics and said, 

"Pick your favourite one and do a game with it,"' 
explains Phipps, the veteran programmer/designer 
whose credi~s include Core's Rick Dangerous 

games. 'We've had no hassle from Acclaim,' adds 
Miller. 'They sai d, "Look, we trust you. Go away and 

come up with the greatest game you can possibly 
do." Which is a godsend.' After working with the 

comic book creators on the story, Miller and 
Phipps' team discovered that the title dovetailed 

neatly with thei r own ideas. 

Shadowman's creative director, Guy Miller, claims that working on it is 'like writing for 
"The X-Files" ... we can go wherever we want. There's a lot of crazy stuff in here' 

'We actually started working on the concept of a 
third pe rson -perspective game about a year ago and 

then the comics came in an d they were better t han 
our original conc ept,' says Miller . 'I t sparked off 

more ideas. It was ea si er for us to a certain degree 
because we didn't have to com e up with absolutely 
bloody everything.' 

'Shadowman' the co mic is a d l k, ature 
readers' title, which fo llows the story of Mike LeR oi , 
English Literature graduate and art -time assassin . 

LeRoi has been turned into Shadowman by a 

voodoo pr iestess and moves between rea lity and 
the ee ri e Dea dside, a kind of pu rgato ry where, .as 
Miller puts it, 'He so rts shit out for th e priestess.' 

Miller and Phipps have expan ded on t he comic's 
al ready rich story and look. ' It 's like being a write r 
on The x Files,' explains Gary . 'You have a ma i 

plot that you kn ow as a co ntextual th ing, but with in 
th ose parameters we can go wherever we want . 
And we have done. There 's a lot of crazy stuff in 

here. At Core, Simes and I spoke about tak ing 
games into thi s adu lt terr itory. It's not so much 



The 30 engine allows for some amazing scenes, 
reminiscent of Turok, but with a 'psycho-horror' edge 

gore as psycho logica l horror.' The sources they've 
drawn upon reflect this interest in psycho-horror, 
with movies like 'Angel Heart' and 'Jacob's Ladder' 

and pa inters like Breughel and Heironymous Bosch 
cited as influences. One of the levels in the 

Darksi de, shown to Edge in its early stages, even 
apes Breughe l's pa inting of the Tower Of Babel, 

with the player able to enter the huge, 

phantasmagoric structure. 
Shadowman is the first game to use the 

co mpany's propr ietary 3D engine, which, as Iguana 
UK's technical directo r, Richard Frankish , 

explains, has been created to empower the 
designers. 'The idea is for it to be a general
purpose 3D engine which we can optimise for 

spec ific games and which enables the games 
designer to do pretty much what he wants without 

having to put a load of specific code in for every 
feature. our goal is essentia lly not to limit the game 

des ign . If they want to do it, we'll try and do it.' 
A game design withou t limits is one of Miller's 

avowed goals too. 'Mario 64 defined that for us. It 
showed that you could create an environment with 

multiple routes, with a multiplicity of experiences 

withi n it, and you~re not being driven down one 
route.' As a result, Shadowman has incidental 

detail, with the player driving the narrative forward, 
resulting in what Iguana hopes will be a far less 
linear feel than most games. 'You don't want to feel 

the game des1gne looking over your shou lder when 
you're playi ng i ,' says Miller. 'That's what all 
successfu l games shou ld be.' 

Shadowman will not be a game for the feint-hearted. 
If it were a movie, it would owe much to Angel Heart 

A year and a half into its projected three-year 
schedule, Shadowman is a more than promising 

testament to Accla im's faith in the Teesside firm, 
as we ll as u,rther proof of Acclaim's turnaround. 

'Now they rJalise you need less product. more 
quality,' clairns Darren Falcus. 'We've got much 

better time limits than.w_e've ever had before.' 

As the team sits in the company's boardroom, 
overlooking the Tees, someone mentions the New 

Labour/New Acclaim jibe that's been doing the 
rounds. 'Oh, Rod [Cousens, VP of Acclaim] will kill 

me if that goe1 in,' moans Acclaim's PR 'Tough on 
games. tough on the causes of games,' quips 
Richard Frankish. Everybody laughs. It's 

looking far from grim up north. £ 

Like Turok, 

Shadowman owes 

much of its plot and 

detail to the dark, 

brooding comics of 

the same name, once 

again released by 

Acclaim's own comi cs 

publishing division, 

Valiant Heroes. 
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As a developer with a long and illustrious history, Croydon-based Probe is one of the 
jewels in the Acclaim crown . Edge samples some of its forthcoming titles 

hey're like the Borg,' says Joe Bonar, one 

of Probe's directors of development. 'They 

go to the drinks machine together, they 
even go for a piss together.' He is referring to the 

team behind Probe's new title Forsaken, a PC game 
which looks like taking the Descent concept about 

as far as it can go. 
Edge is in Croydon to see one of Acclaim's 

longest-standing collaborators. Probe was founded 
in 1984 by Fergus McGovern and made its name as 
a safe pair of hands to which any blue chip coin-op 

conversion could be entrusted. Out Run, 
Roadblasters, Super Monaco GP, Smash TV, Golden 
Axe and, most significantly, the Mortal Kombat 
games all came from the arcades via Probe. 

Then, there were the movie licences. Alien 3, 
Robocop 3 and the impressive Die Hard Trilogy all 
proved that Probe had as sure a touch in this field 

as it did in coin-op conversions . Now a wholly
owned subsidiary of Acclaim (the buyout helped 

propel McGovern into the list of the SOO wealthiest 
Brits). Probe's current slate of products reflects the 
changes at its parent company, with original games 

outweighing licences. 
One of them is the aforementioned PC title, 

Forsaken. 'Forsaken fits in with our philosophy of 
taking something that looks like something out 

there - I'm being cagey now. I'm on tape - and 
then just make it way better,' states Bonar. 

The team responsible for the PC title Forsaken 
assemble outside Probe's headquarters in Croydon 

Forsaken does indeed ap ear to be an 

impressive game. Edge is shown a multiplayer 
game played by six or se en of the Forsaken team 
(aka the Borg of 'Star Trek: TNG'). 'They don't have 
any names,' Joe says of the team. 'They are one of 

many.' Hoverbikes zip through the claustrophobic 

chambers of the level. weapon fire streaks by and a 
bike explodes in a mess of fire, debris and bloody 
body parts. 

'With multiplayer it's been a lot easier to get 
things together,' says Tony Beckwith , Probe's 
other director of development and producer of 

Forsaken. 'The engine's being built at the moment 
for single player.' 

But for now, it's the multiplayer game that 

grabs. Supporting up to 16 players at once, with a 
huge variety of weapons. it may be not be doing 

anything that new, but what it does do, it does very 

well indeed. 
The same could be said for Probe's other 

adrenaline rush, the post-Wipeout N64 racer, 
Extreme G. ·one of the reasons it's ca lled Extreme 
G is because it's got localised gravity,' explains 

Bonar. 'We can put it anywhere - we can put it on 

Forsaken looks set to be one of the best looking titles 
on any platform, as these 3Dfx screenshots demonstrate 



Like its closest relative, Descent, Forsaken will support the 
16-player network option beloved of office-bound gamers 

every individual piece of track, we can put it in any 
direction, we can stick cars to the ceiling, to just 
about anywhere we like. It means we can do totally 
bonkers stuff.' Some of that bonkers stuff includes 
a track that bends over on top of itself so the 
player can see other racers below him, and one 
circuit that looks like a 30 Spaghetti Junction. 

Fast, slick and eminently playable, Extreme G 
should deliver the kind of headrush not yet seen on 
the N64. And Bonar admits that one of the key 
reasons they're developing it is because there's no 
other game like it on the Nintendo machine. But it's 
also a good example of Bonar's comment about 
pushing an idea as far as it'll go. ·we just start to 
throw mad things at people,' he enthuses. 'On track 
two, there's a corkscrew, on three there's a loop, 
then on later tracks we've got split loops and jumps 
that take you on to another part of the track. You 

can go up round the walls, you can do just about 
anythirig. It's totally bonkers.' 

Bonkers is obviously one of Bonar's favourite 
words. It also fits Probe's original treatment of 
Acclaim's Fantastic Four licence very well. Marvel 
insisted that all four superheroes be onscreen at 
once, so Probe opted for a side-scrolling beat 'em 
up. so far, so ordinary, but the results are so II> 

Fast, slick and em inently playable, Extreme G should deliver the 
kind of headrush not yet seen on the N64. It's pushing an idea as 
far as it w itl go. There's no game like it on the Nintendo machine 

I ,. - u L 1 

Probe is planning to take the corridor shoot 'em up pioneered by Descent to its ultimate conclusion, both graphically 
and in terms of gameplay, with Forsaken. The coloured lighting adds atmosphere, and gives the game a unique look 
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Probe is particularly 
proud of Forsaken's 
30 engine, which 
allows for spectacular 
effects such as this 
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Extreme G promises to 
be the closest thing to 
Wipeout on the N64. 
The unique 'localised 
gravity' feature should 
ensure a suitably 
bizarre race experience 

~~ 
~ 

.,. impressive that it looks s 1f 1t could have been a 
coin-op original. Distinguished by an outlandish 
array of special effects - as are all the ames in 

development at Pr be - Fantastic F ur 1s intended 
to be the ultimate game of its type, according to 

Bonar. 'What I would like to think is that it's the last 
of that style f product and that we've done it so 

well that people will think, "They've done it really 

well. we probably won't try and do something else 
with that."' 

The other big Acclaim licence in progress at 
Probe is the Batman & Robin tie-in for the 

Playstation. Rather than simply follow tlbe plot of 

the movie, producer Pete Jones and his team 
decided to give the player the whole of Gotham City 

to explore. 'It can Ca maximum size of 64 square 

kilometres,' explains Jones. 'but i 's n tactually 
that size bec'1use that would be ver boring to drive 

around. Wheh it was that big· took just over 15 
minutes to drive in a straight line from one side to 

the other.' 

Th Gotham shown to Edge is empty at the 
mon;ient. with no other cars or pedestrians. b~t that 

will change soon. 'We're processing the motion 
capture. key-framing, getting it all together. getting 

the meshes built, skeletons in and so on,' says 
Jones. 'They'll start plopping in and you'll have 
pedestrians just wandering.· 

Playing as Batman. Robin or Batgirl. the player 
has to piece together clues to reach the next major 

location of the story Jones feels that this kind of 
gameplay is in keeping with the Dark Knight's 
detective origins. Each of the superheroes has its 

own strengths and weaknesses. which 1t is hoped 

will add another tactical dimension to the game. 
The last title shown to Edge is Nintendo 64 

football game Ultra Soccer. wasn't producer 

Will Batman & Robin be just another shallow licence, 
or will Probe's move to 3D give it the neccessary boost? 



After seeing Konami's J-League Perfect Striker, Probe 
increased the detail levels of Ultra Soccer's players 

Darren Anderson worried when Konami's 

superlative J-League Perfect Striker appeared? 

'Yeah, the men in the Konami game were really 
nicely modelled.' he accepts. 'They looked really 

good when you zoomed in. That was the most 
worrying thing. It made us kick our men out and 

start again.' 
But for the Probe boys, J-League was not 

without its faults. 'Too arcadey' seems to be the 

major criticism.~ce Ultra Soccer's carefully 
playtested wealth of formations and tactical 

approaches. Anderson has also aimed for simple 

controls - another gripe Probe had with J-League. 
'This game wil l help you out. When you're running 
at a player or something like that. a logical move on 

the joypad will cause your player to shimmy round 
him. that sort of thing.' 

The five titles seen by Edge in Croydon 
represent only a small sample of the current 

development slate at the prolific Probe. They're 

attractive games. certainly, but perhaps not 
particularly adventurous, Edge suggests ... 'It is a 

very market-driven business. y'know.' argues Joe 

Bonar. ·sometimes you'll come across games that 

you think are just absolutely brilliant. that you 
would probably love to play, that you think, "Well, 
maybe ten other people would like to play that too." 

so. I have my Internet game with 11 people and 

nobody else will sell a single copy.' 
Given the company's success. it's difficult to 

argue with the Probe philosophy, although 
'philosophy' is perhaps too high-falutin' a word for 

the down-to-earth Bonar to stomach. 'Change is 
hard for many people to deal with. God. I'm getting 
really fucking cerebral. Am I making any 

sense here or just talking pants?' £ 

Based in Salt Lake City, Sculptured is 
regarded as something of a hit machine 

culptured Software made its name on the 
SNES with super Star wars. Super Empire 
Strikes Back and Doom. After converting 

such best-sellers as •1ortal Kombat, MK2 and WWF 
Wresttemania for the company, the developer was 

unsurprisingly snapped up by the codeshop-hungry 
Acclaim in 1995. Based in Salt Lake City, Utah, its 

first task as part of the corporate behemoth was to 
code the coin-op NBA Jam Extreme (an Iguana title). 

which became an instant arcade hit. 
Since then. sculptured has been working on its 

sports project, NHL Breakaway '98, an ice hockey 
title for the Playstation. Saturn and PC. Due for 

release in September, the game features hi-res. D3D 
graphics (on PC) and an innovative physics model. 
dubbed the 'Momentum Based Checking System', 

which takes into account the weight and speed of 

each player as they collide on the ice. 
The company is also working on an as-yet

undisclosed N64 proJect. Whether this will be a 

sports title or a more original proiect 1s unclear. but 

sculptured hit-machine sensibilities should ensure 

that Acclaim's accountants can more than £ 
justify the company's considerable investment. 

NHL Breakaway '98 
dovetails well with 
Acclaim's other sports 
titles, Quarterback Club 
and All Star Baseball 

The players boast their 
own height, weight and 
speed characteristics, 
which come into play 
during violent body
checking and dodging 
moves (PS shots) 
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test screen 

LBA2: Twinsen's Odyssey 

LBA2's peculiar hero, Twinsen, navigates a rope bridge (above), a task made easier for the 
player by the game's capacit}'. to reframe the adion at any point Tweeness abounds (right) 

The locations and characters go 
beyond simple Gallic charm, also 
tapping into the distorted worldview 
often found in children's stories 

F 
ew would deny that Adeline's Little Big 
Adventure exhibited a breathtaking breadth 
of vision. From its quasi-mythical storyline to 

its use of realtime Gouraud-shaded 3D in an isometric 
platform environment, everything about the game was 
quirky, wild and shamelessly childlike. Sadly, the game 
paid the price for its uniqueness. The presentation and 
story innovations were allied with overly frustrating 
gameplay and a clumsy control system. and there was 
little sense of pace. LBA was big on wonder but 
woefully short on thrills. 

The sequel's design is curious in that it retains 
many of the original's flaws and yet still manages to 

Indoor locations use the isometric view of the 
first LBA. thereby avoiding clipping problems 

provide a more complete gaming experience, thanks 
in part to a tighter structure. a better learning curve. 
and a script which excels even the first game's in 
ambition, giving the player a thirst for exploration right 
from the off. 

The hero of the tale is once again Twinsen, an 
unlikely-looking protagonist with an oval face and a 
single, bunched twist of hair. As the game opens. the 
peace enjoyed by Twinsen and his beloved is cut short 
by a lightning storm, which injures his Dino Fly 
creature and so sets the whole game in motion. The 
first task is to visit the pharmacy in search of 
medication for the dragon-like beast. which then leads 
to the recovery of a stolen umbrella. the purchase of a 
ferry ticket. and a discussion with a weather wizard 
who needs to gain access to the island's lighthouse in 
order to stop the storm. 

Needless to say, things soon get very convoluted. 
Trips into the island's sewers and through cave 
systems are followed by meetings with all manner of 
strange races and even encounters with UFOs. The 
puzzle-upon-puzzle device is a well-worn one, but 
thanks to the way the inventively designed problems 
neatly integrate. it's more than enough to power the 
endearingly child-like story along. And with the various 
island locations in the gameworld gradually opening 
themselves up for exploration as the story progresses. 
that crucial sense of wonder is always maintained. 

While the first title used a curious mix of isometric 
3D backdrops and small but detailed polygonal 



characters, LBA2 opts mostly for a more flexible 
approach, reverting to the old formula only to depict 
indoor scenes. Once outside, the gameworld is 
rendered in realt ime. enabling the artists to create far 
more varied terrain using polygon texture tiles rather 
than square building blocks. Not only has this 
technique obviously allowed Adeline to up the scale of 
the game, but it also lets the player track Twinsen's 
movements more accurately. Each background scene 
remains static, as in Ecstatica 2, for instance, but while 
that title frequently left the player struggling to control 
the action from awkward angles or ridiculous 
distances, here a simple keypress re-renders the 
action from a closer, more advantageous viewpoint. 
It's a shame the idea wasn't extended further to allow 
for Tomb Raider-type tracking, and the visual style 
does jar a little with those indoor scenes, but it's a real 
step forward nonetheless. 

Inexplicably, Adeline has opted to retain the 
original title's control system, which is easily the 
weakest aspect of the design. Directing Twinsen using 
a rotational format is just about workable when 
exploring, but it makes the fighting scenes wholly 
unfair. The player's ability, as before. to select 
'Normal', 'Sporty', 'Aggressive· and ·cautious· modes 
may well allow for greater control variation, but it's 
totally impractical to use when you're in a tight spot. 
The true-3D viewpoint and more even-handed action 

test screen 

Despite the use of texture-mapped lD 
polygons to draw the exterior sedions 
of the gameworld, LBA2's visuals 
occasionally come close to those found 
in the prerendered Ecstatica titles 

Little Big Adventure 2 boasts an intriguingly mystical 
storyline and an impressively lavish gameworld, where 

bipedal elephants rub shoulders with talking cows 

sequences prevent players from experiencing the 
same levels of frustration as first time around, but it's 
still pretty annoying. 

Which is a shame. because pretty much every 
other aspect of the presentation is top-notch, from the 
lush, location-sensitive soundtrack to the curious, 
keenly animated comic-book characters and their 
equally cartoonish voicovers. And then there's the 
intriguingly mystical storyline and the impressively 
lavish gameworld, where bipedal elephants rub 
shoulders with talking cows and hidden locations are 
always around the corner. 

Which ultimately means that LBA2 manages to 
entertain almost in spite of itself, inspiring an urge to 
progress that's lacking in too many titles. It's the sort 
of game that will doubtless inspire genuine devotion 
among many adventure-hungry PC gamers, but it's a 
shame that the many and varied puzzles aren't £ 
the only challenge they face. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

With a polygonal charader, players 
are able to move in more than the 
usual eight compass diredions 

Format: PC Publisher: Electronic Arts 

Developer: Adeline Price: £40 Release: Out now 
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·1 overblood 

The laboratory's many locations are diverse (main). The lead character possesses a level of 
detail higher than that of Lara Croft (left), and can perform a variety of useful functions (right) 

The different areas, although in 
keeping with the game's laboratory 
setting, can often look rather bland 

ith Tomb Raider and Resident Evil having 
already set benchmarks, any new adventure 
game for the PlayStation faces a monumental 

challenge in attempting to better (or at least equal) the 
quality of either title. And players eagerly awaiting the 
release of their sequels wi ll have their patience 
thoroughly tested - the former will only be ready by 
the end of the year, while the latter now looks doubtful 
to appear before early 1998. Adventure fans will 
therefore have to look elsewhere in order to fill the void. 
Overblood, from Japanese developer Riverhillsoft, 
might just sit comfortably in that gap. 

In it, the player wakes from cryogenic sleep in a 

In order to break up the usual room searching 
required in these games (above), Overblood 
offers some new additions to the genre (top) 

laboratory without a single memory of his past, not 
even his name. It soon becomes apparent that his 
premature awakening is the result of a malfunction -
the timer on his pod had originally been switched to a 
setting of 'eternity'. As the temperature is below zero, 
the first task consists of finding a way to keep warm 
before freezing to death. Once that's taken care of, it 
soon becomes clear all is not well; the surroundings 
appear to be deserted and to have suffered heavy 
structural damage. Some exploration to obtain some · 
answers wou ld appear to be in order. 

In reality, the simplicity of the plot is such that 
most players should work it out in the first 30 seconds, 
yet overblood remains a compelling experience. 
Visually, the game resembles Fade to Black, with its 
grey corridors and futuristic lab look, but generally the 
graphics merely serve their purpose rather than push 
the Playstation to its limits. However, overblood offers 

Along his journey to obtain the truth concerning his identity, the player will encounter companions 
willing to offer a hand. Control between these can be switched - useful when tackling certain obstacles 



Although hand-to-hand combat is possible, charaders can called a gun (left) which 
can be used to great effed against the game's few - but ferocious - villains (centre) 

the choice of three different views - first-person, 
chase cam, and a Resident Evil-style filmic perspective 
- and unlike the latter's precalculated locales. the 
action takes place in a true 3D environment. 

overblood also differs from previous efforts by 
offering more than one character to control. Early in 
the game, for example, a small robot is found which 
will follow the main character. Switching between the 
two makes it possible to solve puzzles or overcome 
obstacles. The puzzles themselves are fairly standard 
examples of the type found in these games. but at 
least the clues concerning the use of newly found 
objects are not patronising, occasionally requiring 
players to make use of their grey matter. 

Where the game does succeed is in setting the 
right atmosphere in a game that relies more on 
exploration and puzzle-solving than all-out action. 
New plot twists are taken care of with the use of 
prerendered sequences. but these cut in without 
disturbing the game's flow. Also. the acting quality of 
the game's characters is thankfully above average. The 

music, meanwhile, is equally appropriate, enhancing 
the tension without ever becoming obtrusive. 

Sadly, though, Overblood's control method is 
disappointing - the main character is poorly animated, 
but more importantly manoeuvring him is awkward, 
making the negotiation of trickier sections a sometimes 
frustrating experience. Jumping across gaps can be 
particularly difficult - it's certainly not as intuitive as in 
Tomb Raider - and energy is lost during fight 
sequences due to the sluggish response. 

Although Overblood mostly follows previous titles 
in terms of gameplay, Riverhillsoft has added a couple 
of new twists to the old formula to retain the player's 
interest. most notably an 'Akira' -style water-skimmer 
section. Unfortunately, there aren't enough of these 
twists to mark the game out as a revolutionary step. 

Despite its flaws, overblood is an enjoyable 
adventure that should keep 3D adventure enthusiasts 
quite happily occupied until the follow-ups to £ 
Resident Evil and Tomb Raider arrive. 

Edge rating: 

Seven out of ten 

test sc reen 

Occasionally, searching may require 
visiting unexpeded areas of the lab 

Players will have to use their heads when faced 
with obstacles in order to continue their quest 

Air ducts prove extremely useful, allowing the player to crawl along to different sedions of 
the game's setting, as well as further enhancing the sense of realism and general atmosphere 

Format: PlayStation Publisher: EA/High Score Entertainment 

Developer: Riverhillsoft Price: £45 Release: Out now 
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·1 V-Rally 

V-Ratly incorporates some of the world's more famous rally events and as such offers the 
player different surfaces to race on. Particular attention must be paid to the setting up of cars 
in order to ensure keeping up with the computer-controlled cars 1s at least an option 

The game offers the usual option of 
in-car and chase-cam views and 
both prove supremely playable 

m !though Ridge Racer has always been pitted 
a against the Saturn's Sega Rally, the 

PlayStation has yet to have a decent rally 
game. Perhaps publishers preferred to bet on the 
immense popularity of other racing styles such as 
Formula One rather than the comparatively minor 
attraction - and therefore commercial gamble - that 
rallying represents. However. Sega Rally proved there 
is mucl) fun to be had throwing a car sideways around 
corners, and its success should have more than 
balanced the books. Realising the potential in such a 
title, Lyon-based lnfogrames is intent on changing the 
current state of affairs by being the first off the grid 
with a proper rallying experience for Sony's machine. 

Even before the game has begun, a wealth of 
options face the player. Eleven cars are available 
ranging from small Group N, standard production 
models from Peugeot, Citroen, Nissan and Skoda, to 
top-of-the-range examples such as the Subaru 
lmpreza - the car currently driven by 1995 world rally 
champion Colin McRae (and best left alone until 
adequate experience is acquired). Every aspect of the 
cars. including steering balance, tyres. suspension. 
gear ratios and gearbox. can be altered to suit the 
particular stage and the player's individual driving 
style. And unlike other games. the right choice is vita l 
in order to stay on the road. Anyone doubting their 
effectiveness should try using asphalt tyres and a hard 
suspension setting on the snow stages .. 

In terms of racing, three modes exist: 
championship mode allows rallying in one of eight 
geographical spots such as Indonesia, Africa. New 
Zealand, and several European settings, each 
comprising three stages; arcade mode offers a mixture 
of different courses from the various locations around 

the world and forces the player to reach time gates 
before the seconds run out; and time trial includes a 
Mario Kart-like 'ghost' mode enabling players to race 
against their best lap. 

The tracks themselves offer a variety of dirt, 
gravel, snow. and tarmac surfaces for the player to 
tackle as well as different weather conditions that 
make staying on course an arduous task. 

Indeed. the first thing players will notice is the fact 
that V-Rally lacks the immediacy of other racing 
games. During the first few laps, most of the time will 
be spent hitting barriers or trees lining the road. 
suffering monumental crashes, and ending up facing 
the wrong way following over-ambitious power slides. 
However. with a little practice, progress is quickly 
achieved to the point where wide. open corners are 
taken with the car drifting confidently sideways. 

But this is no easy Sunday drive. Just like the real 
thing, constant steering correction is required, with 

As well as having a co-driver. on-screen arrows 
further warn the player of bends lying ahead 



The lighting effed used during night stages is particularly impressive in the way it resembles real night 
time rally driving. Certain sections, such as tunnels, make for a claustrophobic experience (above right) 

any momentary lapse of concentration resulting in 
disaster. Corners have to be taken with care. lining up 
the car correctly in advance and using the right 
balance of throttle and brakes, with tighter curves 
calling on delicate use of the handbrake. 

Forty-five individual tracks appear in total, and 
these are not merely different combinations of 
weather effects and lighting conditions as was 
originally feared. The courses. which alternate 
between circuits requiring several laps and others 
adopting the proper rally start/finish-stage approach, 
differ depending on the mode of play. 

Where V-Rally excels is in its level of realism - the 
sensation of skidding and the cars' handling is 
conveyed admirably as is the sense of speed. The 
French Alps sections. for example, demand absolute 
concentration as the player negotiates a relentless 

Although impressive, the cars sometimes bounce 
around unrealistically as if they were weightless 

combination of turns at hair-raising velocity while 
listening to the co-driver's seamless stream of 
instructions concerning the road ahead. 

Equally impressive is V-Rally's attention to detail. 
Each car is beautifully and accurately textured. 
featuring the livery of their real counterparts; flames 
burst out of exhausts after each gear change; and the 
courses are representative of their real life setting. 

However, crashes, although spectacular. 
occasionally give the impression that cars are made of 
balsa wood because of the way they bounce around 
unrealistically. Pop-up is also present, but this is 
minimal and only noticeable in certain parts of the 
stages. Of more concern are the white break-up lines 
associated with PlayStation games, evident here when 
the player uses the in-car view during the night stages. 

These are minor quibbles. though. The variety of 
courses and the complex nature of its driving engine 
should see players occupied for a long time before 
achieving mastery of V-Rally, while finding it a very 
rewarding experience. And there's always the split
screen twoplayer option - particularly enjoyable if 
experienced players engage in a duel - which sees 
little loss of speed or graphical detail. 

The Playstation driving game market is an 
overcrowded one. but by adopting a feel which is a 
marked shift from standard bearers such as Rage 
Racer, lnfogrames has succeeded in producing a game 
which complements other examples. 

This is a brave game. then. whose endeavours to 
distinguish it as its own title serve to earn it £ 
must-have status to driving game aficionados. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

lf--~~~F_o_rm~at_:_P_la~y~s_t_at_io_n~~-+-~~~P_ub_l_is_he_r_: _o_c_ea_n~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~-1 
Developer: lnfogrames Price: £50 Release: Out now 

test screen 

The twoplayer option only suffers a 
slight loss of graphical detail yet no 
discemable slowdown is evident 

V-Rally is compatible with Sony's 
new joypad to offer analogue control 
over both steering and acceleration 
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·1 Runabout 

The crowded scenery in Runabout 
provides the perfed stage for some 
frenzied motor vehicle destruction 

D he morally questionable smash 'em up 
driving game has become a popular sub
genre in recent months. SCi started the ball 

rolling (over pedestrians and passers by, as it happens) 
with Carmageddon, OMA is putting the finishing 
touches to its crime lest, Grand Theft Auto, and 
sandwiched in between is this manic yet simply 
plotted offering from Climax. 

Choose a car, select a course, drive from one end 
to the other, collect a few objects along the way, and 
damage surroundings - that's pretty much it. But then 
that's pretty much all it takes to make this a 
bewilderingly addictive experience. 

On the face of it, Runabout shouldn't work 

convincingly - its graphics are rough in places, with 
crude 2D pedestrians hopping away from the player's 
car with no animation and no real sign of distress; 
textures warping all over the place; and polygons 
grating against each other like the two opposing plates 
of the San Andreas faultline. At times Runabout has 
the appearance of a first-generation 32bit product. 

But beneath this occasionally shabby exterior is a 
game which combines humour with surprisingly varied 
and fast-paced action. The first circuit ('Down Town'), 
for example, starts off with a labyrinthine Chinatown, 
where roadblocks, pedestrians and other traffic swarm 
the narrow streets - streets that are flanked on each 
side by huge tenement buildings, leaving little room 

Although the visuals are a little rough around the edges, there is plenty of scenic depth and diversity. 'Metro Town' (left), for example, creates a chic 
Parisienne atmosphere with outdoor cafes, canals and historic architedure, whereas 'Sea Side' (right) is all beaches, huts and blood-red skyscapes 



for error. This is a great place for practising 
extravagant handbrake turns and smashing through 
barriers to find the quickest routes to the end of the 
level - essential skills to be mastered for success in 
the remainder of the game. It is also here that the 
player realises anything goes - shopping arcades can 
be smashed through as short cuts, while pedestrians 
and other vehicles are merely annoying distractions. 

The brilliance of the vehicle handling is also 
immediately obvious. Combining realistic sensitivity 
with the overblown physics of '70s car chase movies, 
the designers have created a driving model which 
would have Jeremy Clarkson spewing sexist driving 
metaphors at an alarming rate. 

Whichever vehicle is chosen (from a total of 22 -
12 of which are in itially hidden - each with their own 
handling characteristics and body strengths), the 
player can swing round corners, swoop across roads 
and scrape against barriers with foolhardy abandon. 
Amazingly, the experience always feels strangely 
realistic - even when cars smash headlong into a 
truck, crunch back through the air and then skid to a 
halt allowing the player to burn off again. Here. 
speeding towards a building at 1 somph only to jam on 
the handbrake and skid gracefully away offers a 
remarkable adrenaline rush, something that is 
heightened by the game's accomplished garage surf 
band soundtrack razzing away in the background. 

The varied tracks certainly test this cocky, exciting 
handling to the full. After Chinatown, 'Down Town' 
opens up into a lush cliffside highway before sending 
the player hurtling through the grounds of a mansion 
and then, most extravagantly, straight through the 
trench windows of a hotel, through its lounge and then 
out the other side to rejoin the highway - a brilliant 
moment of Bodie and Doyle-style destruction which 
epitomises the designers' determination to surprise 
the player. Importantly, the player has to reach the 
end of each level within a tight time limit, so the 
gung-ho driving that the track design encourages is 
actually a prerequisite in completing the task. 

Once the player is this deep into the game, the 
visual hiccups become less noticeable. Instead the 
vehicle handling and the well-designed and diverse 
scenery begin to impress - as do the amazing 
explosion effects which leave vehicles in rapidly 
deteriorating states of repair. 

The later two courses are more of the same with a 
few of their own twists and turns thrown in. In 'Sea 
Side', the player has to race along an ocean motorway, 

Runabout offers a simple test course allowing 
players a chance to hone their driving skills 

Short cuts litter each Runabout track. 'Sea Side', 
for example, offers this hidden beach run (above), 
and the thoroughly daunting bridge jump (right) 

continually checking the map for the best route. Here 
the aim isn't to pick up objects spread about the map 
as it is in 'Down Town'; instead, the player has to 
locate a limo and ram it into submission before racing 
to the end of the course. There are some great set 
pieces along the way, including tunnels crowded with 
traffic, toll gates blocked by police cars, a beach short 
cut, and, best of all, a partially open bridge which can 
be jumped over to save time (an incredibly risky 
manoeuvre, but a very satisfying one if successfully 
pulled off). 

'Metro City', the last of the circuits, is perhaps the 
best of the bunch, though. Designed with a Parisienne 
theme, it features canals, cafes and ornate buildings 
to avoid as well as a devilishly-difficult-to-navigate 
conclusion centring around the medieval walled 
section of the city. 

The continual pressure of the ticking clock, 
weighed out against the desire to smash up as much 
as possible and collect all the required objects, makes 
this an incredibly entertaining and tactically contrasting 
alternative to standard circuit-based racing games. 
Although there are only three real tracks, there are lots 
of short cuts to discover, and the temptation to beat 
previous speeds and feats of destruction is strong. On 
top of that, the hidden vehicles, including a tank, 
stretch limo and F1 racing car, ensure that the 
completist is sure to spend extra hours with the game. 

Nowadays, console owners are constantly calling 
out for titles with originality, and Runabout is certainly 
a reply to this mantra. It'll be a short ride - especially 
for those not interested in beating past scores or 
uncovering secrets - but certainly an intense, 
enjoyable and surprising one. Few flashy arcade £ 
conversions can boast the same. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

Format Playstation Publisher: Yanoman Games 
Developer: Climax Price: 5,800 (£30) Release: Out now (Japan) 

test screen 

'Down Town' (top), 'Sea Side' 
(middle) and 'Metro City' (bottom) 
are varied arenas for the action 
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ei Wild Arms 

As is to be expeded from a game of 
its nature, the use of magic is 
essential in conquering Wild Arms 

I 
t's been a time of darkness, for RPG fans. But 
while the translation of FFVII is awaited with 
slightly more anticipation than the second 

coming, Sony looks set to appease that audience in 
the interim with the totally surprising Wild Arms. 

Strip away the 30 battle scenes and you could · 
easily fool yourself into thinking that it's summer 1995 
and you're playing the latest Square translation on 
your import SNES. A bizarre compliment in itself, but 
here's the twist: because the 16bit scene died 
overnight, and because the PlayStation's handful of 
RPG offerings to date has been so uninspired, this 
32bit 'revisit' is sufficiently attractive to make Wild 
Arms an enormous sensation. 

Media Vision's designers are obviously big fans of 
Square, and there may even be professional 
connections. Wild Arms doesn't just pay homage; in 
some areas, the wholesale snaffling of features steps 
a little too far over the line to be considered merely 
cheeky. However, it's hard to imagine many players 
feeling cheated on Square's behalf as they recognise 
and replay the stalls of Chrono Trigger's Millennial 
Fair, or fight in a version of FFlll's Colosseum where 
they can actually call the shots. And in any case, 
questions of originality are difficult to apply in a 
formulaic category where Laputan sky realms and the 
discovery of 'ancient' technologies seem mandatory. 

There are just three playable characters, acting 
individually or as a party where the plot dictates. Zack 
is a cross between FF/1/'s Locke and Cyan, and his 
many sword techniques include the ability to steal 
from monsters. Cecilia is the magic-user/priest, a 
princess around whom the story revolves. And then 
there's Rudy Roughknight, whose innate skill with 
revolvers and rocket launchers gives the game its title. 

The reason for this small roster is a strongly 
interactive environment that plays more like an action 
RPG than the usual turn-based dungeon bash. By 

flicking between characters you can access their 
individual equipment to solve minor puzzles - using a 
grappling hook to cross chasms, for instance, or 
planting bombs to blast weak walls. Switching back 
and forth is a minor nuisance, and none of the block
shifters are taxing enough to halt you in your steps, 
but it really does beat crawling round the traditional 
maze for hours on end. 

Random monster encounters mark a temporary 
shift to 30, with polygonal creatures featuring in brief 
but expressive animations. As the party comes 
together and the monsters get increasingly nasty, 
what at first appears to be the weakest section of the 
game slowly develops into the one providing the 
biggest thrills. The spells become pyrotechnic, the 
creatures grow more grotesque, and if the dynamic 
camera view can lose its target occasionally, you'll still 
see many random moments of cinematic brilliance. 

Despite the need to serve two different roles, the 
pad interface is exemplary. When in doubt, you can, 
without fail, press the universal 'Help' button for a 
brief description of whatever item or command is 
currently highlighted - particularly useful in a game 
which allows you to invent spell names and customise 
your own UOG icons. This wealth of options even 
extends to a built-in screensaver with adjustable timer 
- a luxury in console terms. 

The only area where you might sense an absence 
of flair is the scripting. The story is agreeable enough 

Combat sedions are where Wild Arms 
begins to exploit the power of the format. 
with translucent lighting effects coming 
into play to make this a striking game. 
The adual combat gameplay isn't as wholly 
convincing, though - the auto battle option 
being best left ignored, for example 



When the party is split up, ifs possible to keep track of 
other members via a novel 'pidure-in-pidure' window 

in its familiarity, it but lacks the emotional string
pulling one might cynically describe as Square's forte. 
There's no lack of melodrama, and the sweeping 
Morricone-inspired soundtrack accompanies countless 
tragic deaths, but a romantic encounter or narrative 
flashback is more often an excuse for the character to 
discover a new fighting technique than a means of 
involving you in their quest for personal happiness. 

Although the appeal must be a mystery to some, 
fans of turn-based combat will be pleased to see a 
decent depth to the skirmishes. Basic armour and 
weapons have no intrinsic powers, but by wielding an 
item in the left hand you can give your attacks an 
elemental modifier or gain protection from afflictions 
like Poison. With each turn, your Force Bar fills, 
accessing further character abilities. There are also 
the Guardian Runes, which boost certain attributes 
and can summon deities. Although the battle system 
doesn't quite match the AD&D-style complexities of 
FF/II, it easily surpasses the current competition. 

The sole disappointment for many will be a 
bafflingly low difficulty gradient. Until the arrival of 
monsters with higher magic, it's only the frequent 
boss conflicts that present any real threat. Even then, 
it can seem that your enemies lack the intelligence or 
tactics to exploit the powers at their disposal. The 
comprehensive auto-battle feature is an insult to the 
experienced player and should never be used. 

In theory, Wild Arms ought to fall with a bump 
between two stools. Sceptics would argue that the 

Like so many 8bit Japanese RPGs before it. Wild 
Arms presents many scenario-setting flashbacks 

Despite the game's l2bit nature, Wild Arms' 
main sections rarely look much better than FF/II 

action sections can't possibly compete with Zelda, 
while the turn-based battles suffer from a limited 
bestiary and a small, fixed party. True enough, but 
both aspects are so slickly executed and thoughtfully 
integrated into the whole experience that there's 
never a single moment of boredom in which to 
consider such flaws. This is a game designed by 
people who know and love their console role playing -
a quality that will be best confirmed by its imminent 
success. Quite simply, the finest translated RPG for the 
PlayStation to date. £ 

Until, well, you know what. Probably. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

Format: Playstation Publisher: Sony computer Entertainment America 

Developer: Media Vision Price: $45 (£30) Release: Out now (US) 
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·1 conquest Earth 
You can elect to play either side, selecting either a 

straight campaign of over 30 consecutive missions or 
a slightly more advanced strategic mode in which you 
have greater control over the state of the war itself. 
Up to eight people with suitably connected PCs can 
also blast each other in the multiplayer option. 

One of the things that makes Conquest Earth stand 
out is its excellent graphical content. The various units 
and buildings are lovingly detailed and smoothly 
animated, there are wonderful explosions and other 
effects, and the whole shooting match is presented in 
64,000 colours and framed by a very pretty interface. 
The backgrounds, though, are the most impressive 
aspect. Provided you have at least 24Mb of RAM, each 
theatre of war is represented by a single bitmap of 
incredible detail. As the battle proceeds, tyre tracks 
leave their impact on the landscape, burnt-out husks 
of destroyed vehicles become strewn everywhere, and 
the bodies of the slain begin to mount up. 

The gorgeous, highly detailed graphics are a big part of Conquest Earth's appeal. Fortunately 
they're backed up by a well-designed game core packed with great ideas and neat touches 

Gameplay is equally impressive, partly because 
Conquest Earth is faster-paced than many of its rivals, 
with some levels more akin to Sensible Software's 
Cannon Fodder than C&C - rarely are you left 
watching things being built for long. And instead of the 
rather simple 'click to attack, leave 'em standing to 
defend' mechanics of other realtime games, Conquest 
Earth offers several different options for your troops -
three attack strategies and three defensive postures, 
each of which is useful for different scenarios. You can 
also take direct control of an individual unit at any 
time, moving and attacking with the cursor keys and 
spacebar - just the thing for mounting daring 
commando raids. 

Each side has its own interface - the 
aliens' is suitably organic looking, 
but ifs harder to understand 

C 
ommand & Conquer has a lot to answer for. 
It wasn't the first realtime strategy game, and 
in several respects it wasn't the best, either. 

But it was certainly the one that proved just how 
popular this style of game could be. In much the same 
way that a hit movie spawns half a dozen imitators, 
C&C has given rise to a steady stream of similar 
games, all promising to be bigger, better and more 
fun. Few of them ever are, of course, but there is the 
odd exception - and conquest Earth is one of them. 

The plot has the Earth being invaded (yet again) by 
nasty alien types bent on destruction. This time they're 
from Jupiter and boast biotechnical weapons and 
equipment that H R Geiger would be proud of. 

conquest Earth is one of the few realtime strategy 
titles that tries to improve upon its inspiration rather 
than simply copy it. If anyone still needs convincing 
that examples of the genre aren't automatically dull to 
look at and boring to play, a few minutes' experience 
of this should be enough to persuade them otherwise, 
while the plethora of great ideas and cunningly 
designed levels will keep even the most £ dedicated player happy for weeks. 

Edge rating: 

Eight out of ten 

Human soldiers aren't really a match for the big. tough aliens - they must be backed with vehicles and 
good tactics to win. A big bunch of alien soldiers on their own are capable of causing serious carnage 

Format: PC Publisher: Eidos 

Developer: Data Design Price: £40 Release: Out now 



test screen 

Ace combat 2 

Namco has upped the detail count for this sequel, 
offering a wealth of extra background features 

T 
he original Ace Combat suffered from being 
a shallow, short term experience more 
suited to an arcade than a console. This 

sequel, while still firmly caught in its predecessor's jet 
stream, manages to include a few new features. 

As in the original, Ace combat 2 offers 20 missions 
involving engaging enemy fighter jets and transport 
planes, or destroying ground targets such as missile 
launchers, buildings, or ships in a harbour. Each 
successfully completed sortie earns the player money 
which can be used to buy better planes or to hire the 
help of wingmen for some of the harder levels. 

Occasionally, the player is given the choice of two 
battles to undertake but this does little to disguise the 
game's limited gameplay - the player simply flies 

Namco's polygon routines make generating 
complex mountainous regions straightforward 

... _...--.1 · 
._. ""~... . -·· 

Players are now called upon to land their 
aircraft on certain missions. This addition 
bolsters gameplay only mildly, however 

around engaging afterburners to catch up with enemy 
targets before releasing a couple of missiles. To its 
credit. Namco has tried to break up the monotony by 
including canyon levels, and short stages requiring the 
player to land the plane safely after a mission. 

In addition to these new inclusions. Ace Combat 2 
also boasts better graphics than its predecessor, with 
a higher level of background detail visible, as well as a 
higher number of buildings present during town 
sections. The planes now look better too. adopting 
more realistic livery this time out. 

Sadly, the same cannot_be said of the control of 
the aircraft which remains sluggish. Turns take ages to 
perform - a fault present even in the top of the range 
models. while the twoplayer mode has been dropped. 

Because of its familiar nature. Ace Combat 2 has 
little more to offer owners of the original. Furthermore, 
the repetitive nature of its gameplay will prevent it 
grabbing the attention of a wider audience looking for 
any form of long-term challenge. 

Typical Namco gloss, then, but ultimately a £ 
disappointingly shallow experience. 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

Format PlayStation Publisher: Namco 
Developer: In-house Price: vs,soo (£30) Release: Out now (Japan) 

As the game progresses, new 
aircraft (top) become available for 
purchase. When a mission has 
been completed, the player can 
use the game's replay mode to 
examine his performance (above) 
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How fast is MMX? 

Pro Log & Nicam - what's the difference? 
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contact 
Jane Geddes 

(email: jgeddes@futurenet.co.uk) 

Kingsgate House, 536 Kings Road, London, sw10 OTX 
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Liquid Image are Scotland 's leading television 

broadcast graphics company, with clients including 

the BBC, Scottish Television and UK Gold . 

30 an imator ~ television 

Experience on Silicon Graphics & Alias I Wavefront 

a definite advantage, creativity a must . 

Please send a copy of your vhs showreel & c.v. to 

Rosemarie White at the address below. 

Head of programming ~ games 

In advance of our move into game development, 

we invite all interested candidates to contact 

David Brown at the address below. 

The successful applicant will be given the 

opportunity to build a team from the ground up . 

This is a senior position in t he co mpa ny, 

therefore extensive, quality experience is 

essential. Mere mortals need not apply. 

I PARK CIRCUS C H ARING CROSS GLASGOW G3 6AX 

mmer 
hysics knowledge, 
nee and a passion 

er 

JO PROGRAMMERS-JO ARTISTS-JO PROGRAMMERS-JO ARTISTS-JO PROGRAMMERS.JO ARTISTS-JO PROGRAMMERS 
Silicon Storm Entertainment 

New London based games development team 1s looking to recruit as are many of our clients 

20- & 3DSr4/Mu & Low polygon Anise/- .. ...... ...... ....................... 1ZK to 18K+ & """"SINtt 
AU-ROUND ABILITTS IN MOOEUING, ANIMATING ANO CHARACTER DESIGN. SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS WIU BE MODEWNG 
ENV1RONMEtm FOR A NEW FlJTURISTIC RAONG GAM~ SO YOU MUST BE ABLE TO MANIPULATI LOW POLYGON OBJECTS FOR 
REAL-TIME 30 GAMES. ALSO STRONG 20 SKIUS USING PACKAGES LIKE OPAll'IT/PHOTOSHOP. ALSO MUST HAVE THE ABIUTY TO 
WORK TO TIGHT OEAOUNES. INOUSTRY EXPERIENCE PREFERRED 
Alas/WolYtfronl: & Softnnage 30 Arttst/An6rnltors , , , , , , , • , .. . . , .. .. . . ... ...••. , . .... , ..•.•.•. . . ... . . . . . . :ZSK to 40K+ 
OPENINGS FOR FILM & GAMES PRODUCTIONS, APPLICANTS MUST HAVE AT LEAST 2 OR MORE YEARS EXPERIENCE 
30 Engine Guru Plogr......., C, C++ IS YOUR RELIGION, YOU PREACH IT ANO PRACTICE IT. CAU OR EMAIL NOW.,,, 30K to SOK+ 
30 l'rognmmeB MUST EAT, SLEEP, PLAY & 'SXXT C&C ++. CAU OR EMAIL NOW, . , , , , , ,, .. , . , , , . .. . . , . ... . . . . IBK to 30K+ 
PSX/SAT/N64 Codon IF YOU HAVE KNOWl.£DG£ CODING THESE PLATFORMS, OUR CLIEtm WAl'IT YOU • , , , , , , , , 30K to 40K+ 
IF YOU ARE A 30 PROGRAMMER, SOFTWARE ENGINEER OR 30 ARTIST/ANIMATOR, ALREADY WORKING IN A GAMES HOUS~ OR 
YOUR CONTRACT IS COMING TO AN END AND YOU ARE THINKING OF MOVING AND SEEKING BETTER PAY, 
wt CAN HELP • CAU DR EMAIL US NOW 

APPLICANTS SUBMIT 1 PAGE CV, CURRENT SALARY DETAILS & SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO: 

Kassey Chand Jr., 11 Goodmayes Ave, Goodmayes, 

P:"11 ~ _ I llford, Essex, IG3 8TN, UK. 
~ \!Ct~ I TEUFAX: (+44) 0181 599-8691 
i(' ~ - •- • Email: krystal@panther.Netmania.co.uk 

Recruitment Services Our service is free of charge to all applicants. 
Non-industry experienced 30 Coders and 30 Artists I Animators call first. 

Internet - Web page designers and site developers. 
Multimedia - project mana1ers, designers and good all
rounders for contents producbon & interactive work in 
Director & Authorware. 
Programmers - CJC++, Lingo, Visual Basic,Java, CGI. 
Permanent, freelance & contract ... your skills are 
in demand for jobs in London & the SouthEast. Good 
rates, agency software helpline & lots of work. 

Call NOW to register 

0171 371 7161 
fax cv on 0171 371 7181 

Workstation Solutions pie 
- 421 New Kings Road, London, SW6 4RN 
~ email: recruit@workstation.co.uk 

R&D Programmers 
with Client/Server programming experience, 
CIC++ experience in a UNIX environment 
for Internet based games development. 

with Project Mana ement experience, an ability to 
contribute and ea ture game-ideas and a passion 
for games is esse tia l. 

We are offering you a working place in a professional environment 
on killer-projects, where you can develop your skills, give your 

input and work with professional and experienced people. 

If you're interested in any of the positions above, please send your CV to: 
Funcom Dublin Ltd. 

4 Richview Office Park, Clonskeagh, 
Dublin 14, Ireland 

Phone: +353 1283 8100 - Fax: +353 12839256 ?Htl.. 
For more information about Funcom and the positions above, please click on the pint at: D U B LI N 

http://www.funcom.com - or send us an email at: recruit@funcom.ie 



eople 
Programmer, Artist & Tester New positions with Bizarre, the creators of the 

£open, Liverpool best-selling Fl game. 

PC Programmer An adventure game and a shoot-em-up game. 
£high, North Small company (20 people). Seeks DirectX, (++ . 

PS·X, Saturn, N64 This high profile company, recently featured in 
Programmers Edge, seeks talent. Sports and adventure games. 

£whatever!!, Oxfordshire 

Games Programmer This is a small company with a friendly atmosphere. 
£30k (could go to £40k) It is a good opportunity to get in early with a 

N. Midlands growing organisation . 

Animator Please send a demo. 
£30k (could go to £35k) 

N. Midlands 

Artists 2D Illustrators, 3D Modellers -Gamegen, 
£var, Warks 3DS or SGi Animators. We are looking for 15 

people over the next few months. Ongoing. 

TOP. Games Progs, EA Canada are looking for top people with 
Can$ lots, CANADA experience. This is an exclusive, ongoing 

requirement. 

Programmers, Artists SQUARE, the creators of 'Final Fantasy' 
HAWAII & CALIFORNIA are recruiting. Telephone for details! Ongoing! 

Please contact 
or send your CV to: 

A division of 

~ 

Justin Hill in complete confidence, 
GamesPeople 
Datascope Recruitment 
36 Langham Street 
LONDON Wl N 5RH 

TEL: 0171 636 6944 
FAX: 0171 580 6068 

datascope@dial.pipex.com 

We're 
Mad About 

Games! 

12~ Wltat we're developing: 
Ql7 Creative, original and stunning games on Nintendo 64, 

PC Win '95 & PlayStation 

12~ Wlto we're looking for: 
Ql7 Talented & dedicated 'C'/'C++' Programmers 

20 Bitmap Artists & 30 Artists (308 I MAX) 

12~ How to apply: 
Ql7 Send a Self Addressed Envelope for an application form. 

Demo's on PC disks will be required . 

12~ Where to apply: 
Ql7 Interactive Studios Ltd., P.O. Box 186, 

Leamington Spa, Warks. CV32 4YL. 
http://www.int-studios.demon.co.uk 

INTER4zCTIVE 
STUDIOS 

Engineers 
£20-35k, Surrey 

Programmers 
£high, Guildford 

PC and PSX Programmers 
£high, South Coast 

PC Programmer 
£mid 20ks, London 

Senior Games Programmer 
have 

eople 
Part of a larger group, this games company 
seeks solid C, Windows and DirectX skills. 
Criterion Studios seek experienced 
games programmers - exclusive! 
Have a look at the demo of Carmageddon and 
you'll be interested in working for this company. 
Updated 6/97. 
This quoted company produces games for 
PlayStation, Saturn and internet. 
Our games are of the flight sim genre. We 

£25·35k, London had tremendous success with our latest product 
in the USA. 

30 Artists/30 Programmers Please send us a demo of some sort. We are 
actively 
To £40k, London (two sites) seeking talent for this large 
pub I isher / developer. 

Technical Dev Manager Please telephone Julien Hofer for a confidential 
£60k plus bens, London discussion. 

Software Product Manager A thorough understanding of the market and 
£30k, Bristol technical issues is requ ired . 

Telephone Julien Hofer to discuss. 
Engine Programmer A quoted company is looking for C skills for 

£higl, + reloc, Holland their latest project. Windows is also useful. 

Please contact 
or send your CV to: 

A division of 

~ 

Justin Hill in complete confidence, 
GamesPeople 
Datascope Recruitment 
36 Longham Street 
LONDON WlN 5RH 
TEL: 0171 636 6944 
FAX: 0171 580 6068 
datascope@dial.pipex.com 

~. ', 

+~ 
~ 

dJOk 
&I0-30 
ao-,ok 

Sssk + royalties 
£30-JSk 
to £4Sk 

c£JSk 

or Business Card to: 
Dave Hill 

Interactive Personnel 
7-11 Kensington High Street, London WB 5NP 

Tel: (0171) 411 3184 Fax: (0171) 937 2579 
Specialist consultants to the Games Industry 

'-------~---,.._r_!S'.,erienced and Seniors~<-------







Should be an individual with an in-depth knowledge of network messaging, 
on-line transaction and secure servers, low latency issues and general client 

server design. Guru status definitely and advantage. 

Should possess a science degree. Experience in CIC++, image processing, 30 
graphics or other areas of technical programming experience is required. 

Artists 

Should have experience in character animation and knowledge of 
current 30 package. 

Should have in-depth knowledge of games and the video game industry. 
No previous experience required, although an enthusiastic attitude is essential 

Producer 

Should have strong project management skills. Experience in software or 
other team-based projects essential. 

• VIS Interactive 

CVs with covering letter to: 

Vikki McCluskey 
Human Resources Manager 

VIS Interactive pie 
The VIS Building 
Dunfermline Business Centre 
Izatt Avenue, Dunfermline KY11 3BZ 



Less Pay 
Longer Hours 
No Healthcare 

No Pension 
No Accountants 

No Bullshit 

Just Games 

Artists & Programmers 
Contact: Mucky _Foot@cix.co.uk 

eople 
In addition to our advertised vacancies, 

C we have loads of opportunities 
')j$ ~ which are never advertised . 

~,0 ~ We simply cannot list them 
"1 all!! 

'5j(,. Q Some ore exclusive 
.t ~o ~ to us, some are 

$'>l .S- I.. ~ with other 
0,- ~C>. agencies 

4'/. ..O,i ..()~ ">, r ~ as well. 

~~~~e ..o:' ~,~ 09,.C>. o,,$: '°s~ , .., 
from .. o« $(',. .,,,,,,. "' ..(),i • 
junior 4f~ (,C: o,. El,- O& 

positions to ~ ~ El,-.:£! ~'1J: ~~ ~'>A. 
confidential ~o.A. '1o. "'9a o .. '1 -~,,,,. 

board level • ~ "'90L !f ~.f El,- .. 
assignments . Q ~ 

We have an open door ~ 
policy here (with demo .. 

10 Leapale Rd,Guildford,Surrey,GU1 4JX. facilities for developers). 
Give us a call and discuss what you 

are looking for and we will try and help. 

.. _ 

Please contact 
or send your CV to: 

A divis i on of 

~ 

Julien Hofer in complete confidence, 
GamesPeople 
Datascope Recruitment 
36 Langham Street 
LONDON WlN 5RH 

TEL: 0171 636 6944 
FAX: 0171 580 6068 

datascope@dial.pipex.com 

There's nothing clever about this ad. 

Why should there be? The brains need to come from your end, not ours. Right now Pelican Consultants 
are looking for talented people spanning the entire development spectrum; from Computer Science 
Graduates through to Internal Development Managers. 

AI Programming Positions 

Our client is at the forefront of 
Artificial Life Programming. 
Expanding further to research 
new applications for their 
technology, they are looking to 
recruit recent graduates and 
research students working in 
either Computer Science, 
Cognitive Science or a related 
subject. Commercial experience 
is preferred though not essential. 

Games Programming Positions 

We currently have needs for 
experienced Programmers for 
clients throughout the UK, San 
Francisco and Texas. 
Experienced Playstation and 
N64 Programmers are of 
particular interest and generous 
packages are on offer to those of 
you who can prove that you will 
be responsible for the next 
international best seller. 

For more information, please contact us: 

Development Heads 

Internal Development Managers 
are required for a world 
renowned developer and 
publisher with offices 
throughout the globe. Positions 
are available in both the South 
and North of the UK, whilst an 
Art Director is required ·in 
Dallas, Texas. In a11 cases, you 
will be working in a similar 
capacity and are looking for a 
new and exciting challenge. 

Pelican Consultants International Ltd, 104-106 High Street, Harrow-on-the-Hill, Middlesex. 
HA1 3LP. ENGLAND. TEL: (+44) 181423 3400 Fax:(+44) 181 4231117 
E-mail: online@pelican-consultants.co.uk 

http://www. pelican-consul tan ts.com 

Pelican 
CONSULTANTS 
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Your Career Is Like 

A Virtual Chicken! 
1,A. No, not Lara Croft. We refer to a different Virtual Chick - the new TAMAGOTCHI Look after it and 
~ it will thrive - neglect it and it will die. Your career is much the same. However, whilst it is a simple 

matter to reset your Tamagotchi, rebuilding your career is not quite so straight forward, so why not 
>&. minimise the chances of making a wrong move by seeking the advice of a streetwise specialist? 

No absolute guarantee of course, but we genuinely do believe that having been around since 1989, we can steer >&. you away from the 'bargepole companies' and towards the 'good guys'. 

SOUTH NORTH & MIDLANDS 
:~:erA:~~W!i~ge) Ml\ Multimedia Producer newCOITT;)any ....................................... .£2S.32k GRaema11','mDee3sDlgMneord .. , .. ,·,,-...................... ·.· ....... ·.· ... ·.·.·.· .... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.= ........... ·,~: ~~:~. ~ =~r:~~:~f:a~~~~l~r.~~· .. m-25k 

.................. t.J\T"35k+'largeCOll1)any'benellts Tools/librariesProgrammer worldleader ................................ .t18-22k •• u:,r""" ,-

External Producers (x2)... .. ........................... c£32k + r.ar + beoelits Networt Support natiOllWide, Unix, Lan, TCP/lP, seve'al vacaocies .. £18-25k 2D Bitmap/30 Texturing Artist .... . ........... .£16-2~ Networt Support nationwide. Unix, 131, TCP/IP, sewral vacarcies . .£18-2Sk 
30 Animators experienced..... . .......................................... £16-25k Alias Wavelront Graphic Ar1ists ...................................... £l6-l7k 3D Programmer.start up com;iany, low level polygon routines ...... . t20-24k 

Internet/Network Programmer.... . ....................... .£2'l-24k : a~::~:ii~ ~: r~-:~~~~~C::~~-~.~:.~:.... . . .......... £J5-40k Producers (internal) ................................................... .£2'1·:0. + bonuses Team Leaders/1.ead Programmers Midlands, veterans needed ...... £High 

lead Programmer - C, C++ .................. c£28k + 1aroe com;iany' befle!its QA Manager prestigiousCOOl}any, Team Leaders .... . ........................................... £0: + royalties ~~=~r:p:~~~~~::~. senioriole, . .sha"e options, lo £36k 
Reallime 3D Programmer · DIRECT 30, APl's ......... £24-28k + berlefits J)lolessional working enviroo1TE11t, irr-,ressiYe recent titles . .to En.+ benefits Assembly Language ProgrammeB,errtieckx,j S)'Slelffl .. £16-1!1: + His Programming Team anywhe{e, COle technology, 
Software Engineers - MPEG, COOECS, DIRECTX ...... £22·3CNI: + boouses Programming Team anywtiere, core ter.hnolOIJY, PlayStalion Programmer Scotland.... .. ......... .£2'l-25k engine won, superb group opportunity........ . .................. .£High (neg) 

SegaSatum Programmer loodoo, small com;iany .................... £20-25k engine work, superb group opportunity.... ····· ..... £High (neg) 30 Programmers.... . ............................ .£25-:n + p.-olit share ;:~~:::'e ~ bene'Tt°s~~~ anirrntioo project, ..... .£25..ll 
Development Manager build rw team.. . ............... £35-4()1,; + boouses ProduceB (x2), internal iote. info & educational titles .......... £25-3() + car C++ MFC Win 95 Programmer ... .. . .... .£20-26k Ar1 Managers .... . ..... .to £38k 

JD Engine Guru .... . ............ £35-4(Mc: + boouses PlayStation Programmer strategy Qa~. new COf'l"30Y ....... ... £2S-32k 30 Engine Programmer .... . ............... .c£25k Alias Modeller/Animator cinematic atroosphefic garre, 

JDS Artis! rw Loodon omce (USA Co) ..................... £1S-24k + boouses Art Managers ........................................................................ .Jo £38k Senior Producer .... . ............................... .£35-4{). + car classical art background preferred.... . ... .£22-26k 

.l"ltu: Opportunities in USA (for individuals and teams!), Norway, Scotland, and for 1997 graduates. 
More vacancies at www.ardswift.co.uk 

»., Don,!' miss out:. /sn,r If' oOOUrrAIHAGOTCH/ Cl/l'o us.? »., 
Aardvark Swift Consulting Ltd, 75-77 Station Street, Swinton, South Yorkshire 564 8PZ 

»., (01709) 571441 Fax (01709) 586527 Email: SLD@Ardswift.Demon.Co.UK ~ 
Our service to applicants is free of charge ~ ,., ,., ,., ,., ,.. ,., ,.. ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., ~ 

UK (Nationwide), Canada & USA 
C/C++/30/AI/DIRECT X 

PSX & SATURN PROGRAMMERS 
WIN 3.1/95/NT PROGRAMMERS 

30 STUDIO/LIGHTWAVE/DPAINT/PHOTOSHOP 
SGI/ALIAS/SOFTIMAGE 

TALENTED GRADUATES 

EAT FOOTBALL 
SLEEP FOOTBALL 

DRINK BEER t0l~~ 
'!!*, . ....:., ~I .... . ... .: -· 

Transfer Opportunity for a PSX coder 
to be moved to our Essex Squad. 

You will be working on a football 
management title which is being 
developed on 2 major platforms 
simultaneously. To join our team 
you need to be either .... 

a. A good all-round PSX coder 
b. An experienced strategy coder 
c. Any of the Spice Girls 

S t t> rlmq G.un, ·~ Soft w .tr e l11n1tt>d 
lJfllt 7 6 /8 B,· n t .tl h Co mpl t> x Colcl1t• ".-. t1·r Ro.td , 

tit•yhndq t> M ,,ld o n ( ,sPx C M() 4GD 

Fdx 01621 842077 Emdil f ,shypant s@s gdrn es co uk 
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Psygnosis is seeking experienced development staff to join our rapidly expanding team. We need the people who can help us 
repeat our triumph as ' Developer of the Year' next year and every year. In other words we need the best. 

On offer is the chance to work with the highest spec. equipment, on leading PC and PlayStation titles, in an expanding and secure 
organisation. There are vacancies for 

Producers, Artists and Programmers 
at all our studios (Liverpool, Stroud, Chester, Leeds, London and Paris) where you'll find an excellent working environment and all the 
professional back up you need to create great games. 

To join us you'll need industry experience and a commitment to excellence in all that you do. Salary will obviously depend upon track 
record, but is unlikely to prove an obstacle for the right candidates, as the packages we offer are second to none in the industry. 

So if your ideas and skills are out of the ordinary, get in touch. We' re sure you 'll fit in round here . 

• STUDIOS. 

Initially send a full CV, with samples of work if possible, to: 
Janet Webb, Psygnosis Ltd., Napier Court, Wavertree Technology Park, Liverpool, L13 1EH. 
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ANS 
RRTISTS/PROGRRMMERS south West to nok+car 
Independent developer requires experienced 
personnel to work in picturesque country 
location. Every possibility of working in 
JAPAN. Ref. 1234 

PROGRRMMERS UK, USA, Far East £Neg 
Good game coders, tools, utilities and 30 
programmers are required by many of our 
clients, ranging from the multinationals to 
start up companies. Experience in 
development for one of the following is 
required:- Playstation, Saturn, Ultra 64, M2, 
PC-CD ROM, DirectX. 30 experience is always 
useful on any format. We can put you in 
touch with the right job, with the right salary. 

TEST/N£TWORH MANAGER Cambs ENeg+package 
Experience essential Ref. 1191 

PROGRRMMERS USA $50k-$100k+bonus+profit share 
Ultra 64 programmers required (or good PSX 
experience) to work on a brand new project. 
Green card assistance is available to the right 
candidate. (Los Angeles area). Ref. 1131 

N£TWORH MRNRGER London to nsk 
Experienced network manager required for 
leading software company. Working 
knowledge of AS400, lotus notes, cc mail, as 
well as LAN, WAN, and internet awareness. 
Must have excellent communication skills, 
and have had some customer service 
experience. Ref. 1151 

PROGRRMMERS cambs £25-£2Bk+package 
Experience of any of one or more of the 
following:- PSX, Saturn, W95, 30, and low 
level. Ref. 1190 

WINDOWS ENGINEERS south £Neg 
Able engineers required to develop windows 
applications for part of a multinational 
company. Applicants must possess good C 
and C++ skills, and experience in Direct X 
routines would be an advantage. This 
position is not with a games software 
producer. Ref. 1133 

WINDOWS RERLTIME SOFTWARE ENGINEERS 
London up to £30k+bonus 

Work on tools, methodologies, engines, motion 
capture, networks and 30 graphics. Ref. 111 

PLRYSTRTION PROGRAMMER London £Neg, v.good 
Exceptional PSX person with 30 game to his 
credit required. Salary will not be a problem 
for the right individual. Ref. 937 

PLRYSTRTION PROGRAMMERS London £Neg 
Experience or interest in producing football 
products required. Ref. 1128 

PLRYSTRTION PROGRAMMER London £HIGH 
If you have experience of programming on 
the PSX then our client has an immediate 
start for the right individual. Salary will be 
advantageous to progress your career. Ref. 1151 

TOOLS ANO ENGINE PROGRAMMERS UK to nsk+bonus 
Experienced tools or engine programmers 
required for leading software companies. Ref. 962 

DIRECTX PROGRHMMERS UK to £40k+bonus 
Good understanding of Direct X under Win 95. 
Experience of Direct 30 an advantage. Ref. 992 

TECHNICAL 
ARTIST/PROGRAMMERS Midlands ENeg+bonus 
Playstation, Saturn and M2 programmers 
required. Experience in one or more, 
essentia I. Ref. 111911120 

ARTISTS/PROGRAMMERS Scotland ENeg+profit share 
Experienced personnel required for 
impressive expansion plans, working on new 
technology. Artists must be experienced in 
Alias, Softimage or 30 Studio, programmers 
must have min. lyr's games background. 
Working in a picturesque location, salaries 
will be competitive. Ref. 991 

ARTISTS UK, USA, Far East £Neg 
With experience within the games industry, 
your talents, whether 20 or 30 are actively 
required by our long list of clients. The type 
of software package which you are 
proficient with will be varied, but your skills 
in model creation, animation, high and low 
polygon work, bitmaps and sprite creation, 
are always in demand. Exceptional 
opportunities await exceptional people. 

Answers Limited is the 
leading international 

recruitment consultancy 
operating specifically 

in the interactive 
and multimedia 

market place 
HRTISTS USA $50k-$100k+bonus+profit share 
Low polygon 30 work and at least one game to 
your credit essential (Los Angeles area). Ref. 1130 

ART DIRECTOR Denmark £Neg 
Required to run art department of major 
European developer. You must have man
management experience. A knowledge of 
Silicon Graphics would be a plus. Ref. 1085 

PRODUCER Mids. £Neg 
You will have games experience to enable 
you to take over existing project Ref. 1215 

PROJECT MRNAGER London/South c£30k+bonus 
Must have at least two published games to 
your name, a sound technical background 
and an outgoing personality. Ref. 1042 

TOP CLASS PRODUCER London area £35k-£40k+car+bonus 
Experienced producer with man 
management skills required. Very exciting 
position for the right person . More details 
on application. Ref. 1132 

INTERNAL/EXTERNHL PRODUCERS UK £25k-£30k 
Required for prestigious games developer. 
Needed to maintain impressive expansion plans, 
from initial design to final mastering. Ref. 912 

PRODUCERS North East to £30k+bonus 
Games producers required for busy northern 
studio, must have previous games producing 
experience. Ref. 1036 

PLRYSTRTION PROGRRMMER Sheffield £Neg 
Experienced 'in-game' programmer required for 
Sheffield based independent company. Ref. 1233 

DEPUTY STORE MANAGERS UK £Neg 
Excellent opportunity for management 
ca libre retailers with customer service skills 
to join a progressive national group selling a 
broad range of quality entertainment 
products. Ref. 970 

STORE MRNRGERS x 4 u K £Neg 
Top games retail group requires professional 
customer service oriented managers. Capable 
of running your store autonomously, you 
will come from a sales background, be 
outgoing, creative and comfortable owning 
customers and problems. Retail experience 
an advantage, personality essential. Ref. 969 

EUROPEAN PRODUCT MRNRGER 
West London c£28-£30k+bonus+car 

Two yrs'. experience within a blue chip 
industry required to work on action, strategy 
and adventure games. Creative and 
entrepreneurial with degree education 
desirable. Ref. 112s 

ART DIRECTOR cambs to£3sk+bonus 
Experience in man management and silicon 
graphics software essential. Ref. 1191 

PRODUCERS N/West £Neg 
Two producers required, one to manage the R&D 
programming group, the other, maybe senior to 
produce quality games software. Ref. 1201 

PROGRAMMERS N/West £Neg 
Programmers required to produce leading sports 
simulation s/w. Experience is preferred. Ref. 1209 

CUSTOMER SERVICES MGR Mids. £22k + package 
Leading publisher requires people person to 
run customer service centre; must have 
experience. Ref. 1225 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT London E12k+ 
Required by leading games publisher to deal 
with enquiries on cheats, special moves etc. 
together with any returns and aid the 
distribution of product from America. Ref. 1210 

Please submit your CV with demo 
material on disk, video or paper, 
quoting ref. numbers to: 

Pascal Cranney 
Answers Limited 
The Old Bakery 
Spratton 
Northampton NN6 8HH 

Tel: 01604 843336 
Fax: 01604 821848 
E-mail: recruit@answers.u-net.com 







Programmer/Games Designer required. 
Experience in games industry preferred. 

Contact Mark Atkinson (Technical Director) mark@artworks.co.uk 
or William Latham (Art Director) latham@artworks.co.uk 

1st FI., 32 Buckingham Road, 
London SW1W ORE. 
Tel. 0171 828 6990 
Fax. 0171 828 6997 

www.artworks.co.uk 

ComPuteR 
twORKS 



ENTERTAINMENT 

Perfect Entertainment Ltd are the largest fully independent 
Game Software Development House in Europe with offices 
in London, Manchester, Sheffield and Melbourne, Australia. 

Following on from the success of Perfect's Discworld adventure games and 
numerous third party conversions (Wipeout 2097, FIFA 97. Manx TI) for the industry's 
leading publishers including Psygnosis, Electronic Arts and Sega, we are looking to 
recruit two Game Testers. 

These are responsible positions whereby testing our products will only be part of the 
demands made on you. 

You will need the following attributes: 

1 A keen eye for detail 
2 The ability to compile accurate and descriptive reports 
3 The confidence to express own opinions 
4 Good game-playing skills and a good grasp of the games market 
5 A willingness to take the initiative when appropriate 
6 Ability to adapt to anything thrown at you 
7 A willingness to accept occasional long hours and generally perform 

above and beyond expectations 

Experience in this field is not necessari ly required; we are looking for hard working, 
trustworthy individuals who are keen to advance themselves through achievement. 

In return, we offer very competitive packages which include bonus structures, 
pensions, travel, etc. 

Please send CVs to: Matt Stamps 
1393a London Road 
Norbury 
London SWl 6 4AJ 

Fax: 0181 679 3588 

ai 01714413310 
email:j~fiduremt.ai.uk 



From commodore 64s 
to Playstations 

and everything in between!! 

Bring (with official ID) or send by post 
with SAE for cash to: 

COMPUTER & 
CAMES EXCHANCE 

65 Notting Hill Gate 
London W11 3JS 

ff 0171 221 1123 
NOTHING LEGAL REl=U5ED! 
Also at MVE, Manchester Arndale Centre 
(by High St entrance) ff 0161 839 0677 

s 
3DO S T 

NINTENDO 
Y G R 

A PC 

•••• COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 
IMPORTS AND EXCHANGE 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
9 Wilton Parade, High Street, Feltham, Middx, TW /3 4BU 

"' Open I 0-6 Monday-Saturday "' Closed Wednesday "' Open 12-4 Sunday 
"B' 0/8/ 893 2/00/844 2STS p 0/81 844 1944 

AFTER HOURS LINE 6PM-IOPM 0973 SS2398 



RCsTRGC§rlCS 
( The World's first classk Software & Hardwar, supplier ) 

Missing Vectrex game discovered. The worid's 
fot look at Mail Plane! Also find out about the 
rare Novex Console, and Epoch Gameboy Beta. 

And out in Issue 10 Out Now 
The WOfids first fanzine dedicated to collectors of 
computer/video games, hardware, handhelds and 

gaming memorabilia. Full of features on the history of 
gaming, dassic company biographies, retroreviews, 

forgotten facts, and lots more ... 
At the bad< of e,.,ery issue of Retrogames you will find 
our directory of over 3000 collectable items of hardware 

and software. From Atari 8. Coleco to Vectrex 8. 
Videopac; if they don't make it anymore - we sell it. (64 
and Spectrum games from 10p. Atari 2600 games from 

£1.00 Nintendo Handhelds from £6.00 
Vectrex machines & mutti--c.arts in stock 
International order; welcome 16$ - 600Yenl 

If you would like to receive a copy of the Retrogames 
fanzine incorporating the full Retrogames price list then 
please send a cheque or postal order for £2.50 find P&Pl 

made out to 'J Moore', care of 
Retrogames: 61 Baccara Grove : Bletchley 
Milton Keynes : MK2 3AS 0181 203 8868 

Be\Nare of Imitations 

SG Indy Workstation 
R 5000 SC 180MHZ 

Processor 
128MB of RAM 

XZ 24 Graphics Card 
20" Monitor 
Photoshop & 

Illustrator 
Amazingly cheap 

For full details phone 
01273 278105 

email 
af 1 t2g@Pavilion.co.uk 

We buy, we sell, we part-exchange 
• PLAYSTATION • 

•SATURN• 
• NINTENDO 64 • 

Part-uchan9e welcome and dcposil taken 

WE HAVE MOVED TO 
BIGGER PREMISES: 

UNIT 5, 9 SLATER STREET, 
LIVERPOOL L 1 

01s1-7oa oogg 
LMRPOOL'S LEADING INDEPENDENT 

Check out our Home page: 
www.cshop.demon.co.uk 

Buying Stock Hotline 0151 708 5055 
We buy all the latest consoles. Best Prices Paid. 



THE Authority in PlayStation Gamin 

Always first with the hot exclusives, this 
month PlayStation Power brings you the full 
lowdown on Tomb Raider 2 and Psygnosis' 
winter '97 line up. DO NOT MISS IT! 

I 
Every month PlayStation 
Power carries a FREE 68-
page full-colour tips bible 
containing as many tips as 
the so-called tips mags! This month it's 

packed with huge 
guides to Soul 
Blade, Tenka 
and Exhumed 
along with 
countless cheats 
and exclusive 
competitions I 



RIO 
KART64 
REACHES 
THE UK! 

And N64 ~azine 
has the first review 
of the UK version, 
which includes: 

Maps of every course! 
A driving masterclass! 
Secret short cuts! 
Multi-player tips! 

e Times to beat! 

n sale 19th June 











THIS ffiONTH IN the internet magazine 

et navigator? 
Full review in the next i&&ue oi .net 

~.Jiii~~~~ and iuu program on the di&c 

STHRTED ON THE INTERNETI 
16 pages of expert advice 
for Net newcomers 

STOP THE UIRUS INURS 

.. •NETSCRPE commUNICRfflR RND NRUl6fllOR q 
• PROTECT YOURSELF FROffl ON-LINE VIRUSES 

Complete guide to on-line viruses 
(and how to kill them) 

UPDffl H S E 
How the Net can upgrade your 
software (for free) 

• BROWSE THE WEB OFF-LINE • UPDflTE YOUR SOFTWRRE 

July issue on sale Thursday 26 June 
• t 

http:l lwww.tuturenet.co. ukl 
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DIRECTXS.O 
COMPONENTS 
DlrectJD 

AS explalned In UO (p62), this l8t 

of softwllnt routines Is designed 

to help de¥lllopen get the best 

30 performance from the PC. 

1bey lnc:lude IUPPGrt for flat. and 
Goul'IUCkhadlng. textunJ 

mapping. depth cueing and 

bl/'lrtllnellr texture fllllll1ng. 

Dlr8ct30 P11MS also wortc: with 

30 eccelerlltOr cards. 

DlrectDraw 

'PrOvldn access to the memory 

on the PC's video card, allowlng 

the progrllllll*" to l8t up buffen 

for gniphlcs to be dlsplllyad and 

also to ... It - "*'IOIY for the 

stonip of taxtln IIIIIPS.' 
explalns UD director Chris 

Orton. DXS Includes AGP support 

and MMX IICC8lenltlon for 2D. 

DlrectSound 

Pl'CJVldes 811 lntel1- enabllng 

programmers to add IOlllld to 

their pmes reprdlesS of the 

sounck:anl the player has In his 

PC. DX5 now lets prvgrammen 

support the spec:lllc features of 

dlffenlnt cards. 

Dlrectlnput 

Makes It ....... for programmers 

to support all the Input devlc8s 

IIVllllable to play8rs. such • flight 

Joptlcks and stNltng wheels. 

DlrectX 5.0 lldds support for 

fon:e.fNdbeck Jo,ltlclcs. 

DlrectMedla 

~Is. whOle -layet" 

of APIS cletlgned to wortc: llbov9 

the other apects of DlrectX. It Is 

.-lllaly aimed at designers of 

nutlmedla products and lndudel 

various feetures WhlCh help 

programmers Integrate and 

- video, audio. 30 
animation and Vlll1ous other 

media - It also contains 
Microsoft's ACtIW Pllltfonn - • 

prodUct designed to Ille! In the 

construction of web pages and 

other~ content. 

DlrectPlay 

AS dbculNd In EA6 (p15), 

"*8Cffluy, which forms part of 

""9ctMedl9, makes It poallJle 

for pme dflelopen to Cl'llllt8 

mllltlpllly9r and onllne pmtng 

options without hllvlng to worry 

about .. the different 

c:ommunlca1lon protocols 

Involved (TCPJIP, PX. etc). With 

Dlf8ctX 5.0, they llmply write to 

Dhdflfly and It does the rest. 

VIDEOGAME CREATION UNDER THE MICROSCOPE 

Direct X-plalned 

[M] icrosoft's DirectX set of APls was first announced at 
the Computer Games Developers Conference in 
1995 and has since become a major element in 

the PC's growing status as a games machine. The main goal 
of the system was pretty straightforward: to promote games 
development for the Windows environment by making the 
process as simple as possible, without compromising the 
benefits of communicating directly with the hardware (via 
MS-DOS). Over the last two years, the initiative has been 
adopted by almost every major developer. As a consequence, 
Microsoft has now released a beta version of Direct)( 5.0 

which revamps the APls in a number of key areas. 
Of greatest interest to developers, perhaps, will be the 

amendments made to Direct3D's 'Immediate' mode - a 
comparatively low-level programming interface which allows 
programmers to, say, throw planes and shapes at D3D rather 
than fully formed polygons, giving them more control over 
the hardware. Here Microsoft has implemented a new API 
called DrowPrimitive, which, according to Mike Gamble, 

Microsoft's European games evangelist, 'basically tidies 030 
up. It makes the API much more user-friendly, and therefore 
makes it easier for developers to write efficient code.' 

Microsoft's official line on the API is slightly more 
complex. 'OirectPrimitive provides a powerful set of essential 
low-level functions for drawing 30 triangles, lines and points 
onto DirectDrow-based surfaces,' states the press release. 'It 
also provides an easy-to-use alternative to execution buffers 
and is scaleable to deliver maximum performance for both 
software-only and hardware-accelerated systems.' But what 
does all that really mean? 

The execution buffer bypass is perhaps the most 
significant element. At the moment, developers creating 30 
shapes have to send 'commands' to an execution buffer, 
which stores thern all and then deals with them at some later 

point. In a 30 scene for a game, there are thousands of 
polygons that need to be drawn, so the programmer sends 
them individually to the execution buffer, which, once it has 
received all the instructions, goes to work and actually draws 
them. OrowPrimitive, on the other hand, allows polygon 
information to be sent directly to the hardware. 

The question is, how useful is this simplification process 
to programmers? According to Dominic Mallinson, 

technical manager at Psygnosis, it varies. 'So far, it hasn't 
been used at Psygnosis. We have invested a lot of time in 
optimising and understanding the existing execute buffer 
scheme, with which we are happy. We will start to use 
DrowPrimitive on new projects to simplify the prototyping 
and early design phase. When we come to optimising the 
title, we will then look closely at the performance issues with 
drivers and hardware to see whether we can leave the 
OrowPrimitive scheme in place or whether we need to use 
execute buffers. 

'It is also true that different types of games lend 
themselves to execute buffers and DrowPrimitive styles of 
programming. When 30 objects are all prebuilt, execute 
buffers are often the most efficient technique, but in games 
where lists of triangles are being manipulated in realtime, 
DrawPrimitive is more appropriate.' 

Chris Orton, director of R&D at flight-sim softco Digital 
Image Design, is more positive in his appraisal of 
DrowPrimitive. 'Execute buffers required management by the 
game code. This led to extra code in the graphics engine, 
which was bound to reduce performance. By removing the 
need to manage execute buffers, DrowPrimitive removes 
work from the game code, making the interface cleaner and 
the game more efficient. The other advantage is that 
DrowPrimitive communicates almost directly with the 
graphics card, reducing the amount of work D3D is doing and 
therefore leading to better frame rates.' 

There are, of course, many other changes elsewhere in 
DirectX 5.0 that will affect developers. DrowPrimitive, for 
example, also allows developers to use their own 30 engines 
in conjunction with 030, rather than having to rewrite them 
for compatibility - it simply slots in to communicate between 
the engine and OirectX. As Orton points out, 'A major 
advantage is that DrowPrimitive is a lot closer to the sort of 
techniques experienced graphics programmers - at least 
those at DID - are used to working with. This allows these 
programmers to make use of techniques they have built up 
over years working with both proprietary software and specific 
hardware APls.' 

Furthermore, as Mallinson clarifies, 'Direct X 5 has 
improved documentation and example code, which is useful 
to developers coming new to it. It also supports extra MMX 
optimisations and AGP. There have been general 
improvements to DirectP/oy and OirectSound and we are 
also using the new support for Force Feedback joysticks 
which is available in DX5. We are optimistic that a tighter 
quality and certification procedure will be associated with 
OX5 drivers for hardware, leading to a more stable system.' 

It is clear, then, that Microsoft has consulted developers 
widely, and sought not only to add a list of attractive new 
features to its DirectX SOK but also to correct the bugs which 
have hampered previous incarnations. Also important is the 
fact that DX5 will be a part of Memphis (aka Windows 98) -
a first for a Windows platform. It is a sign that the top dogs at 
Microsoft, like developers themselves, are taking more £ 
and more notice of this influential product. 



Softlmage plays the game 

[M] ontreal-based Softlmage has one of the most 
impressive track records in the high-end animation 
software industry. Catapulted to its current position 

by ILM's use of Softlmage 30 in 'Jurassic Park', and with such 
diverse projects as 'The Mask' and Br0derbund's forthcoming 
Riven to its credit, the company has also pioneered the use 
of inverse kinematics and helped develop motion capture. At 
least 1,000 companies are currently using its products for 
game development; it has produced development 
environments for all three major consoles; and a list of its 
clients includes such industry leaders as EA and Psygnosis. It's 
not resting on its laurels, though. It can't afford to. 

While the market for high-end animation software has 
always been volatile, over the past couple of years it has 
changed dramatically. Not only have Windows NT machines 
eaten drastically into the former predominance of SGI, but 
the expectations of the consumer have risen exponentially, 
resulting in the need for constantly accelerating development. 
Big firms have also moved into the field, with Microsoft 
acquiring Softlmage for $130 million in 1994 and SGI 
snapping up Alias and Wavefront shortly afterwards. 
Meanwhile, the escalating demands of the games sector 
have become increasingly influential in driving development. 

'Close to about 50% of our revenue is coming from the 
games market and we've actually tailored version 3.7 of 
Softlmage 30 to that market,' says president and founder 
Daniel Langlois. 'There's a lot of film and video features, 
but it's got mainly new games features that are dedicated to 
the purpose, like new tools for painting textures on polygons 
and freeform 3D paint where you can paint on the target 
platform. We've refined that a lot and added new polygonal 
tools to help people build models faster for games purposes.' 

The capital injection from Microsoft has allowed the 
company to commit extensive resources to developing its 
next-generation products over the past couple of years, and 
3.7, while it may boast significant enhancements over 
previous releases, is simply a bridgehead to the future. With 
this release, Softlmage is starting to drip-feed into the market 
the components that will make up Sumatra, its next 3D 
software release, due in early 1998. Object-oriented, multi
threaded and fully compatible with current 3.x versions, it 
features what the company describes as 'a whole new level' 
of scaleable animation control, as well as improved modelling 
tools, the next generation of the program's impressive mental 
ray renderer as a completely integrated system, workgroup 
transparency and a new evolution of Softlmage's signature 
workfiow paradigms. An intuitive interface and the 
consequent productivity advantages has always been a core 
characteristic of the company's products and that focus on 
workflow continues with Sumatra. 

'It's not about what they can do - we've already got a very 
highly developed set of tools,' says program manager Gareth 

Morgan. 'It's about how they're going to do it, how quickly 
they're going to do it and how easy it is. Right now, certainly in 
some areas, it's not as easy to connect motion capture to a 
character as it could be. It sti ll works very well and it's still 
viable in terms of productivity, but what we're doing in 
Sumatra is speeding up that process 300-400%. It's more 
about the workfiow. We know what the features need to be, 
but what we're spending a lot of time on is the interfaces.' 

Sumatra is only a part of the company's strategy, though -
a component of its forthcoming Digital Studio, an integrated 
digital media production suite which will feature all the major 
toolsets currently used in the industry (3D, paint, compositing, 

audio, titling, etc) in a single seamless environment £ 
Look out for more details on Sumatra in E48. 

GODS squad prepare PC development assault 
lthough simple game development software was 
popular on 8 and l 6bit computers (Shoot 'em up 

Construction Kit, AMOS, etc), the genre faded out 
of favour for a number of years. Now, however, Yaroze has 
bought programming back to the bedroom, and the creators 
of COOS, a powerful but apparently easy-to-use PC game 
programming application, want to keep it there. 

CODS (Games Operating Development System) is 
essentially a set of tools, libraries, editors and programming 
languages heaped together in one user-freindly package. The 
idea is to allow users to create 2D and 3D games, whatever 
their level of experience. As the application's programmer, 
Glynn Humpheys, points out, 'CODS is aimed at everyone 
from the complete novice to the industry expert who may 
just want to use a different language or simpler interface.' 
Humphreys reckons that it's possible to create a simple game 

with the product within one hour. Edge hopes to review the 
finished version, once the company finds a suitable £ 
publisher. Contact: GODS {01207} 271417 

a--.w•1op 

GAMUT·PSm 

C • lff 
•ta -...1~ 

·-- . - - -'"'-;,,.. 

11NI success of 3D studio MAX as 
a devlllopment tool for the P11MS 
Industry has led to a host of 

plug-ms being dewloped for 

AUtodesk'I rendering soflwanl. 

Anlmetlx Tec:hnologles In C8nllda 

has produc:ed an Interesting 

SOkltlon for PlayStatlon lll"lllts 

who wish their targ9t hllnlware 

to be more closely Integrated Into 

the workstation 811't"lr0nment. 

WIIII G/Jmut-f'Sm, art creetlld 

In 30 studio MAX can 
lmmedlately be viewed on a 
PlayStatlon screen. SIIVlng time 

for artists and also anfordng the 

design constraints (luc:ll as 
palette and polygon llmltatlons) 

of the target platfonns. 30 

geometry, textures and even 
pnicalculated llghtlng for modell 

can be viewed so that lll"lllts can 

- how It wll look In the flnal 
game. G/Jmut-f'Sm conwrts 

texture bitmaps to PlayStatlon 

Image fonnat flies (TIM), 

transforming the trlanglal of 305 

MAX Into the planar qlllldrangles 

used by the PlayStatlon. 

For monl lnfonnation, call Animel1ix 

Technolosfes on an 604 6081941 or 
ffnd the company on the~ at 
http://Ww.v.animetrix.com. 
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Hypocritical 
ohn Braithwaite's hypocritical view 

towards home gaming (Viewpoint, E46) is 

a perfect example of how the 'mine's better 

than yours' debate will rage on long past 

drinking-up time. I have been a die-hard gamer 

for over 20 years and I've never felt the need to 

denigrate any system for trying something. even 

if it failed - after all, every step takes us closer 

to the future. I've also never felt it necessary to 

regard my opinions as any more relevant than 

that of others, and the aggravated egotism 

behind comments like 'I believe these are 

invalid criticisms' is childish and stupid. 

Having either played on or owned every 

system from the Philips G7000 onwards, I'm 

pretty certain that it's not 'hot air' when I say, 

'Grow up.' Mario 64 is indeed a fine game that 

blends superb graphics with absorbing 

gameplay - these are the two main factors to 

take into account when judging its overall 

worth. It did indeed merit a perfect score, but 

unless you've had your eyes closed for the last 

ten years, it is only another Mario game. Not 

everyone in the world is a fan of the platform 

genre and their opinion of the game is just as 

valid as Edge's wide-eyed adoration if it. 

Given that the N64 is a technically superior 

system to the PlayStation and is backed up by 

the years of experience Nintendo has over Sony, 

it would be ludicrous if its games were not 

better. However, like every other system you 

can buy, there will be highs and lows. You failed 

to mention the absolutely average Shadows of 

the Empire or the stunningly bad Cruis'n USA or 

the trashy FIFA 64 - there will always be 

mediocrity amongst the sublime. Try not to be 

so bitter about the views of of others and 

remember, gaming is supposed to be fun. The 

bar is now closed - everyone go home. 

Patrick S Cowan, 

Edinburgh 

The quality of the N64's software range was not 

at stake - it was the quality of Mario 64 that 

was - so there was no need to mention titles 

such as Shadows of the Empire. Incidentally, 

Edge was one of very few magazines unswayed 

by the strength and allure of the Star Wars 

licence and SOTE was awarded a 

humbling six out of ten. 

TOO big 

D t's amazing to see each new Edge issue 

improving in quality and adding new 

sections. Special mention should go to 'Where 

are they now?' I hope to see it continued to find 

out what happened to legends like Matthew 

Smith (Manic Miner, to mention just one 

game), Dino Dini (Kick Off), Rob Hubbard (tons 

of C64 SID music), David Crane (Pitfall), Archer 

Mclean (IK), Stavros Fasoulas (Delta) and so 

many others who've helped to make games 

what they are now. I hope to see more 

supplements ('Bullfrog', 'The State of Play', 

'N64' ... ) in the future, but I would like 

supplements to be the same dimensions as 

Edge, so I can keep them together with the 

magazine, instead of the big and 

unstandardised size they are now. 

By the way, in the Bullfrog supplement one 

game was forgotten in the discography: 

Enlightenment: Druid II. Before creating Fusion, 

Bullfrog did the Amiga conversion of this 

Gauntlet clone for Firebird. And to continue 

with the PAL vs NTSC debate, unfortunately for 

European users, almost all PAL games for 

PlayStation, Saturn and Nintendo 64 have black 

borders and are 17.5% slower than the NTSC 

versions. But when games are good enough, 

these are just minor inconveniences, because 

games are made to be fun not to run at 60fps 

or at fullscreen. 

Manuel Martin-Vrvaldi, 

Madrid, Spain 

Good point. Edge only makes the distinction 

between PAL and NTSC software because 

occasionally games suffer in the transition from 

NTSC to PAL. Obviously the main concern is if 

the playability of a title is affected by a drop in 

speed. However, if the overall impact of a game 

is also reduced substantially when compared to 

in its NTSC format (as happened with the 

relatively sluggish PAL Ridge Racer) then 

Edge has a duty to inform its readers. 

Skewed logic 
ere follows an extract from a reply to an 

e-mail sent to Videologic voicing concerns 

about a) its lack of software support and b) the 

PowerVR upgrade recently announced. 

'In an industry where things move so fast it 
is essential that we keep technically ahead of 

the competition, and this must mean the 

introduction of improved technology. This holds 

true for every sector of the computer industry. 

The difference in the case of the Apocalypse 

upgrade is that Videologic has recognised the 

potential customer frustration and provided a 

means of moving on very cheaply. When was 

the last time Intel offered you a P200 at cost 

price because your P 166 had been 

superseded? For the £59, not only do you get a 

faster card with more features, but you get two 

new games (worth more than the price of the 

upgrade in themselves), and you can keep the 

original card (for a spare PC or for a friend). All 

in all, I am happy to stand by our offer in the 

knowledge that it is good value and backs up 

our commitment to customer care. Once again, 

I sincerely apologise for the slow start to the 

publication of PowerVR-ready games, but 

assure you that there are no two companies 

(Videologic and NEC) working harder to fix an 

outstanding customer concern. 

Colin Crawford, 

Customer Support Manager 

While I agree in principle to Mr Crawford's 

reply, he neglected to answer the fundamental 

question I had posed. That question was: Why, 

upon telephoning Videologic's Technical Help 

p o I n t 1+1101r.:1+1 

Desk and Sales department, was I not informed 

of the imminent upgrade, despite numerous 

questions which should have elicited that 

response. Could it be that Videologic would 

have had sales of their current card crippled if 

the nevvs had been released? Instead, I 

purchased the card only to read in the press of 

the upgrade days later. 

I personally think that a company of their 

size should give consumers a little credit. In 

future I will wait that much longer before 

upgrading. The net result will be that companies 

will struggle even more for consumers to take 

on new hardware upgrades upon launch. 

In hindsight, I believed the hype and have 

suffered. My next upgrade will be to a 3Dfx

based card, which is currently supported by 

many more developers - surprising considering 

that the manufacturers haven't got the financial 

muscle of NEC behind them. 

Neil Dodsworth 

Edge sympathises with anyone who has 

suffered at the hands of the breathtakingly fast

changing PC market, although one can also 

view Videologic's own predicament with a 

certain amount of understanding. The company 

is in the business of keeping ahead in the PC 

3D market, and releasing early news of its 

upgraded chip (which itself is necessary to keep 

it in the market against 3Dfx) would have 

harmed the sales of its existing POCl. Not an 

ideal situation from either perspective, 

admittedly. On the other hand, 3Dfx's Voodoo 

chipset seems to have monopolised developer 

commitment without resorting to an upgrade 

yet (and one isn't planned for at least £ another six months). 

Spit and polish 
am wondering why more developers are 

not following Nintendo's trend of 

revamping and re-releasing proven hit titles. 

With the possible exceptions of WaveRace and 

Shadows of the Empire, all of the Big N's own 

current releases are classic SNES games with a 

64bit makeover. What do Mario Kart 64 and 

Star Fox 64 offer in terms of gameplay over 

their previous incarnations? Not much, but will 

they sell in vast quantities? Of course they will. 
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Nintendo has proven the profitability of the 'spit 
and polish' job with Super Mario All Stars. 

A souped-up Sensi Soccer on the 
PlayStation or a Chuck Rock on the Saturn, 
anyone? What with the games industry in 
general having a reputation for being a bunch of 
money-grabbing corporate bastards, it seems 
strange that more people are not at it. Perhaps 
they have got this reputation undeservedly. Not 

On another note, I realise one of the main 
purposes of your magazine is to report from the 
frontiers of interactive entertainment. but when 
it comes to PCs, how many of us have a 3Dfx
enabled P200 MMX? (Whatever the number, I'm 
sure it's increasing.) I'd bet a lot of your PC
owning readers have sub-P133 machines, so 
perhaps Edge could give an indication of a 
game's performance on a slightly more realistic
spec machine (a 16Mb Pl 33, perhaps) . 

Ajmul Hussain, 
Manor Park. London 

So far Japanese companies have been chiefly 
responsible in reviving catalogues of older games 
for today's machines. Besides Nintendo's internal 
efforts, Hudson is working on Baku Bomberman 

and Konami is preparing Castlevania 30 and 
Contra for the N64. Western developers have 
been slower to port their existing concepts to 
newer technology (Factor 5's Bal/blazer 

Champions is one example), perhaps because 
they feel they can contribute stronger original 
ideas. And surely Core's Tomb Raider is 
preferable to a 32bit Chuck Rock? 

Child's play 
was interested in your preview of V-Rally 

(E44), where you said that you hoped the 
game didn't become too realistic. Likewise, in 
your preview of FI, you doubted that a Formula 
1 sim had any place on a super-console and 
should be kept on a £1,500 PC (and a 14" 
monitor, no doubt) . And in your review of FI 

you said many would describe this as the least 
likeable racing sub-genre - to everyone except 
those who made FI a best-selling PS game and 
GP2 the best-selling CD-ROM game of all time 
on its week of release. 

The initial PlayStation adopters were quite 
old, mostly 25-40, and it is amusing how they 
have been given nothing but children's arcade 
software. After being priced out of the PC 
market, I was fully expecting that the 
PlayStation, like the Amiga before it, would offer 
both arcade-style and in-depth games. But I 
must strongly contest that Sony has targeted the 
18-24-year-old market. The company does not 
know the intellectual differences between a 
ten-year-old child and a 20-year-old man. It 
claims that sims are difficult, but Flight 

Unlimited covered the basics in a slim manual. 
The PlayStation is just a child's toy. Maybe 

other Edge readers should join this debate 
about the shallowness of console games. 

John Mara, 
Barking 

Edge's original concerns regarding both V-Rally 

and FI were based on the difference that 
existed (at the time) between console racers 
and its PC equivalents. This gap has since 
narrowed somewhat - especially with the 
release of Ultimate Race, the 3Dfx-compatible 
FI and Mato Racer - all games that sport an 
advanced simulation look but retain a console 
style of playability. 

While the majority of PlayStation software is 
indeed shallow and arcade-like in nature, it's 
worth remembering that it is the only console 
with a growing (albeit tiny) range of more 
cerebral releases, such as X-COM I & 2, 
Syndicate Wars and Command & Conquer. Try 
getting hold of titles like those on the 
Nintendo 64. 

Supplementary questions 

D have a been a loyal subscriber to Edge 
since issue 1, and have just received the 

latest issue. I was surprised to see an advert for 
Edge 46 with a cover CD a la Next Generation -

something else copied from your US friend. 
You have said regarding covermounts: 

'Covermounting items is prohibitively expensive 
- it's generally only used as a one-off marketing 
ploy to attract attention to new magazines or 
arrest declining sales. Edge falls into neither of 
these categories - and it's already a relatively 
costly magazine to produce.' 

What has changed? Have your sales fallen? 
Are you trying to attract a younger audience? 
Where is the money coming from? Future will 
get about £1 .80 for each magazine sold - by the 
time the paper costs, etc, have been taken out, 
there mustn't be much left. Edge was so 
desperate to cut costs that it lost the plastic bag. 
There are also more and more supplements 
coming with the magazine. I take it these are 
sponsored (like the Atari Jaguar episode). Is this 
a ploy to end the fall in sales? Why do you not 
release your ABC? 

Is the cover price going to go up to cover 
the cost of the CD? If not, where is the money 
coming from to pay for it? What about all those 
readers who don't have PCs - is there a version 
without the CD? Is the sellotape going to ruin 

my covers? It's bad enough having all the 
supplements being folded. 

As you said yourself, Edge isn't for everyone. 
That's why your readers pay a price premium. 
Please don't appeal to the lowest common 
denominator. We don't need supplements or 
cover CDs - which we will pay for, either 
through the cover price or increased adverts. 
Your niche readership buys the magazine for its 
high quality of journalism and layout. not for the 
freebies. Please bring the bag back - it could 
only have cost a penny. 

Nicholas Stoker 
Good grief. The decision to drop the bag wasn't 
a cost-cutting measure; it was purely a means 
of making the magazine more accessible to 
readers who may have been intimidated by the 
original 'closed' format. The bigger the audience 
Edge attracts, the more money can be spent on 
making the magazine better - surely good news 
for everyone. How can you complain about the 
fact that in the past five months Edge has been 
accompanied by three individual supplements -
a detailed look at the Nintendo 64, a 
comprehensive look at videogame hardware of 
the future, and last month's in-depth look at 
Bullfrog and Populous 3 [left] - all of which were 
intended to offer the reader more information? 

The simple objective in these instances was 
to make the magazine more accessible to an 
audience that might appreciate it having never 
previously considered it, not to counter falling 
sales or attract younger readers. The selfsame 
ideology created this month's CD-ROM. 

And no, there are no plans to raise the 
mag's price to cover its (not inconsiderable) 
cost. Editorially and commercially, Edge has 
never been in a stronger position, and this is 
simply being reflected in the fact that it is 
delivering more for its readers. 

Nintendo no PAL of mine 

D have two issues to raise. First, what is the 
ongoing situation with PAL releases of 

N64 games? I have a PAL machine and am 
quite satisfied with games such as WaveRace, 

which, even in its PAL incarnation, is still a great 
game. I have never played the NTSC version, 
and this probably explains why I am satisfied. 
However, it still irks me knowing that 
somewhere there is a superior version of these 
games. I am not that bothered by the black 
borders (if they can be reduced, all the better), 
but I am more concerned about speed issues. 
I want to buy Mario Kart 64 when it comes out 
but I am worried that it will be significantly less 
playable because of the slow speed. 

I can't use an import Nintendo 64 because I 
only have an old-fashioned telly, and having 
been 'stung' for £100 by the N64's recent price 
job, there is no prospect of me getting a new 
one. I would like you to do an in-depth feature 
on exactly what are the differences between the 
different systems and versions (should be easy), 
and more importantly, is it technical problems 



or simply laziness/lack of care that allows many 

UK titles to be non-optimised. In other words, 

why is it that only the likes of Konami with /SS 

64 that can be bothered to make the PAL 

games as good as they can be? 

Finally on this issue, I think because this 

situation affects the majority of UK N64 owners, 

it is crucial that magazines such as yours, which 

usually reviews the import version of any 

particular game as the main review, do a 'recap' 

when the PAL version finally hits the streets, 

pointing out exactly how good (or bad) a job 

has been made of 'converting' it for PAL By the 

way, didn't Nintendo optimise SNES Super 

Mario Kart for PAL? 

The second point is regarding the 6400. We 

know that when the cart version of Zelda 64 is 

released it will be compatible with the 6400, 

so that when the drive finally comes out you 

will be able to extend the life of the original cart 

game. However, do you think Nintendo has 

realised that extending this strategy could make 

the 6400 a 'must have' peripheral? Imagine 

being told when the 6400 is launched that 

your Super Mario 64, WaveRace, and 

8/astCorps carts have already been made 

compatible with the 6400, and all you need to 

do is purchase a (hopefully inexpensive) disk to 

play six new courses in WaveRace or explore a 

whole new world in Mario? Almost every N64 

owner has these games and loves them but 

probably completed them a while back. The 

option of 'doing it all again' with new levels 

would be very tempting, though. Imagine: 

Super Mario 64 J could be exclusively available 

as a download from a website. 

Dr Alan Choo-Kang. 

Chester 

The question of reprogramming/optimising PAL 

N64 games is down to the individual publisher 

responsible. Konami has certainly set a glowing 

precedent that will hopefully be regarded by 

other publishers - including Nintendo. 

The 6400 strategy is presently far from 

clear. Several new games may suit the medium 

- possibly the likes of Turok 2, Unreal and 

Quake 2, for example - but it's unlikely that any 

cartridge released in the next six to 12 

months will offer 6400 support. 

r., After spending the last month 
.:J downloading and avidly playing all of 
the fantastic '80s arcade emulators 
available on the Web for the PC. 1 have only 
one gaming wish left in the world. While 
games such as Asteroids are perfectly 
playable with the PC keys and are an 
absolute joy to play, most classics need an 
authentic arcade joystick with two buttons to 
truly recreate their frantic action and 
playability. Please could you tell me if it is 
possible to buy an actual arcade setup 
fjoysticks and accompanying buttons - not a 
full cabinet, just input controls) and connect 
them to the PC in some way? If not. what is 
the best arcade-style digital stick that is 
available (preferably as good the old Mega 
CD arcade stick)? 

Stuart Thomson, 
Chester, England 

1711 It's possible to connect complete 
LirJ arcade cabinets up to your PC or 
simply connect a joystick of your choice 
(although traditional PC models perhaps 
aren't the best for fast-action arcade 
games). For most older arcade emulation 
games, you probably need a decent joypad -
you can connect SNES pads to the PC. For 
more information, e-mail one of the 
dedicated emulation sites. 

r., 1. Is it possible to connect my UK 
.:J PlayStation to a PC monitor without 
having to buy a PC-TV card? 
2. When is Tekken 3 being released? 
3. And is there going to be a hardware 
upgrade for it? 
4. I have a P120 PC with 24Mb of RAM. 
would you recommend upgrading to a 
higher processor? 
5. Can a US/Jap N64 play UK games with a 
Universal Adaptor like the SNES could? 

Samir Marafie, 
via e-mail 

1. Unfortunately not. The PC's video 
display is handled by a card and 

unless you can devise a way of taking your 
Playstation signal through this, you'll need a 
custom card. But what's the point? 
2. & 3. Tekken 3 will probably be available 
before the end of the year, but Namco is 
keeping quiet. An upgrade which could take 
advantage of the advanced features of the 
game is rumoured, but very unlikely. 
4. It depends what kind of games you want 
to play. Even a P120 will struggle to run most 
high-end 3D titles these days, although its 
disadvantages can be minimised with a 3Dfx 
card - this is currently the least hardware
dependent card on the market, as well as 
the most potent in terms of rendering 
power, and will give the machine a huge 
boost in polygon-generating horsepower. 
5. There are now adaptors that allow the use 
of foreign games on any N64 system, 
although at the time of writing they 
are still not 100% reliable. 

r., I noticed that you gave a thumbs up to 
.:J the PAL version of !SS 64. I am just 
about to buy an American N64, mainly 
because, as was repeatedly pointed out in 
E46, the PAL conversions are distinctly 
second-rate. However, I would like to play 
!SS 64 instead of its Japanese counterpart, 
J-League Perfect Striker. So, would /SS 64 

running via a universal adaptor on an NTSC 
machine run exactly the same as it would on 
a PAL machine? would it not, for example, 
run faster than intended? 

Robert Day 
171 Running the game through an adaptor 
LirJ would probably make the game run 
fairly closely to its NTSC counterpart and not 
noticeably faster (although the PAL version 
of the game was not a~ for Edge to 
check). A us version of the game should be 
available around the time you read this. 
Naturally, that would be the most 
sensible option. 

r., 1. When will the PlayStation's 
.:J analogue pad be released in the UK? 
2. Is there a decent flight sim-style joystick 
available yet for the PlayStation with loads of 
custom features? 

Joseph Brown. 
Leicester 

171 1. It's scheduled for release sometime 
~ in the autumn. 
2. The latest stick to hit the shelves is 
SpectraVideo's PS dominator (left), which 
costs £30. It has all the usual gimmicky 
features you'd expect, such as an LED 
display, slow motion and semi auto-fire, 
but best of all, as well as digital and 
analogue modes, it has a 'Namco' option 
for games configured for use with 
Namco's own stick. 
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